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88 Chapter I 

Eachh of us has often looked at a road map like the one on the front cover, while searching 
forr a specific route, or destination. If one wants to go, say, to Paris, one would determine the 
shortestt or desired route to get there from where one is located, say, Amsterdam. During this 
task,, one has first to search on the map for the location of the relevant cities, and then to trace 
thee best route between these locations. These search and tracing behaviours are active 
processes,, consisting of a sequential sampling of the scene with saccadic eye movements. 
Readingg a road map is not always an easy task and requires considerable processing time, yet 
wee have no sense of the various and enigmatic computations carried out by the brain. In this 
thesis,, 1 will provide some insights in the processes that lead to such complex visuomotor 
behaviours.. I will discuss how such a task is implemented in the brain and how eye 
movementss influence the retinotopic representation of objects. The thesis primarily deals with 
thee involvement of the primary visual cortex in transsaccadic integration and attention. 
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V i s i o nn is the main way in which we gather information about the world. Most of our idea 
aboutt the world, and our memory of it, is based on sight. Vision is an extended process that 
naturallyy occurs in the context of complex behaviours in dynamic, object-rich environments 
withh literally thousands of potential relevant targets. Vision is an active process during which 
thee eyes continually sample the environment by means of rapid saccadic eye movements. 
Saccadess tend to bring new and conspicuous information from peripheral retinal locations, 
wheree visual acuity is relatively low, to the foveal region, where the highest quality visual 
informationn is extracted (Buswell, 1935; Yarbus, 1967; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1998; 
Landd et al., 1999). A typical scanning pattern of a visual scene consists of a sequence of 
saccadess each interspersed by fixation periods during which the eyes are relatively still (Fig. 
1). . 

 maam 
Figuree 1. Eye movements are 
madee to informative regions of 
thiss picture (the unexpected 
visitor).visitor). Three records of eye 
movementss by the same 
subjectt viewing the picture. 
Eachh record lasted 3 minutes 
1)) Free examination. Before 
subsequentt recordings, the 
subjectt was asked to: 2) 
estimatee the material 
circumstancess of the family; 
3)) give the ages of the people, 
(fromm Yarbus" 1967). 

Duringg a saccade, the visual scene sweeps rapidly across the retina, and processing of the 
visuall  image is suppressed (but not entirely inhibited), a phenomenon called saccadic 
suppressionn (Matin, 1974; Volkmann, 1986). Thus, visual information processing takes place 
mainlyy between the saccades, during periods of fixations that typically last for 200-600 ms 
(Pollatsekk & Rayner, 1982; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1998). Interestingly, despite the fact 
thatt the eyes saccade about three times each second and vision is suppressed during saccades, 
wee do not experience the blank periods during saccades, nor do we experience the world as a 
seriess of discrete snapshots from each fixation. Instead, when we explore the visual 
environment,, we have the experience of a unified, full colour, highly detailed, and stable 
visuall  world. 
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Thee perception of a complex scene therefore involves a complicated pattern of fixations 
duringg which the visual input is processed, interspersed with brief interludes of blurred visual 
inputt brought about by saccades, where the eye moves to foveate a new part of the scene. How 
doess the visual system bridge the gap between successive images and provide us with the 
perceptt of a stable and coherent world? What are the mechanisms that integrate the visual 
informationn across eye movements and that lead to the representation of a unified scene? 
Beforee presenting an overview of the solution to visual stability, and on how information is 
integratedd across saccades, 1 will first introduce some aspects of the visual system and visual 
perception,, with an emphasis on the role of attention. 

1.. THE VISUAL BRAIN 

T h ee i m p o r t a n ce of v i s i on in every day life activities is reflected by the dominance of 
brainn regions devoted to the visual modality. Areas of the cortex that are implicated in visual 
perceptionn or visual-guided behaviour comprise much of the posterior half of the cortex, parts 
classifiedd as occipital, parietal and temporal, but also parts of the frontal cortex. Over 30 
distinctt areas are devoted to vision. The now well-know diagram of Felleman and Van Essen 
(1991)) illustrates the layout of these cortical areas (and their interconnectivity pattern), which 
aree organised into two functionally dedicated processing pathways that originate from the 
primaryy visual cortex (area VI ) (Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982; Merigan & Maunsell, 1993) 
(see,, Fig.2). 

Figuree 2. A, Anatomical organisation of the monkey visual system (adapted from Felleman & Van 
Essen.. 1991). B. Visual processing pathways that originate from area VI . The ventral pathway leads 
too the interior temporal cortex, while the dorsal pathway leads to the posterior parietal cortex Both 
pathwayss then converge into the prefrontal cortex. 
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Thee ventral pathway is directed to the inferior temporal cortex and underlies visual object 
recognitionn and identification, while the dorsal pathway is directed to the posterior parietal 
cortexx and is important in motion perception, spatial representations and action. Support for 
thiss view comes from a wide range of experimental evidence, including anatomical, 
physiologicall  and behavioural studies. Lesions of the temporal cortex, for example, impair the 
abilityy to discriminate between different objects, whereas lesions of the parietal cortex 
seriouslyy impair the ability to perform visuomotor tasks (see Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982). 
Electrophysiologicall  studies showed that neurons in areas of the ventral pathways, such as 
areass V4, TEO and IT, respond selectively to colour, complex shapes, and specific objects 
(Desimonee & Ungerleider, 1989). On the other hand, neurons in areas of the dorsal pathway, 
suchh as areas MT and LIP, do not analyse objects per se, but are rather involved in the 
analysess of motion, spatial relations and in visuomotor behaviour (Newsome & Salzman, 
1990;; Andersen et al., 1997; Colby & Goldberg, 1999). It is traditionally believed that object 
perceptionn is achieved through processing of the information in a bottom-up, feedforward 
modee along the hierarchy of visual areas. Neurons in each area of the ventral pathway possess 
distinctt response properties, which are determined to a large extent by the tuning properties of 
theirr classical receptive field (RF). When a stimulus is presented to the visual system, activity 
relatedd to that stimulus first enters the cortex through area VI , from which it is then rapidly 
distributedd to various higher areas. This hierarchical description of visual processing is 
reflectedd by an increase in the complexity of the tuning properties, and by an increase in RF 
size,, of neurons along this hierarchy (Fig. 3A) (Maunsell & Newsome, 1987). For example, 
neuronss in area VI have small RFs (-1°) and respond to elementary features such as oriented 
liness (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968, 1977). Neurons in V4 have larger RFs (4-6°) and are tuned to 
simplee oriented shapes as well as to colour (Zeki, 1980; Desimone & Schein, 1987; Gattass et 
al.,, 1988; Gallant et al., 1996). Even higher in the hierarchy, neurons in the temporal cortex, 
whichh have very large RFs that can cover the entire visual field, are selectively responsive to 
evenn more complex stimuli such as objects and faces (Desimone & Ungerleider, 1989; Oram 
&&  Perrett, 1992; Tovée, 1994; Tanaka, 1996). This increase in the complexity of response 
propertiess is assumed to be implemented by feedforward connections (see Lamme & 
Roelfsema,, 2000). 

Althoughh some aspects of vision can be achieved through this feedforward scheme (Oram & 
Perrett.. 1992; Tovée, 1994), they do not completely determine visual perception. Processing is 
alsoo carried out by horizontal cortical connections (within an area) as well as by feedback 
connectionss (from higher to lower areas) (Fig. 3B). The involvement of these recurrent 
connectionss in perception has gained much support over the past decade or so through a 
varietyy of experimental observations. For example, a number of studies have shown that 
neuronall  responses in area VI can be modulated by stimuli presented outside the neuron's 
classicalclassical RF. These contextual influences can either enhance or suppress a neuron's response 
(forr a review, see Allman et al., 1985a), and were shown to reflect perceptual processes such 
ass pop out (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992), colour constancy (Wachtler et al., 1999), contour 
integrationn (Kapadia et al., 1995), and figure-ground segregation (Lamme, 1995). This 
indicatess that neurons in area VI , as well as in areas beyond (Allman et al., 1985a,b; 
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Desimonee et al., 1993) are not only responsive to a stimulus within their RF, but are also 
involvedd in the integration of information from a wide portion of the visual field. The 
contextuall  effects thus appear to be related to perceptual organisation of a visual scene, and 
aree believed to be mediated by recurrent connections (Gilbert, 1993; Hupé et al., 1998; 
Lammee & Roelfsema, 2000; Roelfsema et al., 2002). 
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Figuree 3 Illustration of feedforward and recurrent (feedback and horizontal) connections. A. 
Feedforwardd connections shape the classical RF. As one moves up the cortical hierarchy, RFs 
becomee increasingly larger, and tuning properties become more complex. B. Recurrent connections 
providee neurons with information from outside their RF (surround). 

Otherr indications for the involvement of recurrent processing in perception come from 
visuall  cognitive tasks that require some time. One example is visual search. During visual 
search,, a specific target item has to be located in the presence of distractor items. Searching 
forr the odd item in figure 4, for example, is by no means instantaneous. This task is time-
consumingg and reaction time depends on the number of distractors, as one has to search 
throughh a number of items until the target is found (e.g. Treisman. 1996). 
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Figuree 4 Left, Example of a search task, in which the odd item has to be located Right, Example of 
aa curve tracing task, in which observers are required to locate the letter at the end of each curve. 

Anotherr example is the curve tracing task. Here, the observer is required to trace a curve in 
thee visual field in order to find an item located at the end of this curve. This task also requires 
considerablee processing, mainly when many curves come in close proximity to one another 
andd overlap (see, Fig. 4). During visual search and curve tracing, neurons in many distinct 
areass modulate their responses based on the behavioural relevance of the stimulus in their RF. 
Thee response modulation occurs after some delay relative to the initial stimulus-evoked 
response,, which suggests that it is mediated by recurrent processing. Importantly, this delayed 
responsee modulation reflects high-level cognitive processes, such as visual attention 
(Desimonee & Duncan, 1995; Maunsell, 1995; Treue, 2001), short-term memory (Fuster & 
Jervey,, 1981; Super et al., 2001) and perceptual decisions (Leon & Shadlen, 1998; Schall & 
Bichot,, 1998; Shadlen & Newsome, 2001). Later in this chapter, the physiological aspects of 
attentionn will be described in more detail. 
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2.. PERCEPTION AND THE ROLE OF ATTENTION 

AA  natura l V isual e n v i r o n m e nt is crowded with many different objects that cannot 
bee processed all at once, within a single glance. Indeed, except for some general aspects of a 
scene,, we tend to be aware at any one time of only a limited part of the information. The brain 
needss longer processing time in order to locate and identify relevant objects in the scene. 
Whenn the eye is fixating, perceptual processes analyse the object at the fovea to establish its 
identity,, and the image in the periphery to locate the target for the next saccade. Visual 
attentionn is a fundamental factor in these perceptual processes. As William James noted, the 
objectt that we are paying attention to appears to receive more processing and is more richly 
representedd in perception (James, 1890). 

Traditionally,, studies on visual attention examined the ability to pay attention to part of the 
visuall  world without moving the eyes. This "covert attention'" ability leads to processing 
advantagess for localized parts of the visual scene without any overt movement of the eyes. 
Attentionn can be regarded as a mechanism that selects some stimuli in the scene for further 
high-levell  cognitive processing and action (Allport, 1993; Desimone & Duncan, 1995). This 
selectionn involves in-depth processing of only a restricted part of the visual input. That is, 
attentionn has a limited capacity such that only a few items, or a small region of space, can be 
processedd at one time. Attention operates as a filter, by enhancing the perception of some 
stimulii  at the expense of others present in the scene (Posner et al., 1980; Egeth & Yantis 1997; 
Cepedaa et al., 1998; Pashter, 1998; Bahcall & Kowler, 1999; Cave & Bichot, 1999). Attention 
alsoo controls the ability to recognise and identify objects in the visual scene, and to keep them 
inn memory. 

2.1.. Space-Based and Object-Based Attention 

Theree is much debate on whether attention selects a location or an object. The selection is 
determinedd in part by events that occur in the scene, such as a sudden onset or a moving 
stimuluss that catches our attention, and in part by the goals and expectations of the observer, 
suchh as the desire to find one's friend in a crowd or knowing where to find him (Egeth & 
Yantiss 1997). Traditional models described attention in spatial terms, as a spotlight (or a 
"zoomm lens"), which could move about the visual field in a stimulus-driven or goal-directed 
mannerr (Posner, 1980; Posner et al., 1980; Eriksen & St. James, 1986). Items that are within 
thatt spatial region receive more processing resources than others. This view was largely 
motivatedd by the results of spatial cueing experiments (Posner, 1980; Posner et al., 1980; 
Posnerr & Cohen, 1984). They showed that allocating attention to a location in the visual field 
improvess detection and discrimination, and shortens reaction times to that location relative to 
otherr locations (see also. Downing, 1988; for a review see Cave & Bichot. 1999). Other results 
indicatedd that selection could be based on visual objects, not on location (Duncan, 1984; 
Kanwisherr & Driver. 1992; Baylis & Driver, 1993; Vecera & Farah, 1994). The representative 
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findingg is that the discrimination of two different attributes is improved when they belong to a 
singlee object rather than to different objects, even if these objects spatially overlap (Duncan, 
1984).. Object-based selection depends to a large extent on perceptual organisation: attention is 
directedd to objects or perceptual groups of the visual scene that are segmented on the basis of 
gestaltt principles, such as similarity, connectedness, collinearity, common colour, etc 
(Kahnemann & Henik, 1981; Driver & Bay lis, 1998). This view is also supported by visual 
searchh paradigms, in which grouping has been found to mediate the direction of attention in 
conjunctionn search (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989, 1992). Another task that associates 
groupingg and object-based attention is the curve tracing task. This task examines the ability of 
observerss to discriminate between two (or more) elongated curves in the visual field (Jolicoeur 
etal.,, 1986, 1991; Pringle & Egeth, 1988; McCormick & Jolicoeur, 1991; Scholte et a!., 2001; 
Houtkampp et al; 2003). During this task, perceptual grouping criteria such as connectedness 
andd collinearity need to be evaluated in order to identify all contour segments that belong to a 
singlee curve. Recent findings have shown that during this task, subjects trace a curve by 
graduallyy spreading attention along the path of this curve. 

Thee involvement of attention in curve tracing was directly demonstrated using a dual task 
paradigmm (Scholte et al., 2001; Houtkamp et al., 2003). Figure 5 illustrates the general 
proceduree of such a task as well as the main finding. The primary task of the subjects was to 
tracee the (target) curve connected to the fixation point and to indicate the location (left or 
right)) of the circle located at the end of that curve. During the course of the trial, some 
segmentss of the target and distractor curves were coloured for a brief period, and the 
secondaryy task was to report one of the colours as indicated by a cue (Fig. 5 A). Colours of the 
tracedd curve were reported more reliably than colours of the other curve (Fig. 5C). This effect, 
however,, depended on the delay between the appearance of the stimulus and the appearance of 
thee colours. When this delay was short, performance was superior only when the colour-to-be-
reportedd was located on the first segment of the traced curve. Performance improved at more 
distall  locations on this curve, at longer delays. Importantly, at these longer delays, subjects 
weree still able to report the colours that appeared on the first segments of the traced curve. 
Thesee results indicate that tracing a curve in the visual field is implemented by a gradual 
spreadd of attention along collinear and connected contours segments. The end result of tracing 
iss that the entire attended curve is represented as determined by object-based selection 
mechanisms. . 
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II  Fixation (300 ins) 
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Figuree 5. Object-based attention in curve tracing. A. Sequence of' events during a trial. Some 
randomm delay after the appearance of the stimulus, colours were briefly presented at two of six 
possiblee locations, and masked thereafter. After the subject indicated which circle was connected to 
thee fixation point, one of the two colour locations was cued, and the secondary task was to report the 
colourr that had appeared at that location. During the entire course of a trial, the subject had to 
maintainn steady fixation. B. Different stimulus configurations were used in this task In some trials, 
thee curves overlapped at two locations (pair 1). but on other trials they overlapped at one location 
(pairr II and 111) or were separated (pair IV). C, Average percentages of correctly reported colours at 
threee time-intervals, pooled across the different stimulus configurations. Performance was 
significantlyy better for colours located on the target curve compared to the distractor curve (black; *, 
p<< 0.05; ** , p< 0.01). (adapted from Houtkamp et al.. 2003). 
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Inn summary, the occurrence of space-based or object-based attentional selection appears to 
bee dependent on the type of task and the level of visual representation demanded by the task 
(seee Allport, 1993; Vecera & Farah, 1994). Thus, attention may well be object-based in some 
contexts,, space-based in others, or both at the same time. 

2.2.. The Neurophysiology of Attention 

AA number of neurophysiological studies on attention have revealed the neuronal basis of both 
space-basedd and object-based selection. In a typical experiment, a subject (or monkey) is 
requiredd to attend to a specific location in the visual field in which a behaviourally relevant 
stimuluss might appear, or to attend to a specific stimulus, regardless of location. Directing 
attentionn to a location or an object is reflected by a modulation of neuronal responses in 
humanss (e.g. Corbetta et al., 1991; Hillyard & Anllo-Vento, 1998; Mangun et al., 1998; 
Kastnerr & Ungerleider, 2000; Yantis & Serences, 2003), as well as in the behaving monkey 
(seee Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Maunsell, 1995; Treue, 2001). In the monkey's visual 
system,, the common observation is that neuronal activity evoked by a stimulus in the RF is 
enhancedd when this stimulus is covertly attended and suppressed when it is unattended. This 
neuronall  correlate of attentional selection is a general phenomenon that occurs in most, if not 
all,, areas along the two processing pathways of the visual system up to the frontal cortex. It 
hass been found during a variety of behavioural tasks in areas of the dorsal processing pathway, 
suchh as areas MT, MST, LIP, VIP and area 7A (Bushnell et al., 1981; Colby et al., 1996; 
Treuee & Maunsell, 1996; Gottlieb et al., 1998; Treue & Martinez-Trujillo, 1999; 
Constantinidiss & Steinmetz, 2001; Cook & Maunsell, 2002), in areas of the ventral processing 
pathway,, such as areas IT, V4, V2 as well as area VI (Chelazzi et al., 1993, 1998, 2001; 
Morann & Desimone, 1985; Motter 1993, 1994a,b; Luck et al., 1997; Roelfsema et al., 1998; 
Reynoldss et al., 1999; Roelfsema and Spekreijse, 2002), and also in areas of the frontal cortex, 
suchh as FEF (Thompson et al., 1996; Schall & Thompson, 1999; Schall, 2004). The strength 
off  attentional modulation is, however, different in all these areas. As one moves up the cortical 
processingg hierarchy, the strength of attentional modulation increases. While these effects 
amountt to about 40 percent in early visual cortex, unattended stimuli are almost completely 
suppressedd in prefrontal (Everling et al., 2002) and parietal cortex (Gottlieb et al., 1998). 
Moreover,, the strength of modulation also depends on the task difficulty (Spitzer and 
Richmond,, 1991), as well as on the proximity between the stimulus and the attended location 
(Connorr et al., 1996). It also depends on whether stimuli compete for neural representation at 
thee level of the RF (Duncan et al., 1997). Several studies in extrastiate visual areas have 
shownn that attending to one of two stimuli that are simultaneously located inside the RF yields 
strongerr response modulation compared to when only one stimulus is in the RF (Moran & 
Desimone,, 1985; Treue & Maunsell, 1996; Reynolds et al., 1999). Taken together, these 
findingsfindings indicate that attention operates by enhancing neuronal responses to attended stimuli, 
andd by suppressing responses to unattended stimuli. The neurophysiological aspects of 
attentionn are consistent with psychophysical data indicating improved detection and 
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discriminationn of attended stimuli in the presence of distractors. The selection mechanisms 
wouldd thus favour information processing of stimuli appearing at the attended location, at the 
expensee of other stimuli appearing elsewhere. 

AA number of studies cited above have also examined the time course of attentional 
modulation.. When a novel stimulus is presented to the visual system, attentional modulation 
off  neuronal responses in most cortical areas does not occur in the initial stimulus-evoked 
response.. During this period, neuronal responses do not differentiate between a behaviourally 
relevantt target and a distractor. Instead, the behavioural significance of a stimulus is reflected 
att a delay, during the sustained period of neuronal activity. Attentional effects generally occur 
100-2000 ms after stimulus onset in many distinct areas of both the ventral and dorsal 
processingg streams, including the primary visual cortex and the frontal eye field (e.g. Chelazzi 
ett al., 1993, 2001; Motter. I994a.b; Thompson et al., 1996: Constantinidis & Steinmetz, 2001; 
Satoo et al., 2001; Roelfsema et al., 1998). The delayed attentional effects suggest that these 
effectss are not driven by feedforward processing, but are rather mediated by feedback 
projectionss from higher to lower areas of the visual system (Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; 
Treue,, 2001). 

2.3.. Attention and Eye Movements 

Ass indicated earlier in this chapter, covert attention leads to processing advantages for 
localizedd parts of the visual scene without any overt movement of the eyes. What is then the 
rolee of covert attention when the eye movements are not prevented? A number of studies have 
proposedd theoretical implications for the link between covert and overt attentional processes in 
visuall  selection. 

AA first view proposed by Rizzolatti and colleagues (Rizzolatti et al., 1987; Rizzolatti et al., 
1994)) argues for a very strong link between covert shifts of attention and saccades. In the 
premotorpremotor theory of attention, the effects of covert attention are a result of activity within the 
motorr systems responsible for the generation of a saccade (or limb movement). In this view, 
thee covert and overt attentional processes arise out of the action of a single motor system. The 
perceptuall  facilitation at the locus of covert attention is therefore achieved by preparing to 
generatee a saccade; whether the eyes actually move depends on a go-signal for triggering the 
saccade.. According to the premotor theory, covert attention is close to being a by-product of 
thee motor system. 

Thee sequential attentional model of Henderson (1992) also argues that the processes of 
covertt and overt attention are closely coupled. The model assumes that at the beginning of 
eachh fixation, attention is allocated to the object at the fovea. Once this object is identified, 
attentionn shifts to a new location. This covert shift provides enhanced processing at the new 
location,, as well as the target for an eye movement. In contrast to the premotor theory, 
however,, this model posits that a shift of attention precedes the programming of an eye 
movement,, with saccades being directed by the location of covert attention. This view is based 
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onn evidence showing that discrimination performance is improved when the locus of attention 
andd the target of a saccade coincide. Shepherd and colleagues (1986), for example, found that 
subjectss were unable to direct attention to one location when they were required to perform a 
saccadee in another direction. Other more recent studies have also provided evidence for spatial 
couplingg of attention and eye movements, by indicating that attention shifts to the intended 
locationn of the saccade just before its execution (Hoffman & Subramaniam, 1995; Kowler et 
al.,, 1995; Deubel & Schneider, 1996; Irwin & Gordon, 1998; McPeek et a!., 1999; Godijn & 
Pratt,, 2002). 

AA more neurocognitive model, the visual attention model by Schneider (1995), also 
postulatess that saccade programming follows an attentional shift. Here, however, attentional 
mechanismss are not divided into overt and covert selection. Instead, this model assumes a 
singlee attentional mechanism that fulfil s two functions, namely selection-for-action (Allport, 
1987)) and selection-for-object-recognition (LaBerge & Brown, 1989). These two functions are 
implementedd by different processing pathways. Directing attention to an object leads to object 
recognition,, which is computed within the ventral pathway responsible for object vision. It 
alsoo leads to computations about the spatial parameters of this object. These computations are 
carriedd out by the dorsal pathway, which is responsible for space-based motor actions. 
Therefore,, attention mediates the recognition of an object, to which spatial parameters are 
computedd for eventual motor actions such as saccades. 

Neurophysiologicall  findings provide additional evidence for a strong relationship between 
attentionn and eye movements. A number of brain areas have been identified as being most 
intimatelyy linked to the control of saccades, or involved in specifying the target for a saccade. 
Thesee include the superior colliculus (SC), the frontal eye field (FEF), and the lateral 
intraparietall  area (LIP). Neurons in these areas are active during the execution of a saccadic 
eyee movement (Bruce & Goldberg, 1985; Barash et al., 1991; Hanes & Schall, 1996; 
Andersenn et al., 1997; Snyder et al., 1998), and the ablation or inactivation of these areas 
impairss oculomotor behaviour (Schiller et al., 1987; Li et al., 1999; Li & Andersen, 2001; 
Wardakk et al., 2002). Moreover, saccades can be triggered by electrical stimulation of sites 
withinn these brain regions (Bruce et al., 1985; Schiller & Tehovnik, 2001). Stimulation 
elsewheree in the visual system can also evoke saccades (see Schiller & Tehovnik, 2001). 
However,, it appears that this effect is mediated by the stimulation-induced signal that reaches 
thee SC and other saccade-related areas, by means of cortico-cortical connections. Indeed, 
followingg the ablation of the SC, for example, stimulation of regions in the occipital cortex no 
longerr elicits saccades (Schiller, 1998). The SC, as well as FEF and LIP, contain motor maps, 
suchh that the saccade that is triggered by electrical stimulation is dependent on the exact locus 
off  stimulation; in other words, saccades in these maps are coded in retinotopic space. 

Inn each of these areas, attentional effects have also been reported (e.g. Schall et al.. 1995; 
Colbyy et al., 1996; Thompson et al., 1996, 1997; Kodaka et al„  1997; Gottlieb et al., 1998; 
Powell  & Goldberg, 2000; McPeek & Keller, 2002; Bisley & Goldberg, 2003; Ignashchenkova 
ett al., 2004). Kustov & Robinson (1996) tested directly whether there was a relationship 
betweenn attention and saccades. They trained monkeys on a target detection task in which the 
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animalss had to respond to the appearance of the target by making an eye or a hand movement. 
Thee allocation of attention was manipulated by a spatial cue that preceded the onset of the 
target.. During the task, saccades were artificially evoked by electrical stimulation of sites in 
thee SC. Kustov and Robinson found that these saccades were shifted in the direction of the 
cued,, and hence attended, location, provided that the cue preceded the stimulation-induced 
saccade.. These findings thus indicated that saccades are closely associated with covert 
attentionall  shifts. A recent study in FEF also provided compelling evidence for a close link 
betweenn saccades and spatial attention. Moore and Fallah (2001, 2004) carried out 
subthresholdd microstimulation in FEF. Such stimulation was too weak to evoke a saccade. 
However,, it resulted in improved detection performance on an attentional task. This effect is 
alsoo apparent at the neuronal level, since FEF microstimulation yields an enhancement of 
neuronall  responses in area V4 when the V4 RFs and the FEF representation spatially overlap 
(Mooree & Armstrong, 2003). Finally, a range of imaging studies in humans have shown that a 
commonn neuronal frontoparietal network mediates the covert and overt allocation of attention 
(seee for example Corbetta, 1998). Taken together, these findings suggest a close link between 
attentionn and saccades. 

Thee representation of salient and behaviourally relevant stimuli in areas that are involved in 
oculomotorr behaviour has led to the proposal that these areas may be operating as salience 
mapss (Gottlieb et al., 1998; Findlay & Walker, 1999; Kusunoki et al., 2000; Schall 2002). A 
keyy feature of neurons in a salience map is that their activity codes the location of a stimulus 
inn a topographical fashion, without coding its features. Indeed, neurons in the SC (Wurtz & 
Goldberg,, 1972), the FEF (Schall et al., 1995) and the LIP (Colby & Duhamel, 1996) exhibit 
littl ee visual selectivity, but provide an accurate spatial representation of relevant stimuli for 
saccadicc orienting. The selective processing of stimulus features occurs in the primary visual 
cortex,, as well as in areas of both the ventral and dorsal streams, and converges onto the 
saliencee maps. Here, bottom-up (feedforward) sensory information and top-down (feedback) 
attentionall  influences are integrated such that a representation of the scene based on the most 
salientt and relevant information is built. Salience maps have been postulated to guide a variety 
off  behaviours including visual search with or without eye movements (Koch & Ullman, 1985; 
Wolfe,, 1994), the perception of unified objects (Treisman. 1996), and the phenomenon of 
positionall  constancy (Irwin, 1996). 

3.. VISUAL INTEGRATION ACROSS SACCADES 

H o ww Our a p p r e c i a t i on of a coherent and stable visual world occurs when our eyes are 
continuallyy engaged in a sequential sampling process is one of the classic problems in 
perceptionn that has puzzled psychologist and neuroscientist for over a century. Given that 
visuall  acuity and colour sensitivity vary across the retina (Anstis, 1974; Mullen, 1990), the 
perceptuall  representation of a complete and veridical visual world cannot be based on the 
informationn available in any given fixation. Eye movements are necessary for the 
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identificationn of the many objects present in a scene. Thus, the perceptual experience of a 
stablee visual world would appear to be build up from the information obtained over 
consecutivee fixations. How does the visual brain combine information from one fixation to the 
next?? There is considerable debate over how information is transferred and accumulated 
acrosss different fixations, and over the nature of this information. 

Untill  recently, it was believed that the brain constructs a composite image of the visual 
scenee by combining images from consecutive fixations. This traditional view proposed that a 
completee sensory image is generated during each fixation and stored in a temporary memory 
buffer,, with images from successive fixations spatially aligned and fused in a system that 
mapss a retinal reference frame onto a spatiotopic frame (Davidson et al., 1973; McConkie & 
Rayner,, 1976; Rayner, 1978; Jonides et al., 1982; Breitmeyer, 1984). In this view, the 
informationn from successive fixations are aligned and accumulated by taking into account 
changess in eye position, which are reflected by oculomotor signals. Much research has been 
devotedd to finding evidence for such a process based on spatiotopic fusion. Despite 
considerablee effort, however, this appealing view has received littl e confirmation. Indeed, 
theree are now several lines of experimental evidence arguing against a detailed mental 
representationn of the visual scene that is build up across saccades. 

ObserversObservers cannot fuse visual patterns across saccades 
Inn some experimental paradigms, subjects are required to integrate a pre- and a postsaccadic 

visuall  pattern in order to successfully accomplish the task. The logic of such experiments is 
thatt if precise visual information is integrated across a saccade, then the presentation of two 
patternss that are separated by a saccade should be combined to form a composite image. The 
typicall  finding that has been replicated several times is that subjects are unable to fuse patterns 
acrosss saccades (see, Fig. 6) (Bridgeman & Mayer, 1983; Irwin et al., 1983; 0? Regan & Lévy-
Schoen,, 1983; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1983; Irwin et al., 1988, 1990; Irwin, 1991). Interestingly, 
however,, when two patterns are presented in rapid succession within an eye fixation, that is, at 
thee same retinal and spatial location, then subjects are able to perceive a single fused pattern. 
Thiss indicates that a composite percept is based on retinotopic integration and not spatiotopic 
integration. . 

Figuree 6. Fxperiment on 
transsaccadicc fusion by O'Regan & 
Lévy-Schoenn (1983). On each trial, 
onee of fragments in row A was 
brieflyy (lashed before a saccade, 
followedd by the presentation of the 
fragmentt in row B postsaccadically. 
Transsaccadicc integration would 
havee produced the character strings 
inn row C. but observers failed to 
reportt am of them. However, when 
thee fragments were presented at one 
retinall  location, without the eyes 
moving,, observers could perceive 
thee composite patterns. 
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ObserversObservers do not notice scene changes across saccades 
AA number of studies have shown that observers are often unable to detect changes in an 

imagee across saccades. These intrasaccadic changes are not visible due to saccadic 
suppressionn and visual masking by pre- and postsaccadic perception. Nonetheless, these 
changess should be quite noticeable after a saccade if the visual system constructs a stable and 
continuouss percept of the scene based on the maintenance of a detailed sensory image in a 
transsaccadicc memory buffer. The informational content of transsaccadic memory can be 
revealedd by investigating the relative detectability of different types of intrasaccadic changes 
(explicitt measure), or their influence on postsaccadic fixation times (implicit measure). 
Intrasaccadicc display changes thus provide a technique to examine what type of information is 
criticall  in providing fluent perception across fixations. In a typical intrasaccadic change 
detectionn paradigm, an object present in a scene is modified, deleted or displaced during a 
saccadee (Henderson et al., 1987; Irwin, 1991; McConkie, 1991; Verfaillie et al, 1994; 
McConkiee & Currie, 1996; Henderson, 1997; Currie et al., 2000; Deubel et al., 2002). 
Curiously,, these changes are frequently undetected and have littl e or no disruptive effects on 
performance.. Similar effects are also observed during reading when the visual properties of 
wordss are changed from fixation to fixation (McConkie & Zola, 1979; Rayner et al., 1980). 
Thiss lack of change sensitivity directly demonstrates that a complete, veridical perceptual 
representationn of the visual input is not retained and integrated across a saccade. 

Thesee observations led some investigators to even claim that the visual system need not to 
storee visual information from fixation to fixation since the "world is its own memory" 
(O'Regan,, 1992). That is, the perceptual experience of a complete visual world is nothing but 
ann illusion brought about by the fact that the scene itself acts as an external memory from 
whichh information can be accessed at each fixation when needed (O'Regan, 1992). Therefore, 
noo information survives a saccade and the image is processed anew on every fixation (see 
also,, Bridgeman et al., 1994). This view is challenged, however, by findings that show that 
somee specific information, albeit limited, is transferred across saccades. 

WhatWhat is integrated across eye movements? 
Inn the intrasaccadic change detection paradigms, changes are much more easily detected 

whenn they occur during a saccade toward the changing object than during a saccade directed 
elsewheree (e.g. McConkie & Currie, 1996; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999, 2003; Currie et 
al.,, 2000). Moreover, it has been shown in picture perception as well as in reading studies that 
subjectss are faster and more accurate to identify an object (or word) when a peripheral preview 
off  that object (or word) has been presented before the saccade than when no preview was 
availablee (Pollatsek et al., 1984; Henderson et al., 1987; Pollatsek et al., 1990; Henderson, 
1992;; Henderson, 1997). These transsaccadic preview benefits provide evidence that some 
informationn extracted on one fixation influences the perception of an object on the following 
fixation.. These findings, as well as the detection of changes at the saccade goal, thus indicate 
thatt some information from an extrafoveal object does survive a saccade and is integrated with 
thee information acquired at the subsequent fixation when the same object is seen foveally. 
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Givenn that attention is mandatorily shifted to the saccade target object, prior to the execution 
off  the saccade (Hoffman & Subramaniam, 1995; Kowler et al., 1995; Deubel & Schneider, 
1996;; Irwin & Gordon, 1998; McPeek et al., 1999; Godijn & Pratt, 2002), these effects can be 
explainedd on the basis of an attentional advantage at the saccade target compared to other 
locations.. Indeed, covert shifts of attention enhance the perception of objects at the saccade 
goal,, and suppress information at other locations. Accordingly, a number of studies suggested 
thatt transsaccadic integration consists of local integration of the image (around the attended 
targett object) and not global integration across saccades (Irwin, 1992; Irwin & Andrews, 1996; 
McConkiee & Currie, 1996; Irwin & Gordon, 1998; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999, 2003; 
Curriee et al., 2000; Deubel et al., 2002). That is, a shift of attention prior to a saccade would 
facilitatee the encoding of the identity and location of the target object and its retention from 
onee fixation to the next. The detection of changes in the scene could thereby involve a 
comparisonn between pre- and postsaccadic location (or identity) of the attended object. The 
stablee representation of a scene, however, appears to rely on more than only the saccade target 
object,, since more information can be stored in transsaccadic memory than just that at the 
saccadee goal. Verfaillie and De Graef (2000), for instance, asked subjects to make a saccade 
fromm one stimulus (biological motion walker) presented at the fovea to another in the 
periphery.. During the saccade, a change could occur in either the pre- or the postsaccadic 
stimulus.. They found that subjects were as accurate to detect transsaccadic changes that 
occurredd at the saccade stimulus as they were at the previously fixated stimulus (presaccadic 
stimulus).. Studies from Irwin and colleagues also indicated that more than one object is 
maintainedd across eye movements. They estimated that the content of transsaccadic memory is 
aboutt four objects (Irwin, 1991, 1992; Irwin & Andrews, 1996; Irwin & Gordon, 1998), a 
capacityy reminiscent of that of visual short-term memory. They showed that during active 
scenee perception the content of transsaccadic memory consists of the object at the saccade 
goal,, as well as the last three objects that were fixated (and therefore previously attended) 
(Irwinn & Zelinsky, 2002; see also, Hollingworth & Henderson, 2001). These findings, taken 
together,, strongly suggest that attention plays a crucial role in the construction and 
maintenancee of a stable scene representation across eye movements, by gating the access of 
objectt information into transsaccadic memory, as it does for short-term or working memory 
(e.g.. Irwin, 1996; Schneider, 1999). 

3.1.. The Neurophysiology of Transsaccadic Integration 

Thee consequences of eye movements on the visual representations in the brain seem, at first 
sight,, dramatic. With each saccade, the sensory image drifts rapidly across the retina, and 
changess its representation in retinotopic areas of the visual system. Does the brain need to 
recomputee the information from scratch after each saccade? As discussed above, some visual 
(attended)) information is somehow integrated across saccades, which presupposes the 
existencee of neuronal mechanisms that maintain and restore information from one fixation to 
thee next. Single unit recordings in a number of areas have provided clues on how the 
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representationn of the world is maintained stable across eye movements. These include areas of 
thee dorsal processing stream that are involved in spatial representations, as well as areas of the 
ventrall  stream that are involved in object representations. 

RemappingRemapping in retinotopic coordinates 
Studiess in LIP showed that many neurons predict the visual consequences of an eye 

movementt (Duhamel et al., 1992; Gottlieb et al., 1998; Kusunoki & Goldberg, 2003). These 
neuronss exhibit predictive responses in that they signal that a saccade will bring a visual object 
intoo their RF shortly before saccade execution. Moreover, these neurons also respond if a 
saccadee brings the RF onto a location of an object that has just been removed from sight. LIP 
neuronss thus maintain a memory trace of the location of objects across saccades. These 
findingss indicate that LIP neurons preserve a dynamic representation of the location of visual 
objectss before, during, and after a saccade has been made. This could provide a mechanism by 
whichh the location of objects is updated, or remapped, in retinotopic coordinates. Importantly, 
thiss remapping is biased in favour of salient and behaviourally relevant objects at the time a 
saccadee is made (Duhamel et al., 1992; Mazzoni et al., 1996; Gottlieb et al., 1998; Kusunoki 
ett al., 2000, 2003). A similar mechanism has also been reported in the FEF (Umeno & 
Goldberg,, 1997; Tian et al., 2000), as well as in the SC (Walker et al., 1995). These structures, 
includingg LIP, are part of a cortical network involved in spatial representations and 
oculomotorr behaviour, as well as in attentional selection, as mentioned earlier. The 
presaccadicc activity of neurons in these areas predicts what reafferent visual input will be after 
thee saccade. This mechanism might help to keep track of the location of objects despite eye 
movements,, and is consistent with behavioural studies indicating that attended objects are 
preferentiallyy stored and transferred across eye movements. 

Interestingly,, neurons that exhibit predictive remapping and that maintain a memory trace of 
aa stimulus across saccades have also been reported in early areas of the occipital cortex 
(Nakamuraa & Colby, 2002). These include areas V3A, V3, and V2. Neurons in these areas, 
whichh are selective to basic features, might be involved in remapping object features across 
saccades,, rather than updating spatial locations. The proportion of neurons with these 
propertiess is, however, small in early visual cortex, and remapping is practically nonexistent in 
thee primary visual cortex (Nakamura & Colby, 2002). 

StableStable representation in non-retinotopic coordinates 
Somee neurons in the parietal cortex (areas LIP and 7A) are influenced by the position of the 

eyee relative to the head, as well as being modulated by saccades and attention (Andersen et al., 
1990;; Bremmer et al., 1997a). The RFs of these neurons are retinotopically organised; that is, 
theyy move with the eye. However, the eye position influences the magnitude of the cell's 
responsee in a systematic way, with the response magnitude for example increasing 
progressivelyy as the eye position changes in the head from one extreme to another. The 
modulationn of firing rate with eye position has been termed gain field, and describes how 
retinall  information and extraretinal eye position information are integrated. This effect is a 
quitee general phenomenon within the visual system, as it has also been observed in areas VIP, 
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MT,, MST, V3A. and VI (Galletti & Battagiini, 1989; Bremmer et al., 1997b, 1999; Trotter & 
Celebrini,, 1999). Neurons that modulate their response with eye position might contribute to 
thee stable representation of object location in a scene despite scanning eye movements, by 
providingg a coordinate transformation from retinotopic to non-retinotopic representations 
(Zipserr & Anderson, 1988). 

Non-retinotopicc representations have been observed in the parietal (Duhamel et al., 1997) 
andd premotor cortex (Graziano et a!., 1994). Some neurons in these areas encode the location 
off  objects relative to the body or head, irrespective of eye position. The response of these 
neuronss is unaffected by eye movements, since saccades do not change the object's location 
relativee to the body or head. Therefore, these neurons may maintain an accurate representation 
off  the location of objects in a scene. 

StableStable representation of object shape 
Finally,, the representation of objects, or object features, is also maintained across eye 

movementss in areas of the ventral processing pathway that are involved in object perception. 
Forr example, neurons in IT enhance their response if attention is allocated to a preferred 
stimuluss in their RF (Moran & Desimone, 1985; Chelazzi et al., 1993). This response 
enhancementt also occurs just before a saccade made to that stimulus, which suggests that IT is 
involvedd in selecting the object that will be foveated. Because IT neurons have quite large 
RFs,, their responses are relatively independent of the retinotopic location of the stimulus 
(Tovéee et al., 1994), and the representation of objects is not changed by saccades (DiCarlo & 
Maunsell,, 2000). The activity of IT may thus provide a continuous representation of objects 
presentt in the scene. Similar mechanisms also occur in area V4 regarding the representation of 
featuress across saccades (Moore et al., 1998; Tolias et al., 2001). Neurons in area V4 exhibit a 
presaccadicc enhancement of firing rate when a saccade is made to an attended feature located 
inn their RF. This presaccadic activity is highly selective as it reflects the tuning properties of 
thee neuron. This activity is believed to facilitate the integration of pre- and postsaccadic 
representationss of object features located at the saccade target. 

Inn conclusion, a stable representation of a scene can be achieved through mechanisms that 
maintainn the location and identity of attended objects across eye movements. These 
mechanismss occur in a distributed cortical network that involves areas of the ventral and 
dorsall  processing pathways, as well as areas of the prefrontal cortex. 

4.. THE PRESENT THESIS 

Inn the present thesis, 1 report about studies that examine the role of attention and eye 
movementss in contour grouping. Reading a road map like the one on the front cover is an 
examplee of a task that requires contour grouping. Other examples are finding a route through a 
visuall  maze (Crowe et al., 2000), or tracing a continuous and curved line in the presence of 
other,, intersecting lines (Roelfsema et a!., 1998, 2000; Scholte et al., 2001; Houtkamp et al., 
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2003).. These tasks involve attentional processing and are typically achieved after several 
fixationss and saccades. 

II  wil l first examine how information is integrated across eye movements during a curve 
tracingg task. In this task, subjects have to discriminate between two or more elongated curves 
inn the visual field. Previous studies have focused on mental curve tracing without eye 
movements.. Littl e is known, however, as to how such a task is implemented during more 
naturall  situations, that is, during eye movements. Crowe and colleagues (2000) suggested that 
covertt attention is actively involved during visual scanning of a maze (see, Fig. 7). In this 
study,, as subjects worked out a route through a maze, their eye fixations fell at successive 
pointss on the route. Interestingly, however, instances were observed where a large section of 
thee route was not fixated. These findings suggested that the omitted part of the route was 
actuallyy scanned with covert attention. 

5DVA A 

Figuree 7. Visual maze task. Subjects were asked to find which exit (I, 2 or 3) corresponded with a 
pathh through the maze. The figure shows the eye scan path and the points of fixation (circles). DVA. 
degreess of visual angle, (from Crowe el al.. 2000). 

Chapterss 2 and 3 directly investigate the involvement of attention during a curve tracing 
taskk that requires a sequence of eye movements. These chapters address the issues of 
transsaccadicc integration discussed earlier. Chapter 2 specifically examines, at a behavioural 
level,, if and how information is transferred across eye movements, and thereby integrated 
fromm one fixation to the next. In chapter 3, I investigate how eye movements influence the 
retinotopicc representation of a traced curve in area VI , and as a consequence, the involvement 
off  area VI in transsaccadic integration. 

Duringg tasks that require tracing a path, the observer has first to search for a starting point 
onn a road map, a visual maze, or a curve, from which he can subsequently start to trace a path. 
Littl ee is known on how visual processes evolve in time in the context of such an extended 
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behaviourall  sequence. In chapter 4, experiments are carried out that examine the 
implementationn of a complex task that requires visual search and curve tracing. Moreover, 
duringg these tasks, errors can be made. For instance, one might erroneously trace a wrong 
route,, which in fact often occurs when trying to find the exit in a visual maze, or trying to 
tracee a curve that is intersected by many others. Sometimes this error goes unnoticed as one 
keepss on tracing the wrong path. During these unnoticed errors, attention is allocated to the 
erroneouss curve, as indicated by an enhanced representation of this curve compared to the 
correctt one (Roelfsema and Spekreijse, 2001). Sometimes, however, the observer notices that 
hee is on the wrong path, and starts tracing another one. In this situation, attention has to be 
withdrawnn from the wrong path and allocated to a new path. This implies a dynamic change in 
thee representation of the traced path. In chapter 5, the time course of attention shifts from one 
curvee to another is examined by recording in the primary visual cortex. 

Thee curve tracing task, as well as other similar tasks, surely requires the participation of 
manyy distinct areas of the brain. These include areas at the first stages of cortical processing, 
whichh are involved in fine spatial representations of features and of perceptual contexts, as 
welll  as higher areas that are involved in object perception and in more general spatial 
representations.. At the output stages of cortical processing are areas in the frontal and 
premotorr cortex that are involved in the transformation of visual signals into motor 
commands.. In the context of curve tracing, the FEF is likely to play a crucial role by providing 
aa representation of relevant objects for saccadic targeting. In chapter 6, I investigate whether 
FEFF provides such a visuomotor transformation during curve tracing. 
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ABSTRACT T 

Duringg normal viewing, the eyes move from one location to another in order to sample the 
visuall  environment. Information acquired before the eye movement facilitates post-saccadic 
processing.. This "preview effect" indicates that some information is maintained in 
transsaccadicc memory and combined with information acquired at the next fixation. However, 
thee nature of transsaccadic memory remains a subject of debate. Here, we investigate preview 
effectss in monkeys that carry out a contour-grouping (curve-tracing) task, by manipulating the 
consistencyy between pre- and post-saccadic information. The results show that consistent 
informationn causes a preview benefit, whereas inconsistent information causes a preview cost. 
Thesee preview effects are relatively independent of the pre-saccadic viewing duration, and 
theyy occur even when the stimulus is exposed for only -10 ms. The results further demonstrate 
thatt an entire relevant cun'e is stored in transsaccadic memory, instead of just the items at the 
saccadee goal. They suggest that preview effects are caused by a mechanism that stores 
attendedd sensory information to make it available at the next fixation. The results are 
discussedd within a theoretical framework that establishes an intimate relationship between 
attention,, short-term memory and transsaccadic memory. 

1.. INTRODUCTION 

Whenn we explore the visual environment, we constantly make saccadic eye movements that 
bringg the centre of gaze from one object of interest to another (Yarbus, 1967). Visual 
informationn is acquired during the intervening fixation periods that typically last 200-300 ms 
(Pollatsekk & Rayner, 1982; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1998). In this period, the fixated 
objectt is identified and the next object is selected for a saccade. No useful information can be 
extractedd during saccades (Matin, 1974). and the perceptual system is therefore confronted 
withh discrete snapshots of the scene interspersed by brief periods of relative "blindness". 
Nonetheless,, the visual scene does not appear to jump or to fade when the eyes move, but 
appearss stable, unified, and continuous. There is a long lasting debate concerning the nature of 
perceptuall  stability. The traditional view proposed that the entire sensory image acquired 
duringg a fixation is maintained across saccades in a detailed, high-capacity memory buffer and 
fusedd with the image from the following fixation (McConkie & Rayner, 1976; Rayner, 1978; 
Jonides,, Irwin, & Yantis, 1982; Breitmeyer, 1984). A conflicting theory, at the other extreme, 
arguedd that there is no need for such a transsaccadic memory buffer, because the scene itself 
actss as an external memory that can be accessed at each fixation (O'Regan, 1992). This theory 
suggestedd that no visual information needs to be carried over from one fixation to the next, 
sincee the image can be processed anew on every fixation (O'Regan, 1992; Bridgeman, Van der 
Heijden.. & Velichkovsky, 1994). Most of the contemporary theories take a less extreme view, 
however,, and argue that while a complete, veridical representation of the scene is not 
transferredd across saccades, some specific information does survive a saccade and can be used 
onn the following fixation. 
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Indeed,, there is now converging evidence for transsaccadic integration from a variety of 
experimentall  procedures. First, processing of information at the locus of the saccade goal 
facilitatess post-saccadic identification, in picture perception as well as in reading (Pollatsek, 
Rayner,, & Collins, 1984; Henderson, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 1987; Pollatsek, Rayner, & 
Henderson,, 1990; Henderson, 1992). This so-called peripheral preview effect demonstrated 
thatt information from an extrafoveal object can be maintained in transsaccadic memory and 
combinedd with the information acquired at the subsequent fixation when the same object is 
seenn foveally. Second, a number of studies showed that people are usually unaware of changes 
occurringg in the visual scene during a saccade, unless the location of the change is at the 
saccadee goal (McConkie & Currie, 1996; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999, 2003; Currie, 
McConkie,, Carlson-Radvansky, & Irwin, 2000). Since attention shifts to the saccade goal just 
beforee the saccade (Hoffman & Subramaniam, 1995; Kowler, Anderson, Dosher, & Blaser, 
1995;; Deubel & Schneider, 1996; Irwin & Gordon, 1998; McPeek, Maljkovic, & Nakayama, 
1999;; Godijn & Pratt, 2002), this attentional shift can explain the superior ability to detect 
transsaccadicc changes, as well as preview benefits. It was therefore suggested that the 
attentionall  shift to the saccade target causes this target to be stored in transsaccadic memory 
(Irwin,, 1992; Irwin & Andrews, 1996; McConkie & Currie, 1996; Irwin & Gordon, 1998; 
Hendersonn & Hollingworth, 1999, 2003; Currie et al., 2000; Deubel, Schneider & Bridgeman, 
2002).. Moreover, Irwin and Zelinsky (2002) extended this notion by showing that recently 
attendedd objects are also remembered quite well, and argued that transsaccadic memory 
containss the position and identity of the last three objects that were fixated (and therefore 
previouslyy attended), in addition to information about the object to be fixated next (see also 
Hollingworthh & Henderson, 2001). Third, some tasks cannot be carried out without 
transsaccadicc integration. The so-called double step task is one example. In this task, two 
itemss are sequentially and briefly flashed during a fixation, and the subject carries out a 
sequencee of two saccades, one to each item. The saccade to the first item changes the 
retinotopicc location of the memory trace of the second item. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the 
secondd saccade is high in human subjects (Becker & Jiirgens, 1979; McPeek, Skavenski, & 
Nakayama,, 2000), as well as in monkeys (Mazzoni, Bracewell, Barash, & Andersen, 1996; 
Tian,, Schlag, & Schlag-Rey, 2000). This implies that the retinotopic location of the second 
itemm is updated during the first saccade. Direct neurophysiological evidence for this 
transsaccadicc updating of locations has been obtained in the parietal and frontal cortex of 
monkeyss (Duhamel, Colby, & Goldberg, 1992; Tian et al., 2000). Fourth, some tasks require 
moree time than the average fixation duration. One example is serial visual search, where a 
completee transsaccadic loss of information would be detrimental, since search would have to 
startt again after each saccade. 

Thee present study investigates transsaccadic integration in monkeys performing a curve-
tracingg task. Previous studies showed that variants of this task also require more time than the 
typicall  inter-saccadic interval (Jolicoeur, Ullman, & McKay, 1991; Roelfsema, Scholte, & 
Spekreijse,, 1999), and we therefore predict that some information is carried from one fixation 
too the next. The present task requires the monkeys to make two eye movements along a 
continuouss curve {target curve), while ignoring another curve (distracfor curve). The first 
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saccadee is made to a circle halfway on the target curve (FP2), and the second saccade to a 
circlee at the end of this curve (Fig. 1). On some of the trials, the entire target curve is shown to 
thee monkey when the stimulus appears, but on other trials (no-plan trials) the continuation of 
thiss curve after FP2 is only revealed while the first saccade is made (Fig. 2). Here we report 
thatt reaction times of the second saccade are shortest in the former condition, which provides 
directt evidence for a preview benefit in monkeys. We also include a third type of trial (catch 
trials)) where we introduce a conflict between the information from before and after the first 
saccade.. We show that transsaccadic integration on these catch trials actually deteriorates 
performancee and prolongs reaction times. 

Complementaryy stimuli 

Figuree 1. Design of the curve-tracing stimuli. Monkeys had to make a sequence of two eye 
movementss along a (target) curve connected to the first fixation point (FPI). The difference between 
thesee two complementary stimuli was confined to the critical zone (rectangle, not shown to the 
monkeys).. FPI. first fixation point. FP2. second fixation point. The arrows illustrate the trajectory of 
thee saccades. 

2.. GENERAL METHOD 

2.1.. Subjects 

Fourr adult male macaque monkeys participated in the experiments. Before the experiments, 
ann operation was carried out in which a head holder was implanted to allow painless 
immobilizationn of the animal's head during the experimental sessions. The head holder was 
imbeddedd in dental cement and securely attached to the monkey's skull using titanium 
orthopaedicc bone screws. Moreover, to allow eye movements recordings, a gold ring was 
insertedd under the conjunctiva of one eye (Bour, van Gisbergen, Bruijns, & Ottes, 1984). The 
operationn was performed under aseptic conditions and general anaesthesia, which was induced 
withh ketamine (15 mg/kg i.m.) and maintained after intubation by ventilating with a mixture of 
70%% N20 and 30% Oz, supplemented with 0.8% isoflurane, fentanyl (0.005 mg/kg i.v.), and 
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midazolamm (0.5 mg/kg x h i.v.). The animals recovered for at least 21 days before training was 
resumed,, and during that recovery period antibiotics and analgesics were administered as 
needed.. All procedures complied with the National Institute of Health Guide for Care and Use 
off  Laboratory Animals (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, Maryland), and were approved 
byy the institutional animal care and use committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts 
andd Sciences. 

2.2.. Stimuli and Behavioural task 

Thee stimuli were displayed at a viewing distance of 78 cm on a 21-inch CRT monitor 
(resolutionn 1024 x 768) in combination with a TIGA graphics board running at a frame rate of 
722 Hz. The phosphor persistence was less than 3 ms. The stimuli consisted of a first fixation 
pointt (FP1) presented in the centre of the screen, a second fixation point (FP2), two circles and 
twoo curves (Fig. 1). On of the curves connected FP1 and FP2 to a target circle, and will be 
referredd to as the target curve. The second curve was connected to the other circle, but not to 
thee fixation points, and will be referred to as a distractor curve. The monkeys had to make two 
saccadicc eye movements along the target curve, while they could ignore the other, distractor 
curve.. They first made a saccade from FPI to FP2, followed by a second saccade to the circle 
att the end of the target curve. The only difference between stimuli was a small curve segment 
att a specific location that will be called critical zone (Fig. 1). There were three types of trials, 
(i)) On normal trials (75%), the entire target curve was revealed while fixation was at FPI (Fig. 
2,, upper panels). Thus, the monkey could preview the course of the target curve beyond FP2. 
(ii )) On no-plan trials (12.5%), both curves were connected to FP2 while fixation was at FPI 
(Fig.. 2, middle panels). Only during the first saccade to FP2, one of the segments in the 
criticall  zone disappeared, thereby disconnecting one curve and indicating the location of the 
secondd saccade target. Thus, on no-plan trials we do not expect a preview effect, (iii ) Catch 
trialss (12.5%) began as normal trials (Fig. 2, lower panels), but during the first saccade to FP2 
thee connections in the critical zone were switched. The second saccade had to be made to the 
endd of the curve that was now connected to FP2. Thus, any information carried across the first 
saccadee should interfere with performance, since it did not match with the new stimulus 
configuration.. The stimulus sequences shown in figure 2, together with their mirror-images 
(complementaryy stimuli, see Fig. 1) were all shown in a pseudorandom sequence. 

Thee animals were rewarded with apple juice for making a correct sequence of two saccades 
intoo 1.5° square windows around FP2, and around the target circle. The curves were white 
(luminancee 24 cd/m2) on a uniform black background (luminance 0.5 cd/m2), and the fixation 
pointss and targets were red. FPI subtended 0.2° of visual angle, whereas the FP2 and the 
circless subtended 0.4°. In all experiments, FP2 was located at 3.4° from FPI, and the critical 
zonee was at 4° or 4.4° from FPI. In Experiments 4 and 5, there were also two additional 
criticall  zones that were located at 6.5° or 7° from FPI. In the experiments 1 -3, the circles were 
locatedd at 6.5° from FPI and at 4° form FP2. In Experiments 4, they were located at 7.5° from 
FPII  and 4.7° from FP2, whereas in Experiment 5 they were at 8.5° from FPI and 5° from FP2. 
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Figuree 2. Stimuli and 
behaviourall  task used in 
Experimentt 1. (A) Sequence 
off  events in the normal, no-
plann and catch condition. Note 
thatt on no-plan and catch 
trials,, a change occurs during 
saccadee 1. The visual events 
forr the complementary 
stimuluss are not shown. (B) 
Timingg of the events. RT1, 
reactionn time of first saccade 
(Sacl).. RT2, reaction time of 
secondd saccade (Sac2). 

BB FP̂  

2.3.. Data analysis 

Thee eye position was measured using a double magnetic induction technique (Bour et al., 
1984),, sampled at 1 kHz and stored to disc. The analysis of the eye movement data was 
performedd off-line. We used a velocity criterion to detect the beginning and end of each 
saccade,, defined as the moment at which eye velocity exceeded or dropped below 30°/s. In 
somee trials, the stimulus changed during the first saccade to FP2. In these trials ("no-plan" and 
"catch""  trials), it was essential that the change in the stimulus occurred during the saccade, 
whenn no useful visual information is extracted. Trials on which the change happened after eye 
velocityy dropped below 307s were therefore removed from analysis (the exact timing of this 
changee depended on the relation between saccadic onset and monitor's refresh rate). On 
average,, 6.8% of the trials were removed in Experiment 1, 3.3% in Experiment 2, 2% in 
Experimentt 3, 6% in Experiment 4 and 3% in Experiment 5. In some experiments, the analysis 
off  reaction times required more trials than could be obtained in a single recording session. We 
thereforee pooled across multiple sessions, which is justified by the relatively constant 
performancee of each of the monkeys, which were highly trained, across sessions (see details 
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below).. Trials where the monkey prematurely broke fixation at FPI, or where the first or 
secondd saccade did not target any of the red circles were removed from analysis. Only correct 
trialss were used to determine mean saccadic reaction times. To test for statistical significance 
off  differences between reaction times, we performed a two-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) ,, with stimulus condition and monkey as factors, followed by a tukey HSD post-hoc 
test. . 

3.. EXPERIMENT 1: Curve-tracing task with two eye movements 

Inn this experiment, we investigated whether visual information available during one fixation 
influencess the processing of information at the next fixation. To this aim, we manipulated the 
congruencee between visual information before and after the first saccade during a curve-
tracingg task. If there is an effect of congruence on subsequent performance, this provides 
directt evidence for some form of transsaccadic integration. The general procedure has been 
describedd above. In short, there were three trial types that only differed while fixation was at 
FPI.. On normal trials, the entire target curve was shown, while fixation was at FPI. On no-
plann trials, the course of this curve distal to FP2 was only revealed after the first saccade. On 
catchh trials, target and distractor curves were switched during the first saccade, and the 
monkeyy had to make the second saccade to the end of the new target curve. We will use the 
reactionn time of the second saccade (hence, the fixation duration at FP2) to measure the 
magnitudemagnitude of the preview effect. On normal trials, the animal may have obtained information 
relevantt for the second saccade during the previous fixation at FPI. This should shorten the 
fixationn duration at FP2 compared to no-plan trials. Transsaccadic integration on catch trials 
shouldd be costly, and is expected to prolong fixation duration at FP2. In this first experiment, 
wee wanted to maximize the probability of observing a preview benefit on normal trials and a 
previeww cost on catch trials. We therefore required the monkeys to fixate for at least 400 ms at 
FPI.. This should allow the monkey to mentally trace the entire target curve, including 
segmentss distal to FP2, while fixation was at FPI. 

3A.3A. Method 

AA trial started once the monkey's eye position was within a 1° square window centred on 
FPII  (Fig. 2). After 300 ms, the entire stimulus appeared but the monkey had to keep steady 
fixation.. FP! disappeared 400 ms later, which cued the monkey to make an eye movement to 
FP22 (Fig. 2B). At the end of this saccade, FP2 was turned off and the monkey made a second 
saccadee to the circle at the end of the target curve. The monkey was not required to maintain 
fixationn at FP2, and could, in principle, initiate this second saccade immediately. The only 
differencee between the stimuli of the three types of trials was confined to the critical zone 
whilee the monkey fixated FPI. Stimuli became identical when the monkey fixated FP2, and 
thuss required the same sequence of two saccades. In this experiment, we pooled the data 
collectedd across two recording sessions for monkey B, because our analysis required more 
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trialss than could be obtained in a single session (678 correct trials in session 1 and 612 correct 
trialss in session 2). The effect of condition on RT2 was similar in both sessions, as indicated 
byy the absence of a significant interaction between session and condition (two-way ANOVA; 
F2,i285=2.6;; P>0.05). The other two monkeys performed around 1500 trials each, in one 
session.. We analysed the reaction time of the second saccade (RT2) pooled across the two 
complementaryy stimuli, i.e. for the second saccade to the left and right target circles of the 
samee condition. RT2 was defined as the time interval between the offset of FP2 and the start 
off  saccade 2. Thus, RT2 also corresponds to the second fixation duration. 

3.2.. Results 

Thee performance on normal trials in the curve-tracing task was 96% correct for monkey B, 
93%% for monkey G and 99% for monkey R. On no-plan trials, performance slightly decreased 
too 93% and 90% for monkey B and G, respectively, but not for monkey R (100%). This 
decreasee in performance was not significant (P>0.1, A^-test, for all monkeys). On catch trials, 
performancee drastically dropped to 78% and 72% for monkey B and G, respectively, and it 
decreasedd to 95% for monkey R. The difference in performance between no-plan and catch 
trialss was significant (monkey B, X2- 15.2, P<10"4; monkey G, X2- 20.6, P<10 3; monkey R, 
XX = 4, PO.05; df=l), as was the difference between normal and catch trials (monkey B, X2= 
76.4,, P<10"6; monkey G, X2= 90.6, P<1(T6; monkey R,X2=  10.1, PO.005; df=l). 

Theree was also a pronounced difference in the second saccadic reaction time (RT2) between 
conditions.. Figure 3 shows mean RT2s as a function of stimulus condition, for each monkey. 
Reactionn time for the second saccade, averaged across monkeys, was 195 ms on normal trials. 
Onn no-plan trials, average RT2 increased to 218 ms, whereas on catch trials, RT2 increased to 
2466 ms. A comparison of normal and no-plan trials indicates that there was an average 
previeww benefit of 23 ms. Catch trials, on the other hand, were associated with a preview cost 
off  28 ms. A two-way ANOVA on RT2, with stimulus condition and monkeys as factors, 
confirmedd this main effect (F2.4=40; P<0.005). A post-hoc comparison indicated that RT2 
differedd significantly between conditions (P<I0~\ all 3 pairwise comparisons; Tukey HSD). 
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3.3.. Discussion of Experiment 1 

Withoutt transsaccadic integration, reaction times and accuracy of the second saccade should 
bee independent of the pre-saccadic stimulus. However, our results show that a match between 
pre-- and post-saccadic visual information results in better performance and a shorter RT2. 
Consistentt pre-saccadic information causes a preview benefit, which shortens RT2 by 23 ms. 
Inn contrast, a change in the stimulus during the first saccade deteriorates the performance and 
yieldss a significant increase in reaction times. Such catch trials yield a preview cost of 28 ms. 
Ourr results thus indicate that monkeys process information relevant for the second saccade 
beforee the first saccade is executed, and that information acquired during one fixation is 
integratedd with information acquired at the next fixation. One possibility is that the monkeys 
"mentally""  trace the entire target curve before the first saccade. Human subjects direct their 
attentionn to all segments of a curve that is traced "mentally" (i.e. without eye movements) 
(Scholte,, Spekreijse, & Roelfsema, 2001; Houtkamp, Spekreijse, & Roelfsema, 2003). A 
numberr of previous studies have suggested that information about attended objects is 
maintainedd across saccades (e.g. Irwin, 1992; Irwin & Andrews, 1996; McConkie & Currie, 
1996;; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999, 2003; Currie et al., 2000; Irwin & Zelinsky, 2002). 
Maintenancee of the target curve in transsaccadic memory could also explain the preview effect 
off  the present experiment. We have, however, to exclude a number of alternative explanations. 
First,, the preview benefit could be related to the duration of fixation at FP1. This may have 
causedd simultaneous planning of both saccades during the initial fixation, as has been shown 
too occur in a variety of different tasks (Becker & Jürgens, 1979; Theeuwes, Kramer, Hahn, & 
Irwin,, 1998; Mokler & Fischer, 1999; Theeuwes, Kramer, Hahn, Irwin, & Zelinsky, 1999; 
McPeekk et al., 2000; McPeek & Keller, 2001). This would also account for the preview cost 
onn catch trials, since on these trials the plan of the second saccade would have to be modified. 
Inn Experiment 2 we will therefore reduce the fixation time at FP1 (hence, the preview 
duration)) and investigate how this influences the magnitude of the preview effect. Second, a 
contourr segment was abruptly removed or switched during the first saccade on no-plan and on 
catchh trials, but not on normal trials. In Experiment 3 we will control for the effects of these 
visuall  transients. 

4.. EXPERIMEN T 2: Curve-tracing with a gap procedure 

Inn the previous experiment, we hypothesised that the preview effect is caused by the 
maintenancee of attended information in transsaccadic memory. An alternative explanation is 
thatt it is due to parallel programming of two saccades. In Experiment I, monkeys had enough 
timee to view the entire target curve and to plan both saccades while fixation was at FP1. 
Parallell  programming can only occur when the information relevant for planning the second 
saccadee is available well before the execution of the first saccade, since saccade planning 
requiress at least 150 ms (Becker, 1991; Findlay, 1997). Thus, if the preview effect is due to 
advancee planning of the second saccade, we expect that the magnitude of the effect decreases 
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forr preview durations that are shorter. In the following experiment, we will therefore reduce 
thee preview duration, which equals the time between stimulus onset and the first saccade. To 
helpp monkeys initiate their first saccade as quickly as possible, and hence reduce the preview 
duration,, we introduced a gap between FP1 offset and stimulus onset. 

4.1.. Method 

Wee used the same apparatus, stimuli and conditions as in Experiment 1. The task was also 
similar,, except for a slight modification of the procedure. Because we wanted the monkeys to 
initiatee the first saccade as fast as possible, we introduced a gap between FP1 offset and 
stimuluss onset. The procedure is schematically described in figure 4A, and was as follows: a 
triall  started once fixation position was within a 1° square window centred on FP1. After 300 
ms.. FP1 disappeared but the monkey had to keep steady fixation for an additional 200 ms. 
Followingg this gap period, the entire stimulus appeared, and the monkey had to make a first 
saccadee to FP2. At the end of this saccade, FP2 was immediately turned off and the monkey 
madee a second saccade to the circle at the end of the target curve. The data for each monkey 
wass collected in one recording session. Monkey B and G performed approximately 2100 
correctt trials each, whereas monkey R performed 760 trials. We analysed the reaction time for 
thee first and second saccade (RT1 and RT2, respectively) pooled across complementary 
stimuli.. RT1 was defined as the time interval between the onset of the stimulus and the start of 
saccadee 1. RT2 was defined as the time interval between the offset of FP2 and the start of 
saccadee 2. Note that in this gap procedure, RT1 equals the viewing duration of the pre-
saccadicc stimulus, whereas RT2 corresponds to the second fixation duration. We also analysed 
RT22 as a function of RT1 for each condition. To this aim, the distribution of the first saccadic 
reactionn times was divided into 8 categories each having the same number of trials. 

4.2.. Results 

4.2.1.. Performance and reaction time of the first and second saccade 
Thee three monkeys required additional training between Experiments 1 and 2, since it took a 

numberr of sessions before they learned to make the first saccade soon after stimulus 
appearance.. During these additional training sessions their performance on catch trials 
increased.. The effect of condition on performance was therefore less pronounced than in 
Experimentt 1. For only one of the monkeys performance on catch trials was significantly 
worsee than on normal trials (monkey G, 98% vs 91%,X2= 40, P<10"6, df=l) 

Figuree 4B shows mean RT1 and RT2 as a function of stimulus condition for each monkey 
individually.. The first saccade was initiated with an average RT1 across monkeys of 199, 196 
andd 198 ms in the normal, no-plan and catch conditions, respectively. As expected, there was 
noo effect of condition on RTI (ANOVA; F24=0.9; P>0.4). 

Averagee RT2 across monkeys equalled 191 ms on normal trials. On no-plan trials, RT2 
increasedd by 19 ms (RT2 = 210 ms) and on catch trials RT2 increased by 31 ms (RT2 = 222 
ms).. The ANOVA confirmed this main effect (F24=44.3; P<0.002), and the differences 
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betweenn conditions were highly significant (Tukey post-hoc test, P<10°, for all pairwise 
comparisons).. Interestingly, the three monkeys had different first reaction times (hence, 
differentt viewing times of the pre-saccadic stimulus configuration), but switching the 
connectionn between curves during the first saccade in the catch condition yielded a relatively 
similarr increase in average RT2 compared to the normal condition (+28, +39 and +28 ms for 
monkeyy B, G and R, respectively). 
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Figuree 4. Curve-tracing task with a gap procedure. (A) Timing of events. (B) Mean reaction time of 
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saccadee as a function of the reaction time of the first saccade for the three conditions. Error bars 
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4.2.2.. Relation between RTI andRT2 
Inn this experiment, RTI corresponds to the preview duration of the stimulus. To investigate 

thee relationship between the preview duration and the magnitude of the preview effect, we 
dividedd the RTI distributions in each of the monkeys into 8 equally large categories, and 
determinedd the average RT2 in each of them. The result of this analysis is shown in Fig. 4C. 
Thee differences between RT2s on normal, no-plan, and catch trials occurred at each of the 
previeww durations. RTI was shortest in monkey B, with an average of 10 ms in the fastest 
category.. The monkey could make these very early, anticipatory saccades because the first 
saccadee always had to be made to the same location. These fast RTls correspond to an equally 
shortt viewing duration of the stimulus before the first saccade. Remarkably, the preview 
benefitt on normal trials was even observed at these very short preview durations. 

4.3.. Discussion of Experiment 2 

Experimentt 2 replicated the main findings of Experiment I. Advance information about the 
stimuluss configuration during fixation at FP1 yields a preview benefit if the configuration does 
nott change, but a preview cost if it does. Moreover, the preview effect is always present 
regardlesss of the amount of pre-saccadic viewing time. The fast RTls of monkey B and G 
indicatee that the programming of the first saccade started during the gap period, because the 
monkeyy could anticipate the onset of the stimulus. This reduced the exposure duration of the 
stimulus,, especially in monkey B who was able to initiate his first saccade within 10-20 ms 
afterr stimulus presentation, on a fraction of the trials. These very brief exposure durations 
neverthelesss were associated with a clear preview effect, and thus indicate that information 
wass acquired just prior to saccade execution. Many, if not all theories on saccade generation 
holdd that 10 ms does not suffice for the generation of a saccade plan; instead, programming of 
ann eye movement typically takes 150-200 ms (e.g. Becker, 1991; Findlay, 1997). The 
occurrencee of a preview benefit at very short exposures therefore implies that they are not 
causedd by premature saccade plans that have to be changed when they become inappropriate. 
Itt is still possible, however, that planning of two saccades in advance might have contributed 
too the preview benefit observed at longer exposure durations of the pre-saccadic stimulus. In 
thee last experiment (Experiment 5), we wil l investigate whether the preview effects obtained 
att longer exposures can be explained by an oculomotor account. 

Thee preview effects observed at short exposure durations are remarkable since the 
informationn relevant for guiding the second saccade appears briefly at a retinotopically 
eccentricc location, and the eye starts to move immediately afterwards. The information (either 
congruentt or incongruent) is then presented at another retinotopic location when gaze 
approachess FP2. If this information is incongruent, RT2 is prolonged. This indicates that a 
brieff  presentation of a stimulus at one retinotopic location interferes with the processing of 
another,, conflicting stimulus that appears immediately afterwards at another retinotopic 
location.. Therefore, the data of monkey B suggest that the preview effect is caused by a 
sensoryy process that integrates visual stimuli across saccades, but that is hampered by 
mismatchess between the pre- and post-saccadic stimuli. 
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Wee note that the other two monkeys did not generate very fast saccadic reaction times, as 
didd monkey B, and thus had longer stimulus previews. We conducted another experiment to 
testt whether a brief viewing duration of the pre-saccadic stimulus configuration results in 
consistentt preview effects in all the animals. In this experiment, we will reduce the preview 
durationn by presenting the segment in the critical zone for the duration of one single video-
framee (<14 ms). We will also test whether we can interfere with the information held in 
transsaccadicc memory by presenting on some trials a visual mask in the critical zone just after 
thee one-frame preview of the segment. This experiment will at the same time determine 
whetherr the results of the previous experiments can be explained by visual transients that were 
introducedd during the first saccade on no-plan and catch trials, but not on normal trials. 

5.. EXPERIMEN T 3: One-frame preview of the segment in the critical zone 
andd masking 

Inn this experiment, we used a gap procedure and the same stimuli as in Experiment 2. The 
mainn novelty in this experiment was that the preview of the segment in the critical zone was 
restrictedd to one single video-frame (<14 ms). Then the curves distal to FP2 remained both 
unconnectedd {cue trials), or a mask was presented immediately after the cue {mask trials). The 
firstt saccade triggered the reappearance of the segment in the critical zone on both cue-normal 
(Fig.. 5A) and mask-normal trials (Fig. 5B), whereas the other segment appeared on cue-catch 
andd mask-catch trials. This procedure ensured that the viewing duration of the pre-saccadic 
stimuluss configuration was equally short for both monkeys. Moreover, the visual transients 
duringg the first saccade were similar in each condition. 

5.1.. Method 

Monkeyy B and G took part in this experiment. A trial started once the monkey fixated FP1. 
Afterr 300 ms, FP1 disappeared but the monkey had to keep steady fixation for a period of 200 
ms.. Following this gap period, the entire stimulus appeared but the segment in the critical zone 
wass extinguished one frame later. On cue trials, as soon as the monkey initiated his first 
saccade,, either the same segment reappeared (cue-normal trials, as in Fig. 5A) or the opposite 
segmentt was displayed (cue-catch trials). On mask trials, a mask appeared at the time that the 
segmentt in the critical zone was extinguished. It consisted of small line segments in the 
criticall  zone. The mask disappeared after 30 ms and both curves were therefore disconnected 
thereafter.. Again, the first saccade triggered the reappearance of same segment (mask-normal 
trials,, as in Fig. 5B) or the appearance of the opposite segment (mask-catch trials). Therefore, 
inn each condition, the pre-saccadic stimulus configuration was presented in its entirety for 
onlyy one frame (phosphor persistence after the offset of the segment in the critical zone was 
lesss than 3 ms). Moreover, these conditions provided a similar transsaccadic visual event. At 
thee end of the first saccade, FP2 was immediately turned off and the monkey made a second 
saccadee to the circle at the end of the target curve. It is important to note that on some trials. 
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thee first saccade might be initiated with a brief delay (<14 ms) after the appearance of the 
stimulus,, because the monkey can anticipate the location of FP2. In this situation, depending 
onn RT1, the saccade will either occur before the segment in the critical zone is removed (and 
beforee the mask is displayed), or will occur before the mask disappeared. 

Fourr conditions were used. The conditions in which the mask was not displayed will be 
referredd to as the cue conditions (cue-normal and cue-catch). The other two conditions wil l be 
referredd to as the mask conditions (mask-normal and mask-catch). The normal conditions 
(cue-normall  and mask-normal) occurred on 37.5% of the trials each and the catch conditions 
(cue-catchh and mask-catch) each occurred on 12.5% of the trials. Each monkey performed 
approximatelyy 1860 correct trials, in one recording session. 

5.2.. Results 

Performancee was above 90% in both monkeys and in all conditions. Moreover, there were 
noo consistent performance differences between conditions. 

Acrosss monkeys, the first saccade was initiated with an average RT1 of 133, 134, 143 and 
1400 ms in the cue-normal, cue-catch, mask-normal and mask-catch conditions, respectively 
(Fig.. 5C). In monkey G the appearance of the mask increased RT1. This did not occur in 
monkeyy B, which explains why an ANOVA did not reveal an effect of condition on RT1 
(F33 3=1.6; P>0.25). Average RT2 across monkeys equalled 196 ms on cue-normal trials, 227 
mss on cue-catch trials, 206 ms on mask-normal trials and 210 ms on mask-catch trials. There 
wass a significant main effect of condition on the reaction time of the second saccade 
(ANOVA ;; F33=53.7; P<0.005). Moreover, RT2 in the cue-catch condition was significantly 
longerr than RT2 in the cue-normal condition, as well as RT2 in the two mask-conditions 
(P<10°;; Tukey HSD). RT2 in both mask-conditions was also significantly longer than RT2 in 
thee cue-normal condition (P<10"\ Tukey HSD). Interestingly, however, RT2 did not differ 
betweenn the two mask-conditions (P>0.1; Tukey HSD). 

Thee preview effect was apparent across the entire distribution of RTls in the cue-conditions, 
evenn though the segment in the critical zone was only displayed briefly (one video-frame) 
(Fig.. 5C, right panels). As in the previous experiment, Monkey B initiated the first saccade 
withh very short latencies relative to stimulus onset, on a fraction of the trials. Figure 5C (right 
panel)) shows that when the saccade was initiated within 10 ms (i.e. during the presentation of 
thee cue), and the mask did not appear, RT2s on mask-catch trials were longer than on mask-
normall  trials. However, when the saccade was initiated during the presentation of the mask, as 
welll  as after its disappearance, RT2s in these two conditions became similar, intermediate 
betweenn the cue-normal and cue-catch conditions. 

5.3.. Discussion of Experiment 3 

Inn the previous experiment we observed a clear preview effect at very short preview 
durationss (<20 ms) in one of the monkeys. These results are confirmed by the present 
experiment,, since a one-frame exposure of the segment in the critical zone induced a reliable 
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previeww effect in both monkeys. This experiment also allows us to exclude visual transients as 
thee primary cause of the preview effects. In Experiments I and 2 there were transients in the 
criticall  zone during the first saccade in the no-plan and catch conditions, but not in the normal 
condition.. Such a difference in transients between conditions cannot explain the preview 
effectss of the present experiment. We obtained a clear and significant preview effect by 
comparingg cue-normal and cue-catch trials, which were matched in the number of visual 
transientss and in their timing. 

Remarkably,, in the cue conditions, the magnitude of the preview effect is relatively 
independentt of RTI and it does not decrease at longer reaction times. It even occurs if the 
intervall  between the cue and the first saccade is longer than 150 ms. On these trials, the 
segmentt in the critical zone is only present for one video-frame and it then disappears for 150 
ms.. The duration of single video frame is determined by the monitor's phosphor decay rate, 
whichh was less then 3 ms. Apparently, the one-frame cue leaves a trace that is maintained 
duringg the interval preceding the first saccade, and that is also stored in transsaccadic memory'. 
Thesee results can be explained on the basis of visual persistence, which causes the neural 
representationn of the one frame cue to persist longer (Coltheart, 1980), and facilitates its 
storagee into transsaccadic memory. Masking of the cue segment blocks visual persistence and 
itt thereby eliminates the preview effects. Indeed, when the cue segment is followed by a mask, 
RT2ss are intermediate between those in cue-normal and cue-catch trials, just as in the no-plan 
conditionn of the previous experiments. In monkey B, the preview effects are again observed at 
veryy short (<20 ms) preview durations. Previous studies demonstrated that visual persistence 
alsoo occurs during saccades, and that the trace of the pre-saccadic stimulus moves with the 
eyes,, i.e. it is largely coded in retinotopic coordinates (Irwin, Brown & Sun, 1988). It is 
thereforee likely that on the short preview trials in monkey B a trace of the pre-saccadic 
stimuluss persisted at one retinal location across the saccade. and influenced processing of the 
post-saccadicc stimulus at another retinal location (but the same spatial location). 

Experimentss 1-3, taken together, indicate that saccade-contingent changes in the stimulus 
duringg curve-tracing provide a new and useful method for the study of transsaccadic 
integrationn in monkeys. We will now use this method to investigate exactly what is stored in 
transsaccadicc memory. We will consider three alternative hypotheses that assume different 
capacitiess of the transsaccadic memory buffer. The first hypothesis is that only information at 
thee target of the saccade is stored. This possibility can account for our results, sine in 
Experimentss 1-3, the critical zone was adjacent to FP2, and it was therefore close (within 1 
deg)) to the target of the first saccade (Fig. 1). A number of studies have shown that attention is 
drawnn to the target of a saccade, just before its execution (e.g. Hoffman & Subramaniam, 
1995;; Kowler et al., 1995; Deubel & Schneider, 1996; Irwin & Gordon. 1998; McPeek et al., 
1999;; Godijn & Pratt, 2002), and that attended items have a prioritised access into 
transsaccadicc memory (e.g. Irwin, 1992; Irwin & Andrews, 1996; Currie et al., 2000; Deubel, 
Schneiderr & Bridgeman, 2002; Irwin & Zelinsky, 2002). The preview effects reported so far 
mightt have therefore resulted from the ability to efficiently extract information about the 
contourss in the critical zone, which fell within the focus of attention, before saccade execution. 
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Thee second hypothesis assumes that transsaccadic memory has a somewhat larger capacity, 
namelyy the information that is attended just before saccade initiation. Recent studies in 
humanss showed that attention is directed to the entire target curve during curve-tracing 
(Scholtee et al., 2001; Houtkamp et al., 2003). Storage of the target curve in transsaccadic 
memoryy during the first saccade would also explain the preview benefit on normal trials, if 
thiss curve would still be attended after the saccade. It would also explain the preview cost on 
catchh trials, since on these trials attention has to shift from the old target curve to the new 
targett curve. The third hypothesis is that the capacity of transsaccadic memory is large enough 
too also include unattended information, or even to retain the entire stimulus (McConkie & 
Rayner,, 1976; Rayner, 1978; Jonides et al., 1982; Breitmeyer, 1984). In the next experiment, 
wee will address these hypotheses and identify the nature of the information that is maintained 
acrosss the saccade. 

6.. EXPERIMEN T 4: what is maintained in transsaccadic memory? 

Thiss experiment was designed to investigate the nature if the information stored in 
transsaccadicc memory. To that aim, we increased the number of locations where the stimulus 
couldd change during a saccade in the curve-tracing task (Fig. 6A). The segment switch could 
occurr at three different locations. It could occur near FP2 (critical zone tl in Fig. 6A), at 
anotherr location on the target curve (critical zone t2), or at a corresponding position on the 
distractorr curve (critical zone d). This will allow us to distinguish between the possible 
hypothesess raised above. First, if the only information stored is at the target of the first 
saccade,, then only switches at tl should result in a preview cost, since it takes place close to 
thee target of the first saccade. Second, if the entire target curve is stored across the saccade, 
thenn switches at t l , as well as switches at t2 (Fig. 6B) should cause a preview cost, but 
switchess in d should not. Third, if segments of the distractor curve, or the entire stimulus, are 
stored,, then switches at d may also influence performance. We note, however, that a switch at 
dd by itself does not influence the sequence of eye movements that has to be made, which 
impliess that it can be ignored. We therefore included a condition where switches at d became 
behaviourallyy relevant by combining them with switches at tl (Fig. 6C). If the entire stimulus 
iss stored in transsaccadic memory', this double switch (tl+d) should result in a larger preview 
costt than a single switch at t l . 

6.1.. Method 

Inn this experiment, a new monkey (P) was used along with monkey G. The task was similar 
too that in Experiment 2 (i.e. we used a gap procedure), but the stimuli were modified. We used 
88 stimuli. Four of them are shown in figure 6A. The other 4 are mirror-image stimuli. There 
weree 3 critical zones, 3 distractor curves and one target curve. Each of these curves was 
connectedd to a circle that was located at 7.5° from FP1 and 4.7° from FP2. The first critical 
zonee (tl) was adjacent to the first saccade target (FP2), whereas the other two were located at 
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3.5°° from FP2. One of these critical zones (t2) comprised a contour segment of the target 
curve,, whereas the other (d) comprised a corresponding segment of the distractor curve. 

Fivee conditions were used. 1- In the normal condition, the stimulus configuration did not 
changee across the first saccade. 2- In the "catchtl" condition, the first saccade triggered a 
switchh in the segment at the first critical zone (tl). 3- In the "catchy" condition, the segment 
switchh occurred in the second critical zone (t2) (see example of a catcht2 trial, Fig. 6B). 4- In 
thee "changed" condition, a segment of the distractor curve (in critical zone d) switched during 
thee first saccade. 5- Finally, in the "catcht)+d" condition, the first saccade triggered a 
simultaneouss segment switch in critical zones tl and d (Fig. 6C). Note that all these catch 
conditionss could occur for the 4 pairs of mirror-image stimuli. 

Al ll  stimuli were presented in a pseudo-random sequence. The normal condition occurred on 
72%% of the trials, whereas each of the other conditions occurred on 7% of the trials. Saccadic 
reactionn times for correct trials were pooled across the 8 stimuli of each condition. A total of 
34133 correct trials were collected for monkey G in three recording sessions (N]= 857 trials; 
N2=12533 trials; N3=1303 trials). We pooled the data across sessions, which is justified by the 
absencee of a significant interaction between session and condition (two-way ANOVA; 
F88 3398=2.2; P>0.05). Monkey P performed 1440 correct trials, in four recording sessions (N[= 
3200 trials; N2=234 trials; N3=503 trials; N4=383 trials). Again, there was no significant 
interactionn between session and condition (two-way ANOVA; F12,i42o=l-2; P>0.25). 

6.2.. Results 

Inn monkey G, performance on normal trials was 97% correct, which was significantly better 
thann that on catch trials (91-94% correct in the various catch conditions) (PO.01, A^-test, 
df=l).. There was no difference in performance between normal and changed trials (96% 
correct)) (X2=  0.73, P>0.25, df=l). The overall performance of monkey P was worse than that 
off  monkey G, and varied between 81 to 90% correct depending on the type of trial. There 
were,, however, no significant performance differences between conditions (P>0.05, X'-test, 
forr all pairwise comparisons). 

Monkeyy G initiated the first saccade with an average RT1 (hence, preview duration) of 157 
mss and monkey P had an average RT1 of 110 ms, across conditions. As expected, there was 
noo effect of condition on RT1 (ANOVA; F44=0.6; P>0.5). Figure 6D shows the mean reaction 
timee of the second saccade (RT2) as a function of stimulus condition for each monkey. The 
ANOVAA revealed a significant main effect of condition on the reaction time of the second 
saccadee (ANOVA; F44=37.5; P<0.005). This main effect of condition was associated with a 
numberr of pairwise differences. RT2 was shortest on normal trials (251 ms, average across 
monkeys).. It increased by an average of 35 ms when the segment near FP2 switched (catcht] 
trials)) (P<10"~\ Tukey HSD). A switch at the distal location of the target curve also yielded a 
significantt preview effect of 23 ms (catcht2 trials) (P<10"J, Tukey HSD). Changed trials, which 
aree associated with a switch of the segment of the distractor curve, did not cause a significant 
previeww effect (P>0.4, Tukey HSD, average RT2= 254 ms). The combined switch of two 
segmentss on catch,i+d trials also resulted in a significant preview effect of 34 ms (P<10"\ 
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Tukeyy HSD). There was no significant difference between preview effects on catch,, and 
catch1]+dd trials, however, which indicates that the additional change at the distractor curve did 
nott increase reaction times further (P>0.4, Tukey HSD). 
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Figuree 6 Curve-tracing task with three critical zones (A) Four of the 8 stimuli that were shown in a 
randomm sequence (the other 4 stimuli were mirror-images). The differences between stimuli were 
confinedd to the critical zones tl , t2 and d. A stimulus consisted of one target curve and 3 distraclor 
curves.. (B and C) Example of a catch,2 trial (B). and a eatch,]+J trial (C). which show the stimulus 
changee between the pre-saccadie stimulus (preview) and the post-saccadic stimulus. Dotted circles 
illustratee the fixation position before and after the first saccade. Small arrows illustrate the segment 
switchh within a critical zone. (D) Mean reaction time of the second saecade as a function of stimulus 
conditionn for monkey G (upper) and monkey P (lower). Error bars indicate S.E.M. 
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6.3.. Discussion of Experiment 4 

Thee results demonstrate that more information is stored in transsaccadic memory than just 
thee contour segments which are near the first saccade target (FP2). Preview costs occur 
wheneverr the target curve changes its shape, irrespective of the precise location of this change 
(tll  or t2). This suggests that the shape of the entire target curve is stored across the saccade. In 
contrast,, switching a segment of the distractor curve has no effect on RT2, even if this change 
becomess relevant due to an additional change at another location (tl+d). This implies that only 
thee target curve is stored in transsaccadic memory, but not a complete sensory representation 
off  the stimulus configuration. 

Previouss results indicate that attention is directed to the entire target curve during curve-
tracingg (Scholte et al., 2001; Houtkamp et al., 2003). The present results are therefore 
consistentt with theories that suggest that attended information is stored in transsaccadic 
memoryy and integrated with information acquired after the saccade (e.g. Irwin, 1992; Irwin & 
Andrews,, 1996; McConkie & Currie, 1996; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999, 2003; Currie et 
al.,, 2000; Irwin & Zelinsky, 2002). 

Wee will now briefly come back to the issue of concurrent planning of two saccades. We 
notedd in the above that the preview effects observed at relatively long exposure durations of 
thee pre-saccadic stimulus might have resulted from advance planning of the second saccade 
whilee the monkey was still fixating FP1. We used the design of Experiment 4 to directly 
dissociatee changes in the stimulus from changes in the saccade plan. 

7.. EXPERIMEN T 5: Saccade planning or  sensory integration? 

Inn the previous experiments, the monkeys previewed the stimulus for more than 100 ms on 
mostt of the trials, while they were fixating at FPI. This might have led to the planning of the 
secondd saccade. before the execution of the first saccade. Such parallel planning of two 
saccadess during the initial fixation might have therefore contributed to the preview effects 
reportedd so far. To address this issue, we modified the stimulus-set of the previous 
experimentss with the aim to change the visual information during the first saccade (catch 
trials),, without changing the saccade plan. Specifically, we used a condition in which the pre-
andd post-saccadic stimuli yielded an identical second saccade target in spite of a change in the 
targett curve. 

7.1.. Method 

Inn this control experiment, only monkey G was used. The task and the sequence of events 
weree similar to those in Experiment 4, but the stimuli were slightly modified. As in 
Experimentt 4, there were 3 critical zones (tl , t2 and d) and 4 curves (3 distractor and 1 target 
curve).. However, there were only three targets for the second saccade (one of which was 
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correct),, since two of the curves were connected to the same circle. The circles were located at 
8°° from FP1 and 5° from FP2, and the critical zones were at 3.5° from FP2. Figure 7 A 
illustratess the 8 stimuli that were used. We will pool data across stimuli that are mirror-
images,, and for this reason there are 4 stimulus categories (numbered I-IV in Fig. 7A) We 
notee that the target for the second saccade is the same for stimulus categories I and 11. 

Wee manipulated the consistency of the pre- and post-saccadic information in 3 conditions. 
Inn the normal condition (80% of the trials), the stimulus configuration did not change across 
thee first saccade. In the catchtl+l2 condition (10% of the trials), the segment in the critical zone 
tll  was switched simultaneously with the segment in the critical zone t2. In the catch,i+d 

conditionn (10% of the trials), the segment in the critical zone tl switched together with the 
segmentt in the critical zone d. These catch trials occurred for all stimuli, but here we will 
focuss the analysis on the catch trials that changed the location of the target curve between the 
pre-- and post-saccadic image, without changing the target of the second saccade. This 
occurredd during catch,i+l2 trials for stimulus category I (Fig. 7B), and during catchM+d trials for 
stimuluss category II (Fig. 7C). Note that catch,1+t2 trials changed stimulus category I into 
stimuluss category II, while catcht]+d trials yielded the opposite change. We will pool RT2 on 
thesee two types of catch trials and compare it to RT2 on the normal trials with the same 
stimulii  (stimulus category I and II). A total of 1700 correct trials were collected in a single 
recordingg session. 

7.2.. Results 

Thee critical conditions in this experiment are those in which both the pre-and post-saccadic 
visuall  information indicates that the monkey has to select the middle target for his second 
saccade.. We therefore compared RT2 on normal trials with stimulus category I and II (Fig. 
7A)) with the catch trials that are illustrated in figure 7B and C. The monkey's performance 
wass better than 98% correct in the normal as well as in the catch conditions. The first saccade 
wass initiated with an average RT1 of 138 ms in the normal condition and 140 ms in the catch 
conditionn (range 100-230 ms, P>0.1, U-test). As in previous experiments, RT1 corresponds to 
thee preview duration of the pre-saccadic stimulus. Average RT2 was 261 ms in the normal 
conditionn and it increased to 278 ms in the catch condition (Fig. 7D). This difference is highly 
significantt (PO.005, U-test), which indicates that the preview effect also occurs if the saccade 
plann does not need to be modified. 

7.3.. Discussion of Experiment 5 

Thee present experiment revealed a preview effect of 17 ms, although the target of the 
secondd saccade did not change. This demonstrates that the preview effects cannot be explained 
solelyy on the basis of saccade planning, even if the preview lasts longer than 100 ms. The 
resultss of this and previous experiments, taken together, therefore suggest that the preview 
effectss are due to the storage of the target curve in transsaccadic memory. On normal trials, 
thiss yields a preview benefit since this curve is still represented after the saccade. On catch 
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trials,, however, this causes a preview cost since on these trials attention has to be withdrawn 
fromm the curve that becomes a distractor and allocated to the new target curve. 
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Figuree 7. Saccade planning or sensory integration? (A) Stimuli that yvere shown in a random 
sequence.. The stimuli were grouped in 4 categories, each consisting of two mirror-image stimuli. 
Notee that two of the curves share the same target for the second saccade. (B) Catchu+,; trials for 
stimuluss category I. (C) Catch,̂  trials for stimulus category II. The changes in these stimuli during 
thee first saccade modified the course of the target curve (T). but the target for the second saccade 
remainedd the same. Catchu+u trials thus changed stimulus category I into stimulus category 11. while 
catchu+,11 trials yielded the opposite change. Dotted circles illustrate the fixation position before and 
afterr the first saccade. Small arroyvs illustrate the segment syvitch within a critical zone. (D) Mean 
reactionn time of the second saccade for stimulus category 1 and II in the normal condition (white bar) 
andd the catch conditions that changed stimulus category 1 in stimulus category II. and vice versa. 
Errorr bars indicate S.E.M. 
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8.. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Inn the present study, we investigated whether visual information acquired during one 
fixationn is integrated with information available at the next fixation, during a curve-tracing 
task.. The results provide an unambiguous demonstration of information transfer across a 
saccade.. In our task, the monkeys process information relevant for planning the second eye 
movementt before they make the first one. If the pre- and post-saccadic stimuli match, this 
resultss in a preview benefit, with superior performance and a shorter reaction time of the next 
saccade.. A conflict between pre- and post-saccadic information, on the other hand, hampers 
processingg of the post-saccadic stimulus, and this results in a preview cost. To our knowledge, 
thiss study thereby provides the first demonstration of a preview effect in monkeys. 
Importantly,, this preview effect is relatively independent of the viewing duration of the pre-
saccadicc stimulus, and even occurs for preview durations shorter than 50 ms. Moreover, we 
showedd that it is not caused by an erroneous saccade plan that has to be updated after the 
changee in the stimulus. Instead, the preview effect presumably results from a mechanism that 
maintainss attended sensory information across saccades. Previous studies that used different 
taskss demonstrated that information at the target for the saccade is stored in transsaccadic 
memory.. Our results add to this by showing that information about the shape of the entire 
targett curve is transferred across saccades. Finally, we have shown that the preview effect also 
occurss if the cue-segment is briefly shown for one video-frame (i.e. cue trials) but that it is 
abolishedd by masking. 

WhatWhat is stored in transsaccadic memory? 

Somee theories have proposed that no information needs to be transferred from one fixation 
too the next, since all the information is always available upon request in the outside world 
(CTRegan,, 1992; Bridgeman et al., 1994). Our results rule out these theories by demonstrating 
thatt information about the course of the target curve is stored in transsaccadic memory. Many 
otherr theories rather argued for information transfer across saccades, but the estimates of the 
capacityy of the transsaccadic memory buffer vary between theories. Early theories suggested 
thatt most of the visual scene is stored in memory and transferred from one fixation to the next 
(McConkiee & Rayner, 1976; Rayner, 1978; Jonides et al., 1982; Breitmeyer, 1984). Our 
resultss are also incompatible with this view, since a change that occurs on a distractor curve 
duringg the first saccade has no effect on subsequent performance. Other, more recent studies 
havee shown, however, that the capacity of transsaccadic memory is limited. It appears to store 
onlyy a selection of the items; those that receive visual attention (irwin, 1992; Irwin & 
Andrews,, 1996; McConkie & Currie, 1996; Irwin & Gordon, 1998; Henderson & 
Hollingworth,, 1999, 2003; Currie et al., 2000; Deubel et al., 2002; Irwin & Zelinsky, 2002). 

Ourr results support the selective storage of attended items in transsaccadic memory. Human 
subjectss that carry out a curve-tracing task direct their attention to all contours that belong to 
thee target curve (Scholte et al., 2001. Houtkamp et al., 2003). The present results can be 
explainedd by the storage of the entire target curve across saccades. We note, however, that 
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suchh an attentional account critically relies on two assumptions. The first assumption is that 
attentionn is directed to contours of the target curve distal to FP2 while fixation is still at FPL 
evenn though these contours are only relevant for the second saccade. We observed a clear 
previeww effect when we manipulated the identity of the target curve at different positions 
relativee to FP2 (critical zone t2, Experiment 4, Fig. 6). This implies that the monkeys indeed 
processs information distal to FP2 while their fixation is at FP1. We have some 
neurophysiologicall  evidence that supports this assumption. We recorded neuronal activity in 
thee primary visual cortex during a task similar to that of the present study (Khayat, Spekreijse, 
&&  Roelfsema, 2004). Neuronal responses evoked by the contours of the target curve distal to 
FP22 were enhanced relative to responses evoked by contours of the distractor curve. This 
responsee enhancement is a correlate of visual attention (Roelfsema, Lamme, & Spekreijse, 
1998),, and these results therefore indicate that attention is indeed directed to contours of the 
targett curve distal to FP2, even while fixation is still at FP1. 

Thee second assumption is that contours of the target curve distal to FP2 are still attended 
afterr the first saccade, as a result of their storage in transsaccadic memory. This would explain 
thee preview benefit on normal trials. If attention can remain on the target curve during the first 
saccade,, it could speed up the second saccade to the end of this curve. It would also explain 
thee preview cost on catch trials, since now attention is on the wrong curve after the first 
saccade,, and it would have to be redirected to the other curve before the second saccade is 
initiated. . 

TheThe relation between transsaccadic memory; working memory, and attention 

Irwinn (1996) suggested that the mechanisms responsible for visual short-term memory and 
forr transsaccadic memory have substantial overlap (see also Irwin & Andrews, 1996). Many 
neurophysiologicall  studies have revealed correlates of short-term memory in a variety of brain 
structures.. We wil l briefly discuss these correlates and then suggest how they may also 
providee insight into transsaccadic memory. 

Mostt of the studies on the neurophysiology of short-term memory (or working memory) in 
monkeyss present a visual image and require the animals to remember features of the image 
duringg a subsequent memory delay. The visual stimulus activates feature-selective neurons in 
manyy areas of the visual, parietal, and frontal cortex. An important finding is that a percentage 
off  the neurons in many, if not all of these areas maintain some of their activity in the following 
delayy period, when the visual stimulus has been removed from sight. This sustained activity 
providess a memory trace of the stimulus, and has been observed in areas of the frontal cortex 
(Fuster,, 1984; Funahashi, Chafee, & Goldman-Rakic, 1993), inferotemporal cortex (Fuster & 
Jervey,, 1981), parietal cortex (Gnadt & Andersen, 1988), and even in early visual areas 
(Super,, Spekreijse, & Lamme, 2001). 

Thesee results can explain why attended items have a prioritised access into working 
memory.. A consistent finding, replicated in many studies on visual attention, is that neuronal 
responsess evoked by task-relevant objects are enhanced relative to responses evoked by 
irrelevantt objects. Such an enhanced representation of relevant objects has been observed in 
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areass of the frontal cortex (Rainer, Asaad, & Miller, 1998), parietal cortex (Gottlieb, 
Kusunoki,, & Goldberg, 1998), inferotemporal cortex (Moran & Desimone, 1985; Chelazzi, 
Miller ,, Duncan, & Desimone, 1993), and again, also in early visual areas (Motter, 1993; 
Roelfsemaa et al., 1998). Importantly, many of the neurons that enhance their response to 
attendedd items also maintain an enhanced response during the delay of a working memory task 
(e.g.. Rainer et al., 1998). This implies a direct link between attention and working-memory. 
Attendedd items can automatically enter into visual short-term memory if feature-selective 
neurons,, which enhance their response to attended items, maintain this response enhancement 
duringg a memory delay. 

Wee now propose a similar mechanism for transsaccadic memory. If neurons that encode 
featuress of attended items maintain their response across saccades, then this explains why 
thesee features are still represented afterwards. We hypothesize, in addition, that transsaccadic 
memoryy is distributed, since different features are stored in distinct areas. On the one hand, 
neuronss in the inferotemporal cortex may maintain a representation of the shape, colour and 
texturee of attended objects across saccades (Moran & Desimone, 1985; Chelazzi et al., 1993). 
Thiss representation may not have to be updated across the saccade, since these cells have large 
receptivee fields, and their tuning is largely invariant for translations of a stimulus across the 
retina.. On the other hand, neurons in the parietal cortex may maintain a representation of the 
spatiall  location of attended objects. Some of these neurons encode the location of objects 
relativee to the head or body, regardless of eye position (e.g. Duhamel, Bremmer, BenHamed, 
&&  Graf, 1997). Their representation of the stimulus does not have to be updated across 
saccadess either, since saccades have no influence on the location of objects in non-retinotopic 
referencee frames. Other cells in the parietal and frontal cortex code location in retinotopic 
coordinates,, and update the retinotopic location of objects across saccades (Duhamel et al., 
1992;; Umeno & Goldberg, 1997; Gottlieb et al., 1998; Tian et al., 2000), a remapping that 
onlyy occurs for salient and behaviourally relevant information (Gottlieb et al., 1998). 

Thus,, the persistent firing of neurons involved in working memory across saccades can 
explainn storage of the various visual features of an object across saccades. This distributed 
memoryy system also accounts for the prioritised storage of attended items in transsaccadic 
memory,, in the same way as it accounts for their precedence in working memory, as described 
abovee (e.g. Irwin & Andrews, 1996; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999, 2003; Currie et al., 
2000;; Hollingworth & Henderson, 2001; Irwin & Zelinsky, 2002). Obviously, this system also 
accountss for the preview effects observed in the present study, since it allows storage of the 
attendedd target curve across saccades. 

Inn conclusion, the present results demonstrate a powerful mechanism for the storage of 
attendedd visual information across saccades. Transsaccadic memory is useful for the 
constructionn of a stable visual world, and essential for those tasks that require more time than 
thee typical inter-saccadic interval (e.g. Jolicoeur et al., 1991; Roelfsema et al., 1999; Crowe, 
Averbeck,, Chafee, Anderson, & Georgopoulos, 2000). It is only counterproductive in the 
exceptionall  case where the attended stimulus changes during the saccade, an event that rarely 
happenss in normal vision. 
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ABSTRACT T 

Wee make several eye movements per second if we explore a visual scene. Each eye 
movementt sweeps the scene's projection across the retina and changes its representation in 
retinotopicc areas of the visual cortex, but we nevertheless perceive a stable world. Here we 
investigatee the neuronal correlates of visual stability in the primary visual cortex (area VI) . 
Monkeyss were trained to make two saccades along a single curve, and to ignore another, 
distractingg curve. Attention enhanced neuronal responses to the entire relevant curve before 
thee first saccade. This response enhancement was rapidly re-established after the saccade, 
althoughh the image was shifted across area VI . We argue that this fast post-saccadic 
restorationn of the attentional response enhancement contributes to the stability of vision across 
eyee movements, and reduces the impact of saccades on visual cognition. 

1.. INTRODUCTION 

Itt is still unclear how visual information acquired before a saccade is integrated with 
informationn acquired after the saccade. Early theories of transsaccadic integration postulated 
thatt perceptual stability across eye movements is achieved by use of a transsaccadic memory 
buffer.. Information from successive fixations can be accumulated in such a buffer if the 
changess in eye position, which are reflected by oculomotor signals, are taken into account (1-
3).. Subsequent theories, however, argued that such a memory buffer is unnecessary, and 
suggestedd that the visual system can afford to be amnesic about the pre-saccadic scene, since 
visuall  representations can be rebuild rapidly after each saccade (4,5). This view has received 
somee support from neurophysiological data indicating that visual processing indeed proceeds 
rapidly.. High-level visual areas and even frontal areas, which are separated from the retina by 
manyy synapses, are activated within 100 ms after stimulus presentation (6-8). However, some 
taskss that involve shifts of visual attention, like visual search (9) or curve-tracing (10-12), 
requiree more time than the typical inter-saccadic interval. For these tasks, a complete 
interruptionn of processing by saccades would be detrimental. Some recent theories therefore 
takee a less extreme view and suggest that the visual system is not entirely amnesic across 
saccades.. since information about attended objects is maintained (13-17). 

Thesee psychophysical theories yield different predictions about the fate of object 
representationss in areas of the visual cortex during saccades. Studies in the lateral intraparietal 
areaa (18,19) and the frontal eye fields (20,21) provide support for theories that include a 
transsaccadicc buffer, by demonstrating that the retinotopic coordinates of objects are 
remappedd across saccades. Neurons in these areas signal that a saccade will bring a visual 
objectt into their receptive field (RF), shortly before saccade execution, a phenomenon that has 
beenn called "predictive remapping". They also respond if a saccade brings the RF onto a 
locationn of an object that has just been removed from sight. Thus, neurons in these areas 
maintainn a spatially accurate representation of the retinotopic location of visual objects and 
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evenn of their memory traces across saccades. The percentage of neurons with these properties 
iss high in the lateral intraparietal area, but decreases in earlier visual areas (22). 

Itt is not yet clear at present, however, whether remapping across saccades occurs for all 
objects,, or whether it occurs only for objects that receive attention (as suggested by e.g. ref. 
19).. In this study we therefore compare the fate of attended and unattended objects across 
saccades,, by recording from the primary visual cortex of monkeys. The monkeys are trained to 
tracee a curve through the visual field. This curve-tracing task has a number of advantages for 
thee study of transsaccadic integration. First, there are many versions of the task that take more 
timee than the interval between saccades. This makes it unlikely that saccades reset processing. 
Second,, the natural strategy is to make a sequence of saccades along the path that has to be 
tracedd (23). Third, the spatial distribution of attention has been measured during this task in 
humann subjects. Subjects solve it by directing attention to all segments of the curve that has to 
bee traced (11,12). 

AA neurophysiological correlate of curve-tracing has been found in area VI , where responses 
too a traced curve are enhanced relative to responses to other, distracting curves (24,25). This 
attentionall  response enhancement does not occur during the initial, stimulus-driven neuronal 
responses,, which have a latency of about 40 ms (8), but rather after a delay of more than 100 
mss (24,26), which suggests the involvement of feedback from higher visual areas. In this study 
wee will exploit this temporal separation between bottom-up and top-down influences to 
investigatee transsaccadic integration. 

2.. METHOD S 

Behaviourall  task. Two macaque monkeys took part in the experiments. They were trained on 
aa curve-tracing task, in which they had to make two saccades along a single curve (Fig. \A). A 
triall  started once the monkey's eye position was within a 1° square window centred on a 0.2° 
fixationn point (FP1) in the middle of a CRT monitor (70 Hz). After 300 ms, a stimulus 
appearedd that consisted of 2 white curves (luminance 24 cd/m2) on a black background 
(luminancee 0.5 cd/m2) and 3 red circles subtending 0.4° of visual angle. One of the curves 
connectedd FP1 to two of the circles, and this curve will be called target curve. The other curve 
wass connected to the third circle, and served as a distractor. The animals were rewarded for 
makingg a sequence of two saccades into 1.5° square windows around FP2, and around the 
circlee at the end of the target curve. 

Recordingg Technique and Data Analysis. All experimental procedures complied with the 
N1HH Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and were approved by the institutional 
animall  care and use committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. 
Standardd surgical and electrophysiological techniques were used to record multi-unit activity 
inn area VI (24,25, see also Appendix A). Eye movements were monitored with the double 
magneticc induction method (27), which has a resolution better than 0.1 deg, and digitised at a 
ratee of more than 500 Hz. RFs are small in area VI , and differences in eye position between 
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conditionss may therefore influence firing rates. In case of multi-unit recording, it is possible 
thatt individual neurons contribute differently to the recording at different eye positions. We 
appliedd a stratification procedure to factor out these eye position effects, and to ensure that we 
comparedd the same cells between conditions (see Appendix A). 

Inn some experiments, the RF of a recording site was brought onto one of the curves by a 
saccade.. The onset of visual stimulation in this saccade-condition depends on the timing and 
trajectoryy of the saccade, and was determined on a trial-by-trial basis by computing the 
momentt at which the leading edge of the RF came in contact with one of the curves (see 
Appendixx A). Note that this analysis takes the shape of the RF, the shape of the curves, as well 
ass the eye-trajectory in each individual trial into account. Neuronal responses in the saccade-
conditionn were always normalised to the onset-condition, which is why the peak responses are 
nott always equal to 1. 

Thee target curve usually evoked stronger responses than the distractor curve. This effect was 
quantifiedd with the modulation index (MI) . MI was defined as the difference in response 
strengthh normalised to the average response: (T-D)/([T+D]/2), where T and D are responses to 
thee target and distractor curve, respectively, after subtraction of spontaneous firing rate. 

Inn order to determine the latency of attentional response enhancement, a curve was fitted to 
thee difference between responses to the target and distractor curve. The significance of the 
differencee in latencies between conditions was determined by using a Monte-Carlo procedure 
(seee Appendix B). 

3.. RESULTS 

Psychophysicall  performance. We first investigated whether the monkeys traced the entire 
targett curve, including segments that were only relevant for the second saccade, while they 
fixatedd FP1. Monkeys had to fixate on FP1 for 400 ms, then FP1 was extinguished and a first 
saccadee was made to the second point on the target curve (FP2) (Fig. \A). At the end of this 
saccade,, FP2 was turned off and a second saccade had to be made to the circle that was at the 
endd of the target curve. The monkeys could make this second saccade immediately. 
Complementaryy stimuli, for which the animals had to make a different sequence of saccades, 
weree randomly interleaved (Fig. \B). Saccadic reaction time for the second saccade was 
definedd as the time interval between the offset of FP2 and the onset of the saccade (as 
describedd in chapter 2). The animals were successful on more than 95% of the trials, and the 
meann reaction time across monkeys for the second saccade was 203 ms (grey bars, Fig. 1C). 
Too probe whether the monkeys traced the entire target curve before the first saccade, catch 
trialss were included (20% of the trials). On these catch trials, the stimulus changed during the 
firstt saccade, since unexpectedly the connection between FP2 and the original target for the 
secondd eye movement was switched (Fig. \A, lower panels). To respond correctly on such a 
catchh trial, the monkeys had to make the second saccade to the other circle, which was now 
connectedd to FP2. Catch trials introduce a mismatch between visual information before and 
afterr the saccade, which should have no effect if the monkeys are amnesic about the pre-
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saccadicc stimulus. However, on catch trials, average performance dropped to 70% and both 
monkeyss fixated significantly longer at FP2 than on normal trials, with an average increase in 
saccadicc reaction time of 60 ms (P<10-6, Wilcoxon test for both monkeys; mean latency 263 
ms)) (black bars, Fig. 1C). This is direct evidence for transsaccadic integration, since some 
informationn regarding the identity of the target curve is apparently maintained across the first 
saccade.. One possibility is that the monkeys "mentally" trace the entire target curve before the 
firstfirst saccade, and that attention is also directed to segments of this curve that are distal to FP2. 
Furthermore,, if attention can remain on these curve segments across the saccade, this would 
explainn why subsequent performance is superior if the stimulus remains the same. 
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Figuree 1. Curve-tracing task with two eye movements and behavioural performance. (A) Sequence 
off  events during the normal (upper panels) and catch trials (lower panels). The monkey had to fixate 
FPll  until it disappeared. Then a saccade had to be made to FP2, followed by a second saccade to the 
circlee located at the end of the same curve (target curve). On catch trials, the first saccade triggered a 
smalll  change in the stimulus that switches the connection to the previously unconnected curve 
(dottedd arrow) Visual events for the complementary stimulus are not shown. (B) A pair of 
complementaryy stimuli. (O Mean reaction time of the second saccade on normal (grey) and catch 
trialss (black) for both monkeys, pooled across complementary stimuli Error bars, standard deviation 

Whenn attention is directed to the target curve, neuronal responses to this curve are enhanced 
inn area VI (24,25). The psychophysical results therefore yield two predictions regarding the 
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patternn of neuronal activity in area VI. The first prediction is that neuronal responses to the 
entiree target curve are enhanced before the first saccade. The second prediction is that 
attentionn is maintained on the target curve during the saccade, although its representation is 
shiftedd in area V] , and other retinotopic areas. 

Neuronall  activity in area VI  before the first saccade. A first electrophysiological 
experimentt investigated whether attention enhances neuronal firing rates in area VI evoked by 
thee entire target curve before the first saccade. Again, the monkeys made two saccades along 
thee target curve, but in this experiment they had to hold fixation for 500 ms on each FP 
(performancee was better than 95% correct). Stimuli were configured in such a way that the 
neurons'' RF was located on a curve segment distal to FP2, while the monkey was still fixating 
FP11 (Fig. 2A). Thus, the segment in the RF was only relevant for the planning of the second 
saccade.. Figure 25 and C compare the responses of two simultaneously recorded groups of VI 
neuronss during fixation at FP1. Activity evoked by the target curve was significantly stronger 
thann activity evoked by the distractor curve, at both recording sites (site a, P<0.005; site b, 
P<10"6,, U-test). A total of 55 recording sites with a RF distal to FP2 were tested. Also at the 
populationn level, responses to the target curve were stronger than those to the distractor curve 
(Fig.. 2/); P<10" , paired t-test). Note that the curve segment in the RF was always identical for 
thee two stimuli, and that the enhanced responses therefore presumably reflect visual attention 
thatt is directed to the target curve (11,12,24,25). This suggests that, while the monkey fixates 
FPl,, attention is directed to all contour segments of the target curve, including those that are 
onlyy relevant for the second saccade. 

AA number of psychophysical studies (28-30) suggested that attention needs to be focused 
ontoo the endpoint of a saccade, just before saccade execution. In the context of the curve-
tracingg task, this might imply that attention constricts on FP2, in an interval preceding the 
saccade.. We therefore investigated whether the attentional response enhancement to the target 
curvee was reduced before the saccade, especially at RF locations far from FP2. We quantified 
thee strength of the attentional effect in two time-intervals, by computing the modulation index 
(MI) .. The Ml from 200 to 300 ms after stimulus onset (MIstmi) was compared to that in a 100 
mss interval preceding the saccade (Mlpre.sacc), by computing the MI ratio = Ml pre.sacc/ MIstjm x 
100%.. Thus, values of the MI ratio smaller than 100% indicate that the attentional effect 
decreasess before the saccade. The MI ratios of the recording sites in figure 2B and C were both 
closee to 100% (site a, 92%; site b, 114%), although the RF of site b was much further from 
FP22 than that of site a. We repeated this analysis for all sites (N=33/55) that discriminated 
betweenn the target and distractor curve (PO.05) (Fig. IE). The geometric mean of the Ml 
ratioss was 146%, but there was substantial variability of MI ratios across the population. 
Unexpected!),, the MI ratio did not depend on the distance between the RF and FP2. If 
anything,, the MI ratio tended to increase with increasing distance between RF and FP2, but 
thiss trend was not significant (linear regression, R = 0.2, two tailed t-test, t = 1.14, d.f. =31, 
p>0.1).. Thus, these results indicate that attentional modulation in area VI is maintained on the 
entiree target curve and does not constrict onto the endpoint of the upcoming saccade. 
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Figur ee 2. Attentional modulation of VI responses evoked by curve segments relevant for the second 
saccade,, while the monkey fixates FPl. (A) Complementary stimuli. Rectangles depict the locations 
off  VI receptive fields (RFs) at two recording sites. Al stimulus onset, the RFs were located on 
segmentss of the target curve (left), or on segments of the distractor curve (right). (B and Q 
Responsess to target and distractor curve at these recording sites, while the monkey fixated FPl. 
Responsess are aligned on stimulus onset and on the start of the saccade. Continuous and dashed 
tracess show the responses to target and distractor curve, respectively. Grey area, difference between 
thesee responses. Black bars, time windows used to compute the modulation index. The distance 
betweenn the RF and FP2 was 1.3° for site a, and 3.7° for site b. (/)) Population responses averaged 
acrosss 55 recording sites. (E) Distribution of the modulation index ratio of sites (33/55) with a 
significantt response modulation, as a function of the distance between the RF and the first saccade 
targett (FP2). 

Post-saccadicc remapping of attentional modulation. We have shown that the monkeys trace 
thee entire target curve while fixation is at FPl, and the first, psychophysical experiment 
suggestedd that attention can remain on this curve during the first saccade. We next 
investigatedd how transsaccadic integration influences neuronal responses in area VI in a 
furtherr electrophysiological experiment with two conditions (4 stimuli) that were randomly 
interleaved.. In the first condition (onset-condition), a segment of a curve appeared in the RF 
duee to stimulus onset, while the monkey fixated FPl (Fig. 3A, upper panels). In the second 
conditionn (saccade-condition), the stimulus was outside the RF while the monkey fixated FPl. 
Thee first saccade brought the RF onto one of the curves (Fig. 3/f, lower panels). Thus, in the 
saccade-conditionn the contour segment that entered into the RF could have been assigned to 
eitherr target or distractor curve during the previous fixation. If information is carried across a 
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saccade,, it is expected that the visual response or the attentional modulation of this response 
occurss earlier in the saccade-condition than in the onset-condition. 
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Figuree 3 (opposite). Remapping of attenlional modulation in area VI (A) Sequence of events in the 
onset-- and saccade-condition When the stimulus appeared, fixation had to be maintained on FP1 for 500 
ms.. and then a saccade was made to FP2. A second saccade was made after 500 ms of fixation at FP2 In 
thee onset-condition (upper panels), a curve appeared in the RF (shaded rectangle) during fixation at FP1 
Inn the saccade-condition (lower panels), the RF was unstimulated during fixation at FP1. but was shifted 
ontoo a contour segment by the first saccade. Note that the shape of the curve segment that entered into the 
RFF was identical to that in the onset-condition FP2 was located at a distance of 3° or 3.3° from FP1. 
Arrowss illustrate the saccades and corresponding RF shift (B) Complementary stimuli in the onset-
conditionn (left). The RF (eccentricity, 4.2°) was on the target curve for stimulus 1 and on the distractor 
curvee for stimulus 2. Right, response to the target curve (continuous trace) was stronger than the response 
too the distractor curve (dashed trace). Arrow, latency of modulation. The lower panel shows a curve that 
wass fitted to the response difference, in order to determine the latency of response enhancement Black bar 
onn x-axis, 95% confidence interval of the latency. (Q Complementary stimuli in the saccade-condition 
Thee RF shifted onto the target (stim 3) or distractor curve (stim 4) during the first saccade to FP2. 
Responsess are aligned on the moment that the RF touches a contour segment due to the first saccade (see 
Methods).. (D and E) Population response (N=32) in the onset-condition (D) and in the saccade-condition 
(£).. Note different scaling in the lower panels in D and E. (F) Distribution of the difference in latency of 
thee response enhancement between the onset- and saccade-condition for sites that showed a significant 
responsee enhancement in both conditions. Positive values indicate that the latency was earlier in the 
saccadee compared to the onset-condition. Cases with a significant latency-difference (P<0.05) are shown 
inn black. (<7) Comparison of the temporal profile of the enhancement of the population response in the 
onsett (dark) and saccade-condition (light). To facilitate the comparison, response differences have been 
normalisedd similarly. Best fitting curves to the response differences are superimposed. 

Figuree 3B depicts the location of the RF of a recording site in area VI relative to the stimuli, 
whilee the animal fixated FP1 in the onset-condition. The response to the target curve of 
stimuluss 1 was stronger than the response to the distractor curve of stimulus 2 (P<10~6, U-test). 
Thee latency of attentional modulation was 132  5 ms (s.d.), a value that was derived by fitting 
aa function to the difference between the two responses (lower panel in Fig. 3B) (see Appendix 
B).Inn the saccade-condition (Fig. 3C), the neurons started to respond when their RF was 
broughtt onto the target (stimulus 3) or distractor curve (stimulus 4) by the first saccade. This 
responsee was somewhat (17%) weaker than the response in the onset-condition and had a 
latencyy that was 8 ms shorter (33 ms vs 41 ms; see Appendix A). This slight difference may be 
causedd by the different way of RF stimulation in the saccade-condition (31). After the saccade, 
thee response to the target curve was stronger than the response to the distractor curve (P<2.10" 
5,, U-test). Remarkably, attentional modulation in the saccade-condition started 43 ms earlier 
thann in the onset-condition (89  9 vs 132  5 ms; P<0.01), suggesting that some information 
aboutt the identity of the target curve is indeed maintained across the saccade. 

Similarr results were also observed across the population of recording sites. Figure 3D and E 
showw the population response (N=32) in the onset- and saccade-condition, respectively. In 
bothh conditions, the response to the target curve was significantly stronger than the response to 
thee distractor curve (P<105, paired /-test). We note that the spontaneous activity in the 
saccade-conditionn before the RF falls on a curve is negative (Fig. 3£). This is due to the 
appearancee of a stimulus outside the RF while the monkey is fixating FP1 (Fig. 3A), which 
causess a slight suppression of the spontaneous activity (see Appendix B). The visual response 
inn the saccade-condition has a latency of 40 ms at the population level, a value close to the 
responsee latency in the onset-condition (37 ms). Thus, transsaccadic integration does not 
influencee the latency of visual responses in area VI . In contrast, there is a clear influence on 
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thee onset of attentional response modulation. In the onset-condition, attentional modulation 
occurredd at a latency of 125  3 ms, whereas in the saccade-condition it occurred significantly 
earlier,, at a latency of 78  5 ms (P<0.01). Indeed, when the time course of the attentional 
effectt is directly compared between conditions (Fig. 3G), its earlier appearance in the saccade-
conditionn is evident. To gain insight in the consistency of these effects, we analysed the 
differencess in the latency of attentional modulation at individual recording sites (Fig. 3F). In 
thiss analysis, only cases were included that exhibited a significantly (PO.05) stronger 
responsee to the target curve than to the distractor curve, in both conditions (N= 19/32). The 
latencyy of the attentional effect was significantly earlier (P<0.05) in the saccade-condition for 
thee majority of these sites (15/19). 

Onee difference between the two conditions is that the monkey always made his first saccade 
too the same target in the saccade-condition, but chose between two targets in the onset-
condition.. Can this difference account for the timing of the attentional effects? To investigate 
thiss possibility, we computed the latency of the response enhancement in Fig. 2D. Here, the 
stimuluss was similar to the saccade-condition of the present experiment, but the RFs were 
stimulatedd during fixation at FP1. The attentional effect occurred 123  9 ms after the onset of 
thee stimulus, which is similar to the timing of the effect in the onset-condition of the present 
experimentt (125  3 ms). Thus, the timing of the attentional effect does not depend on the 
numberr of targets from which the monkey chooses while planning his first saccade. This 
impliess that the difference in the timing of the attentional effect between the onset- and 
saccade-conditionn in Fig. 3 is not caused by the difference in the number of potential saccade 
targetss either. 

Neuronall  activity on catch trials. The early attentional modulation after a saccade may 
reflectt a trace of the attentive processing that was carried out during the previous fixation. 
However,, the way in which the RFs were stimulated differed between the two conditions of 
thee previous experiment. In the saccade-condition, the RFs were brought onto a curve segment 
byy a saccade. whereas the segment abruptly appeared within the RF in the onset-condition. We 
thereforee carried out an additional experiment in which we manipulated the utility of the 
informationn that could be maintained across the saccade, while the stimulus in the RF was 
heldd constant. Specifically, we used catch trials (20% of trials) to introduce a mismatch 
betweenn the pre- and post-saccadic stimuli. The neurophysiological consequences of changes 
inn the stimulus during saccades have not been investigated previously to our knowledge. 
Figuree 4A illustrates the procedure for a recording site in area VI . On normal trials (upper 
panel),, the first saccade brought the RF onto a contour segment that had been assigned to 
eitherr the target or distractor curve during the first fixation at FP1. Attentional modulation 
(P<100 6, U-test) appeared early, at a latency of 81  4 ms after the RF came in contact with 
onee of the curves (Fig. 45, upper panel). The lower panels of figure 4A illustrate the sequence 
off  events during catch trials. On "catch-tar" trials, the RF fell on a contour segment that had 
beenn assigned to the distractor curve, but that unexpectedly became part of the target curve 
duee to a change in the stimulus during the first saccade. In contrast, on "catch-disf trials the 
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RFF fell on a contour segment that unexpectedly became part of the distractor curve. The early 
andd late part of the neuronal responses differed on these catch trials (Fig. 4B, lower panel). 
Earlyy activity was strongest on catch-dist trials (dark area, PO.05, U-test), which is consistent 
withh the pre-saccadic stimulus configuration, which predicted that the saccade would bring the 
RFF onto the target curve. Thus, this early modulation reflects a trace of the attentive 
processingg carried out during the previous fixation. However, at a latency of 163  8 ms, 
neuronall  activity started to reflect the changed configuration, since responses became 
strongestt on catch-tar trials (P<10~6, U-test). 
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Figuree 4. Early post-saccadic 
responsee modulation is 
determinedd by the pre-saccadic 
stimuluss configuration. (A) The 
saccadee to FP2 brought the RF 
ontoo the target or distractor curve. 
Onn norma] trials, no change 
occurredd in the stimulus On catch 
trials,, however, a change triggered 
byy the first saccade introduced a 
mismatchh between the pre- and 
thee post-saccadic stimulus. White 
andd shaded rectangles depict pre-
andd post-saccadic location of the 
RF,, respectively. RF eccentricity, 
3°.. (B) Response to the target and 
distractorr curve on normal (upper 
panel)) and catch trials (lower 
panel).. Arrow, latency of 
modulation.. Note that on catch 
trials,, the initial response is 
strongestt on "catch-dist" trials 
(darkk area). After some delay, the 
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(continuouss trace) becomes 
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Similarr effects were observed across a population of VI recording sites (N=14) tested in this 
paradigm.. On normal trials, the response was strongest if the first saccade brought the RF onto 
thee target curve (P<2.10"4, paired /-test) (Fig. 4C). The latency of modulation was 92  2 ms. 
Onn catch trials, however, the early response was strongest if it was evoked by a contour 
segmentt that unexpectedly became part of the distractor curve during the first saccade (Fig. 
4D).4D). The response to the curve that changed into the target curve became strongest (P<5.10"\ 
pairedd Mest) at a longer latency of 154  4 ms, 62 ms later than on normal trials (PO.001). It 
iss remarkable that the early part of the response after a saccade depends on the pre-saccadic, 
nott on the post-saccadic stimulus. This implies that contours that receive attention before a 
saccadee are still attended immediately after it. The relatively long latency of the switch in the 
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responsee enhancement on catch trials presumably reflects the time required to reallocate 
attentionn to the relevant curve (see also ref. 32). 

Previeww effects withi n a single fixation. Some theories pose that the mechanisms that 
transferr information across saccades overlap with other memory systems that maintain 
informationn in the absence of a stimulus (33). We tested this in an additional experiment (fully 
describedd in Appendix A) where the monkeys saw a target and a distractor curve for 200 ms. 
Thee stimulus disappeared for 500 ms, and then reappeared at the same location, while the 
monkeyy held fixation. When the stimulus appeared for the first time, the response 
enhancementt evoked by the target curve in area VI had a latency of 133 ms, but when the 
samee stimulus reappeared for the second time, the response enhancement had a significantly 
shorterr latency of 104 ms (PO.05). Thus, attentional modulation of VI responses also occurs 
earlierr when advance information about the stimulus is provided within the same fixation. 
Thiss suggests that transsaccadic memory indeed overlaps with other memory systems. 
Nevertheless,, in the saccade task, the pre- and post-saccadic stimuli activate different VI 
neurons.. Our results therefore imply that transsaccadic integration is equipped with a 
mechanismm that takes the saccade metrics into account, so that it can route information about 
thee location of the target curve to the correct neurons in area VI . The retinotopic coordinates 
off  attended objects are thereby updated across the saccade. 

4.. DISCUSSION 

Inn normal vision, it is safe to assume that images do not change abruptly during eye 
movementss (4). Here we have shown that monkeys also take this regularity into account, 
becausee changes in the image during a saccade deteriorate their performance and increase their 
reactionn times. This implies that monkeys do not only process information for the upcoming 
saccade,, but also for saccades that will be carried out thereafter (34,35). We confirmed this by 
recordingg from area VI , where neuronal responses to contour segments that have to be traced 
forr the second saccade are enhanced before the first saccade is made (Fig. 2). Processing of 
informationn that is relevant for the second saccade is useful, since this information is not lost 
duringg the first saccade. 
Transsaccadicc integration provides a mechanism that rapidly redirects attention to the 

relevantt curve segments after the saccade, which is reflected by a fast restoration of attentional 
modulationn in area VI . Attentional modulation after a saccade occurs 47 ms earlier than if a 
neww stimulus is presented. We hypothesize that the early post-saccadic response enhancement 
iss mediated by feedback connections from higher-order visual areas that maintain a trace of 
thee pre-saccadic stimulus. This explains why early post-saccadic VI responses reflect attentive 
processingg of the pre-saccadic stimulus, even if this stimulus changed during the saccade. On 
suchh catch trials, it takes an additional 62 ms before responses to the target curve are enhanced 
inn area VI (Fig. AD). Interestingly, this value matches the lengthening of the subsequent 
fixationn duration in the psychophysical experiment (Fig. \C). Our data also demonstrate that 
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transsaccadicc integration does not have a systematic influence on the latency of the visual 
responses.. This implies that it primarily affects top-down but not bottom-up inputs to area VI . 

Theree are a number of potential sources of feedback that may be responsible for the rapid 
post-saccadicc restoration of the response enhancement in area VI . Recent studies 
demonstratedd that the retinotopic location of salient (18-20) and behaviourally relevant 
(19,21,36)) objects is remapped across saccades in areas of the parietal (18,19,36) and frontal 
cortexx (20,21). Neurons in these areas have predictive responses, i.e. they discharge before a 
saccadee that will bring their RF onto an item of interest. Thus, these neurons maintain a 
spatiallyy accurate representation of stimuli across saccades and may provide feedback to area 
VI ,, thereby allowing a fast restoration of attentional effects after the saccade. The present 
resultss show that attentional enhancement of neuronal responses in area VI is not predictive, 
sincee it does not occur before the saccade. Instead, attentional effects appear to be gated by the 
visuall  input, and only occur once the RFs are brought onto one of the curves. 

Theree are further potential sources of feedback that may rescue additional features of the 
targett curve across saccades, and that thereby may contribute to the earlier expression of 
attentionall  effects in area VI . Some neurons in the parietal and premotor cortex, for example, 
encodee the location of visual objects relative to the body or head, irrespective of eye position 
(37,38).. These cells need not update their activity across a saccade, since saccades do not 
changee the stimulus' location relative to the body. They may therefore store the location of the 
targett curve across a saccade, and provide feedback to lower visual areas after its completion. 
AA similar argument holds for neurons in areas that are involved in object recognition, such as 
areaa V4 and the inferotemporal cortex. These neurons enhance their activity if attention is 
directedd to their preferred shape (39-41), and they can store this shape during a saccade 
(42,43).. Moreover, inferotemporal neurons have large RFs, and their shape-tuning is relatively 
independentt of the object's location on the retina (44). Thus, neurons that are tuned to the 
shapee of the target curve may maintain their activity across saccades, and provide feedback to 
thosee VI cells whose RFs are brought onto this curve. Attention to the shape of the target 
curvee would explain why the whole curve is remapped in retinotopic coordinates (Fig. 2), and 
nott only the locations that serve as saccade targets, as might have been predicted from 
psychophysicall  studies (28-30). We note that feedback can also account for the early 
attentionall  modulation if the same stimulus appears twice during a single fixation. Neurons in 
higherr visual areas maintain activity that is evoked by attended stimuli across memory delays, 
andd they can therefore rapidly feed back to area VI when the stimulus reappears. 

Thee present study goes beyond earlier work by directly measuring the effects of pre-
saccadicc attentional processing on post-saccadic processing, both behaviourally and 
physiologically.. Our results rule out theories that suggest that the visual system is entirely 
amnesicc about the pre-saccadic scene (4,5), but support other theories that propose that 
informationn about attended objects is maintained across saccades (13-16). The data show that 
thee spatial profile of attention in retinotopic coordinates is rapidly restored after a saccade. We 
proposee that this is useful for the construction of a stable representation of the visual scene 
despitee eye movements, and essential for cognitive tasks that require more time than the 
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typicall  inter-saccadic interval. The early post-saccadic attentional modulation would allow the 
subjectt to continue curve- tracing immediately after the saccade. 
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ABSTRACT T 

Complexx visual tasks can usually be decomposed into a number of simpler subtasks. 
Whetherr such subtasks are solved serially or in parallel is subject to considerable debate. Here 
wee investigate how subtasks are coordinated in time by recording from the primary visual 
cortexx (area VI ) of macaque monkeys. The animals were trained to perform both a simple and 
aa composite task. In the simple task, they had to mentally trace a target curve while ignoring a 
distractorr curve. Neuronal responses in area VI to the target curve were enhanced relative to 
responsess to the distractor curve, 130 ms after stimulus appearance. In the composite task, the 
monkeyss searched for a coloured marker, and traced a curve that was attached to this marker. 
Inn an initial phase of the trials neuronal responses reflected visual search, and the response 
enhancementt due to curve tracing now occurred after 230 ms, 100 ms later than in the simple 
task.. We conclude that subtasks of the composite task are carried out in a structured and 
sequentiall  manner that can be monitored in the primary visual cortex. 

1.. INTRODUCTION 

Visuall  processing is usually subdivided into an early pre-attentive, and a later attentive stage 
(1,2).. Pre-attentive processing presumably corresponds to the rapid (within 100 ms) activation 
off  feature selective neurons in the many visual cortical areas (3,4). However, many tasks 
dependd on more elaborate processing capabilities that are attributed to visual attention. One 
examplee is visual search (2, 5), where the task is to localise a target item with a known 
attributee (shape, colour or other feature). During visual search, neurons in the visual cortex 
thatt encode the attribute that is searched enhance their activity (6-8), and this causes an 
activityy increase of neurons that encode the target item's location (9-14). At a psychological 
levell  of description, attention is directed to the location of the target item (15). Another task 
thatt requires attention is curve tracing (16) where two or more curves are displayed, and the 
subjectt has to identify all contour segments that belong to one of them. Attention is directed to 
thee traced curve (17), and neuronal responses in the visual cortex evoked by this curve are 
enhancedd (18). The modulation of firing rates caused by curve tracing and by visual search 
doess not occur during the initial visual responses evoked by stimulus onset, but rather after a 
variablee delay of 120 to 200 ms (7-10,18) that is related to the subject's reaction time (14). 
Thesee results, taken together, indicate that the enhancement of neuronal responses in the visual 
cortexx reflects the dynamics of attention shifts that are imposed by the task demands. 

Complexx visual tasks may be decomposed into subtasks, and require the application of 
multiplee attentional operators to the visual input (19-22). It is, however, unclear how subtasks 
aree coordinated in time (23). Some theories hold that subtasks are usually solved in parallel 
(24,25),, whereas others hold that they are solved serially, and that the subject's reaction time 
iss the sum of times required by all subtasks (19,26-28). Here we set out to resolve this debate 
byy a direct measurement of the time course of attentional operations in the visual cortex. We 
wil ll  compare the time course of the attentional response enhancement in area VI between a 
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simplee task that requires only curve tracing, and a composite task that requires visual search as 
welll  as curve tracing. 

2.. METHOD S 

Recordingg technique. Experiments were performed with two macaque monkeys using 
standardd procedures that have been described (18). In brief, operations were performed under 
asepticc conditions and general anesthesia, which was induced with ketamine (15 mg/kg i.m.), 
andd maintained after intubation by ventilating with a mixture of 70% N2O and 30% O2, 
supplementedd with 0.8% isoflurane, fentanyl (0.005 mg/kg i.v.), and midazolam (0.5 mg/kg-h 
i.v.).. The animals recovered for at least 21 days before training was resumed. All procedures 
compliedd with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National Institute 
off  Health, Bethesda, MD), and were approved by the institutional animal care and use 
committeee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. In a first operation a head 
holderr was implanted, and a gold ring was inserted under the conjunctiva of one eye for the 
measurementt of eye position. Multi-unit recordings were obtained from electrodes that were 
chronicallyy implanted in area VI in a separate operation (40-65 teflon coated platinum-iridium 
wiress per hemisphere), and positioned 1 -2 mm below the cortical surface. 

Behaviourall  tasks. The monkeys were trained to perform two tasks. In both tasks, a trial was 
startedd as soon as the monkey's eye position was within a l°xl 0 square window centred on a 
0.3°° fixation point. The stimulus appeared after an interval of 300 ms (Fig. 1). The first task 
wass a simple curve tracing task. The monkey had to trace a target curve (T in Fig. iA) that 
wass connected to the fixation point to locate a circle at its other end, and to make a single eye 
movementt to this circle. There also was an other, distractor curve (D in Fig. 1 A) that was not 
connectedd to the fixation point and that could be ignored. The curves were composed of two or 
threee third order polynomials (bezier curves), joined end to end. and were grey (17 cdm"~) on 
aa black background. The colour of the fixation point was blue on half of the trials, and yellow 
onn the other half, but this colour was irrelevant. The second task was a composite task that 
requiredd both visual search and curve tracing (Fig. IB). A trial began when the monkey 
fixatedd a grey fixation point. After a brief fixation delay (300 ms), the colour of the fixation 
pointt changed to blue or yellow, and at the same time two curves and two coloured markers 
appearedd on the screen. The monkey had to search for a marker with the same colour as the 
fixationn point. This marker indicated the beginning of the target curve. The animal had to trace 
thiss curve to its other end to locate a larger circle that was the target for an eye movement 
(eccentricityy of this circle ranged from 5 to 9.5 deg). The monkey was allowed to make only a 
singlee eye movement from the fixation point to this circle. The left marker was yellow on half 
off  trials and blue on the other trials, and the right marker had the other colour. The various 
colourr combinations resulted in a total of 4 (standard task, Fig. 3) or 8 (experiment with 
additionall  contour segment, Fig. 4) stimuli that were randomly interleaved. Reaction times 
weree measured in psychophysical experiments, and in these experiments the monkeys could 
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initiatee their saccade immediately after presentation of the stimulus. In the experiments in 
whichh we recorded neuronal activity, however, the animals had to maintain their gaze on the 
fixationn point for 700 ms after stimulus appearance. Then the fixation point disappeared, 
whichh was the cue to initiate a saccade. The two tasks were interleaved in blocks of 60-72 
trials,, and each session comprised 3 to 9 blocks per task. 

Figuree 1. Behavioural tasks. (A) Curve 
tracingg task. The monkeys mentallv 
tracedd a curve connected to the fixation 
pointt to locate a circle at the other end of 
thisthis curve. A single eye movement had to 
bee made to this circle. T, target curve. D, 
distractorr curve. (B) In the composite 
task,, the colour of the fixation point was 
initiallyy grey, and changed to either 
yelloww or blue upon stimulus appearance. 
Thee monkeys had to locate a marker with 
thee same colour that indicated the start of 
thee target curve. They had to mentally 
tracee this curve to its other end to locate a 
circlee that was the target for an eye 
movement. . 

Recordingg and data analysis. Recordings with a sufficient signal to noise ratio were obtained 
fromm about 50% of the chronically implanted wires. For these recording sites, receptive field 
(RF)) dimensions were measured as described previously (29). RF eccentricity ranged from 
1.7°° to 6.4°. Median RF size was 1.0 deg2. In the composite task (Fig. IB), the receptive fields 
alwayss fell on a grey segment of the target or distractor curve. Only correct trials were 
includedd in the analysis. Responses at individual recording sites to the various stimuli were 
normalisedd to the average peak response, a procedure that preserves differences in the peak 
responsee between stimuli (18). Population responses were computed by averaging across the 
normalisedd responses at different recording sites. The latency of a response enhancement was 
determinedd by fitting a curve to the difference between the response to the target and distractor 
curve.. It was (arbitrarily) defined as the time that the fitted function reached 33% of its 
maximall  value. The results that are reported here do not depend on the exact value of this 
arbitraryy criterion. Appendix B provides a complete description of the method used to 
determinee the latency of the visual response and the latency of attentional response 
modulation,, as well as the method used to analyze the significance of differences in latencies 
betweenn tasks, which is based on a Monte-Carlo procedure. 
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3.. RESULTS 

Behaviourall  performance. A first, psychophysical experiment compared reaction times 
betweenn tasks. The average reaction times in the simple curve tracing task for monkeys B and 
GG were 251 and 222 ms, respectively (performance was better than 99% correct) (Fig. 2A). In 
thee composite task, the reaction time of monkey B increased by 141 ms (P<10"(', U-test), and 
hiss performance was reduced to 94% correct. The increase in reaction time of monkey G was 
488 ms (P<10~6, U-test), a measure that presumably underestimates the additional processing 
timee required for this task, since his performance dropped to 78%. Fast responses of monkey 
GG were less accurate than slow responses, as if he responded on percentage of trials before he 
hadd solved the task (Fig. 2B). 

^ T r a c i n g g 
• II Search & Tracing 

** P<10"6 

B B Searchh & Tracing 

100-| | 
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a> > 
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11 40 
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r r 
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Monkeyy B Monkeyy G 
1000 200 300 400 

Reactionn time (ms) 
500 0 

Figuree 2. Behavioural performance (A) Reaction times in the simple (hatched bars) and composite 
taskk (black bars). Error bars indicate standard deviation. (B) Dependence of performance on reaction 
timee in the composite task. For each monkey saccadic reaction times were divided between three 
equallyy large classes; fast, intermediate and slow Abscissa, average reaction time in these 
categories.. Ordinate, performance. Dashed line, chance level. Error bars, standard error of the mean 

Recordingss from area VI . We then studied neuronal activity in area VI . During recording 
sessions,, the monkeys had to maintain their gaze on the fixation point for 700 ms after the 
appearancee of the stimulus. Figure 3 A illustrates the location of the receptive field of a group 
off  VI neurons (multi-unit activity) relative to the stimuli of the simple curve tracing task. The 
receptivee field was either on the target curve, which connected the fixation point to the circle 
thatt was the target for an eye movement, or on the distractor curve, but the contour segment 
insidee the receptive field was identical for all stimuli. Activity was pooled across stimuli (with 
aa different colour of the fixation point) for which the receptive field was on the target curve, 
andd across stimuli for which it was on the distractor curve. Responses to the target curve (grey 
inn Fig. 3C) were stronger than responses to the distractor curve (black) (P<106, U-test). Note 
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thatt the response to the target curve gradually deviates from the response to the distractor 
curve.. To measure the latency of the response enhancement, the response to the distractor 
curvee was subtracted from the response to the target curve (Fig. 3C, lower panel), and a curve 
wass fitted to the response difference. The latency was defined as the moment that the response 
enhancementt reached 33% of its maximal value, and it was equal to 2 ms (estimate  sd). 

Inn the composite task, the neurons responded to the same contour segment that was placed 
insidee their receptive field (Fig. 3B). In this task, the neurons also enhanced their response if 
theirr receptive field fell on the target curve (P<106, U-test). However, now the latency of this 
responsee enhancement increased to 5 ms (Fig. 3D), which was significantly longer than 
thee latency in the simple task (PO.OOl). Similar results were obtained across a population of 
344 recording sites in two monkeys (Fig. 3E,F). The target curve evoked stronger responses 
thann the distractor curve, in both tasks (paired t-test, P<2.10"6 in each task). At the population 
level,, the latency of the response enhancement in the simple task was 2 ms, and it 
increasedd to 2 ms in the composite task (PO.OOl). Thus, if the monkey also has to 
performm a visual search, the response enhancement to the target curve is delayed by about 100 
ms.. This additional delay is compatible with the average increase in reaction time of 90 ms 
(Fig.. 2). 
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Previouss studies suggested that visual search is implemented by a feature-selective top-
downn signal to retinotopic areas, which enhances the response of neurons that encode the 
targett feature (5,7-9,21,30). To directly measure the time-course of this putative feedback 
signall  in the composite task, unconfounded by curve tracing, a small change was made to the 
stimuli.. An additional contour segment was added to the stimuli, and placed in the receptive 
fieldd of a group of VI neurons (Fig. 4A). This contour segment was irrelevant for the 
monkeys""  task, and had a colour that either matched or mismatched the target colour. Figure 
4BB illustrates the response of a group of neurons in area VI to this irrelevant contour segment. 
Responsess were averaged across the four stimuli for which the segment's colour matched and 
acrosss the four stimuli for which it mismatched the target colour. This dissociates the effects 
off  colour matching from the neurons1 colour tuning, the position of the coloured markers, and 
thee location of the target curve (31). Responses at this recording site were enhanced transiently 
iff  the colour in the receptive field matched the target colour (P<0.01, U-test, latency = 5 
ms).. Similar effects were observed across a population of 28 recording sites in area VI . 
Responsess were stronger if the colour in the receptive field matched the target colour 
(P<0.001,, paired t-test, N=28). This response enhancement was also significant at 8 individual 
recordingg sites (P<0.01, U-test at each site), but significant response reductions were not 
observed.. Responses were averaged across these 8 sites to measure the latency of this effect, 
whichh was 6 ms (Fig. 4C). The response enhancement was also relatively transient at the 
populationn level, as if the colours lost their relevance during the later stages of a trial. 

AA control experiment investigated the responses to the irrelevant contour segment during the 
simplee curve tracing task, which did not require color search (Fig. 4D). In this task, the 
strengthh of the neuronal responses did not depend on the relationship between the color of the 
fixationn point and the color in the receptive field, neither at any of the 8 recording sites that 
exhibitedd a match-enhancement in the composite task (P>0.05, U-test at each site) (Fig. 4E), 
norr at the population level (P>0.05, paired t-test, N=28). This confirms that the response 
enhancementt in the composite task reflects visual search, which appears to be implemented by 
aa color-selective feedback signal to retinotopic areas (feature-based attention, see also refs 
12,32). . 

Figuree 3 {opposite). Temporal profile of response enhancement due to curve tracing in the simple 
andd composite task (A,B) Location of the receptive field (grey rectangle) of a group of neurons in 
areaa VI relative to the stimuli of the simple (A) and composite task (B). The receptive field was on 
thee target [TJ or distractor curve [D]. (CD) Neuronal response to the target (grey) and distractor 
curvee (hlack). during the simple (C) and composite task (D) The lower panels show the difference 
betweenn the response to the target and distractor curve, and a curve that was fitted to this response 
difference,, in order to measure the latency of the response enhancement. The latency (arrow) was 
definedd as the time at which the response enhancement reached 33% of its maximum. Black bar. 
95%% confidence interval of the latency. (E,F) Population responses across 34 recording sites to 
stimulii  of the simple ) and composite task (F). The lower panels of F and F are scaled differently 
thann the upper panels, to reveal the time course of modulation (see scale bar). 
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Figuree 4 Feature-based attention during colour search. (A) An irrelevant contour segment was 
placedd in the receptive field of a VI recording site. This contour segment had the same colour as the 
fixationfixation point (colour-match, upper stimuli) or the other colour (colour-nonmatch. lower stimuli). 
(B)) At this recording site, responses to a matching colour (grey curve) are enhanced relative to 
responsess to a nonmatching colour (black curve). (C) Population response pooled across 8 recording 
sitess that had a significant response enhancement to the target colour. (D) In the simple task, the 
colourr of the fixation point was irrelevant. (E) Population response of the same 8 recording sites 
duringg the simple task. Scale bar applies lo the lower panels of c and e. 

Eyee position controls. The monkeys had to maintain fixation within a l°xl ° window during 
stimuluss presentation. Nevertheless, small changes in eye position within the fixation window 
changee the position of the relatively small VI receptive fields on the curves, and may thereby 
influencee response strength. Thus, systematic differences in fixation between conditions might 
contributee to the differences in response magnitude. This possibility was excluded in a 
stratificationn procedure that makes the eye position distributions identical for the conditions 
thatt are compared (18). Stratification did not influence the results, since latencies s 
forr the simple task, and s for the composite task, after stratification) and significances 
(P<2-10"6,, paired t-test, for both tasks after stratification) of the response enhancements to the 
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targett curve were virtually unchanged. Stratification also did not decrease the significance of 
thee response enhancement to a matching colour of an irrelevant contour segment in the search 
phasee of the composite task (Fig. 4) (PO.0005, paired t-test, latency 148  10 ms, after 
stratification). . 

4.. DISCUSSION 

Ourr results go beyond existing neurophysiological data by showing how multiple attentional 
operatorss are coordinated in time. Figure 5 (right panels) shows best fitting curves to the 
averagee visual response (black), the response enhancement caused by curve tracing (white), 
andd the response enhancement due to visual search (grey). In both the simple and the 
compositee task, the first event in area VI is the visual response that is triggered at a latency of 
399 ms. At a later point in time, the strength of the visual response is modulated by the task 
demands.. If the task can be solved by just curve tracing, responses to the target curve are 
enhancedd after 130 ms. However, in the composite task the response enhancement due to 
curvee tracing is delayed by 100 ms, since a visual search that enhances neuronal responses to 
thee target color at a latency of 159 ms is carried out before. 
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Figuree 5. Time-course of attentional 
processingg in the two tasks. Left panels 
showw the spatial distribution of the 
responsee enhancement, and right 
panelss its time course, as determined 
byy best fitting curves. In both tasks, the 
visuall  response has a latency of 39 ms 
(blackk area). In the simple task, 
responsess to the target curve are 
enhancedd at a latency of 130 ms 
(white).. In the composite task, visual 
searchh first enhances responses to the 
targett colour after 159 ms (grey). The 
locationn of this response enhancement 
cann provide the starting position for the 
subsequentt curve tracing operation, but 
thiss operation is delayed substantially. 
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Itt is important to stress that these results do not indicate whether area VI is actively 
involvedd in the solution of these tasks, or whether it passively reflects shifts of attention due to 
feedbackk from other areas. We have suggested previously how shifts of attention can be 
implementedd by the propagation of rate enhancements within and between visual areas (21). 
Thee active participation of area VI in this process may be beneficial, since VI contains a high 
spatiall  resolution representation of the stimulus. During curve tracing, for example, perceptual 
groupingg criteria such as collinearity and connectedness need to be evaluated, in order to 
identifyy all contour segments that belong to a single curve. Visual attention appears to spread 
acrosss the target curve from attended segments to others that are related to them by these 
groupingg criteria (17). At a physiological level of description, the responses of VI neurons to 
alll  segments of the target curve are eventually enhanced (18,29). Neurons in area VI with 
nearbyy receptive fields influence each other through horizontal connections (33,34). Neurons 
thatt are tuned to collinear orientations, and that therefore usually respond to segments of the 
samee curve, have the strongest horizontal connections (35,36). Thus, these connections can 
propagatee the response enhancement selectively, from neurons that respond to initial segments 
off  a curve to neurons that respond to its successive segments. In area VI receptive fields are 
small,, and the response enhancement can therefore be propagated at a high spatial resolution. 
Thiss may be important when the target curve comes close to other, distracting curves (21). A 
similarr argument holds for visual search. If feature selective feedback enhances neuronal 
responsess to a target item in area VI , its location is encoded with high precision, which may 
bee important if the item is surrounded by nearby distractors. 

Thee data summarized in Fig. 5 support a theory of Ullman (20), who suggested that complex 
visuall  tasks are solved by "visual routines'1 that are composed of a number of attentional 
operators,, arranged in an orderly sequence. When a new stimulus is presented, feedforward 
connectionss rapidly (within 100 ms) propagate activity to the various visual areas. The 
featuress that are computed during this phase roughly correspond to those that can be detected 
pre-attentivelyy in a variety of psychophysical tasks (1-5,21). However, vision is not done once 
thiss initial activation pattern across the visual areas has been established, since attentional 
operatorss are applied thereafter. We have previously suggested how attentional operators, such 
ass visual search and curve tracing, can be implemented in the visual cortex by a modulation of 
thee strength of neuronal responses (21). In Ullman's theory, there is a limited library of these 
attentionall  operators, which loosely corresponds to the "instruction set1' of the visual cortex. It 
iss possible to compile a virtually unlimited set of routines from these operators, since they can 
bee arranged to form many different sequences (20-22). The present data demonstrate that it is 
possiblee to monitor the progression of such a visual routine in the primary visual cortex. 

Thee results also have implications for more general theories on performance in cognitive 
tasks,, such as for example ACT-R (19) and Soar (28) that also decompose complex cognitive 
taskss into subtasks that are solved sequentially. These theories have been criticised for their 
assumptionn that the total reaction time of a subject equals the sum of the times occupied by the 
processess that are responsible for solving the subtasks (23), an assumption dating back to 
Donderss (1868) (26). Opponents argue that subtasks can, in principle, also be solved in 
parallel,, and that the total reaction time therefore need not be equal to the sum of times 
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requiredd by the subprocesses (24,25). The present study is, to our knowledge, the first to 
directlyy measure the duration of the subprocesses in a composite task. The data show a 
temporall  succession of visual search and curve tracing in the composite task, and thereby 
providee evidence against strictly parallel models. The logic of this task may seem to enforce 
suchh a succession of operators, since visual search has to supply the starting point of the curve 
tracingg operator. We note, however, that search and tracing could in principle proceed in 
parallel,, if the monkeys were able to trace both curves during visual search. In that case the 
endd point of the target curve would be immediately evident upon completion of the search. 
Thee substantial increase in reaction times and the delayed enhancement of neuronal responses 
too the target curve in the composite task are incompatible with such a parallel model. 

Importantly,, the results are also not consistent with strictly serial models of subtask 
sequencing,, since successive attentional operators exhibit considerable temporal overlap. The 
responsee enhancement caused by visual search, the first attentional operator in the composite 
task,, decays only gradually during the later phase of a trial. We propose that the temporal 
overlapp between successive attentional operators is important, since it allows the transfer of 
informationn from one operator to the next. In a computer program parameters are transferred 
fromm one subroutine to another by either copying them to another memory address (call by 
value),, or by providing a pointer to the memory location where the relevant information can 
bee found (call by reference). Persisting attentional rate modulations can fulfi l an equivalent 
rolee in the visual cortex. This is illustrated by the composite task, where the first operator, 
visuall  search, results in a focus of response enhancement on a retinotopic map at locations 
wheree the target colour can be found (9-14) (green Fig. 5). This focus encodes the coordinates 
off  the beginning of the target curve, and provides the starting position for the subsequent 
curvee tracing operator. We call this "call by focus", since the curve tracing operator can 
retrievee the relevant information by being sensitive to the focus of the response enhancement 
onn the retinotopic map. In different routines, other parameters such as motions, shapes or 
colourss may need to be exchanged between operators (21,22). This can be implemented in an 
analogouss fashion, by persisting rate enhancements in areas where neurons are tuned to the 
relevantt features. 
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ABSTRACT T 

Wee investigated how attention shifts from one object to another by recording activity' in the 
primaryy visual cortex. Monkeys performed a contour-grouping task (curve tracing) in which 
theyy had to select a target curve and ignore a distractor curve. Some trials required an attention 
shift,, since the target and distractor curve were switched. We monitored the dynamics of this 
attentionn shift in area VI , where neuronal responses evoked by the target curve are stronger 
thann those evoked by the distractor. The reallocation of attention was associated with a rapid 
andd strong enhancement of neuronal responses to the newly attended curve, followed after 60 
mss by a more gradual suppression of responses to the curve from which attention was 
removed.. These results provide a moment-to-moment estimate of the movement of attention 
andd indicate that attention operates faster to enhance target information than to suppress 
distractorr information. We conclude that when attention shifts, it initially "lights up'' the 
representationn of the new object, and then the representation of the previously attended object 
graduallyy "fades away". 

1.. INTRODUCTION 

Thee visual scene is sampled by covertly and overtly shifting attention from one object to the 
next.. This movement of attention implies that while it is directed to a new object, attention is 
withdrawnn from the previously attended object. Attention thus consists of two complementary 
processes:: a facilitatory process that enhances target information and an inhibitory process that 
suppressess surrounding distractors (Posner et al., 1980; Cepeda et al., 1998; Bahcall and 
Kowler,, 1999; Cave and Bichot, 1999; Slotnick et al., 2003). Traditionally, it is assumed that 
thesee two complementary processes occur simultaneously. The time course of attention 
shiftingg from an object to another has been estimated using behavioural and event-related 
potentiall  measurements. However, these studies are not conclusive, since some provided 
evidencee for fast shifts of attention (50-100 ms) (Wolfe, 1994; Woodman and Luck, 1999), 
whereass others for much slower shifts (500-600 ms) (Duncan et al., 1994; Muller et al., 1998). 
Too resolve this issue, it is presumably necessary to directly measure the time course of 
neuronall  activity during shifts of attention. In the cortex, the activity of neurons in most, if not 
all,, areas is enhanced if it is evoked by attended objects, and suppressed if it is evoked by 
other,, unattended objects (Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Maunsell, 1995). These attentional 
effectss can be observed, for example, in the inferotemporal cortex (Moran and Desimone. 
1985;; Chelazzi et al., 1993), the parietal cortex (Gottlieb et al., 1998; Constantinidis and 
Steinmetz,, 2001a,b; Bisley and Goldberg, 2003), the frontal eye fields (Thompson et al., 1996; 
Murthyy etal.,2001), as well as in areas V4, V2 and V1 (Motter, 1993. 1994; Luck et al., 1997; 
Roelfsemaa et al., 1998, 2003). Some of these studies have estimated the latency of these 
attentionall  effects at the neuronal level, and found that they typically occur 100-200 ms after 
stimuluss appearance (for a review, see Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000; Treue, 2001). Yet, littl e 
iss known concerning the time course of the enhancement and suppression of neuronal 
responsess during shifts of attention from one object to another. In the present study we 
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thereforee investigated the temporal relationship between the facilitatory (enhancement) 
processess at the attended object and the inhibitory (suppression) processes at the unattended 
object,, by recording neuronal activity in the primary visual cortex. 

Monkeyss performed a contour-grouping task in which they had to trace a target curve that 
wass connected to the fixation point in order to locate a circle at its end and to make a single 
eyee movement to that circle (Fig. 1). There was also a second, distractor curve that was not 
connectedd to the fixation point, and that could be ignored. Previous studies showed that 
neuronall  responses in area VI to a traced curve are enhanced relative to responses to a 
distractorr curve (Roelfsema et al., 1998). This response enhancement provides a correlate of 
visuall  attention that is directed to the entire target curve (Scholte et al., 2001; Houtkamp et al., 
2003).. On some trials, the target and the distractor curves were switched during the course of 
thee trial. These trials require an attention shift from one curve to the other. We will evaluate 
neuronall  activity in area VI to investigate how attention moves between visual objects. 

2.. MATERIA L AND METHOD S 

Twoo macaque monkeys took part in the experiments. Standard surgical and 
electrophysiologicall  techniques were used to record multi-unit activity in the primary visual 
cortex,, as described previously (Roelfsema et al., 1998. 2003). All experimental procedures 
compliedd with the NIH Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and were approved by 
thee institutional animal care and use committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts 
andd Sciences. 

Behaviourall  task. A trial was started as soon as the monkey's eye position was within a 1° 
squaree window centred on a 0.2° fixation point in the middle of a CRT monitor. After 300 ms, 
thee stimulus appeared (Fig. la), but the monkey had to maintain fixation. The stimulus 
consistedd of two white curves (luminance 24 cd.m"2) on a black background (luminance 0.5 
cd.m"2)) and two red circles that subtended 0.4° of visual angle. After an additional interval of 
8000 ms, the fixation point was extinguished, and the monkey was required to make a single 
saccadicc eye movement to the circle that was connected to the fixation point by a curve. This 
curvee will be referred to as the target curve (T in Fig. la). The other curve was a distractor (D 
inn Fig. \a) that was not connected to the fixation point and could be ignored. On the majority 
off  trials {early-cue trials, 75%), the target and distractor curves were revealed to the monkey 
fromm the start of the trial and remained on the screen for at least 800 ms (as in Fig. \a). On 
25%% of trials, however, the stimulus changed 400 ms after stimulus onset (Fig. \b). On these 
switchswitch trials, the connection to the fixation point switched, so that the curve that was the 
distractorr at the start of the trial became the target curve. Thus, this condition requires that the 
monkeyy shifts attention to the new target curve and makes a saccade to the circle located at the 
endd of this curve. Note that the 2 types of trials in Fig. 1 require the same saccade. They only 
differr regarding the information given during the first 400 ms. The stimuli of Fig. 1 were also 
shownn together with complementary stimuli, where the other curve was connected to the 
fixationn point (Fig. 2a), and all stimuli were presented in a pseudorandom sequence. Trials in 
whichh the monkey broke fixation before fixation point offset were terminated. Trials with a 
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correctt saccade that fell within a 2° square window centred on the saccade target were 

Figuree 1 Curve tracing task 
Sequencee of'events during the early-cue 
(a)(a) and switch trials (b). The monkey 
hadd to hold fixation until the fixation 
pointt disappeared. 800 ms after 
stimuluss onset. Then a saccade (arrow) 
hadd to be made to the circle located at 
thee end of the curve that was connected 
too the fixation point (target curve. T). 
Onn switch trials, the location of the 
targett and distractor curves (D) 
switchedd 400 ms after stimulus onset, 
whilee the monkey was still fixating. 
Visuall  events for the complementary 
stimulii  are not shown. 

Dataa analysis. Multi-unit activity (MUA) was recorded in area VI . We have recently 
comparedd MUA to single-unit activity in area VI during attention-demanding tasks, and found 
thatt MUA provides a reliable estimate of the average single-unit responses (Super and 
Roelfsema,, 2004). This is expected, since MUA implicitly pools the responses of a number of 
singlee neurons in the vicinity of the recording electrode. Pooling improves the signal-to-noise 
ratio,, which is advantageous if the aim is to measure the average timing of attentional effects. 
MUAA recordings were obtained from electrodes that were chronically implanted in area VI 
andd positioned 1-2 mm below the cortical surface. Receptive field (RF) dimensions were 
determinedd with an automatic plotting procedure, using moving light bars. Median RF size 
wass 0.98° (range 0.45°-1.9°), and average eccentricity equalled 3.7° (range l.l°-6.9°). Neuronal 
responsess were obtained from neurons that had their RF on segments of the target or distractor 
curvee (rectangle in Fig. 2a). The responses at individual recording sites to the various stimuli 
weree normalised to the average peak response, after subtraction of spontaneous activity. This 
proceduree preserves differences between peak responses to different stimuli (Roelfsema et al., 
1998,, 2003). Only correct trials were included in the analyses. Population responses were 
computedd by averaging across the normalised responses at different recording sites. The 
significancee of differences in response strength between stimuli was determined in a 
computationall  window from 200 to 400 ms, and from 600 to 800 ms after stimulus onset (i.e. 
200-4000 ms after stimulus switch). At individual recording sites, significance was computed 
fromm the distribution of firing rates on single trials, using the Mann-Whitney U-Xest. A paired 
Mestt was used for the population responses. The latency of attentional modulation was 
determinedd by fitting a curve to the difference between responses to the target and distractor 
curve.. The latency was defined as the time that the fitted function reached 33% of its 
maximumm value. We note that qualitatively similar results were obtained with other criteria 
(e.g.. 25%. 50%, or 75%). A complete description of this method is available in Appendix B. 

rewardedd with apple juice (performance > 95%). 
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3.. RESULTS 

3.1.. Neuronal response strength 
Figuree 2a illustrates the location of the RF of a VI recording site relative to the stimuli on 
early-cuee trials The stimuli were configured in such a way that the neurons' RF was located on 
aa segment of the target curve (upper panel) or on a segment of the distractor curve (lower 
panel).. The activity evoked by the target curve (T, continuous trace) at this recording site (Fig. 
2b),2b), as well as across the entire population of recording sites (N=59, Fig. 2c), was stronger 
thann the activity evoked by the distractor curve (D, dashed trace) (single site, <7-test, p<10"6; 
populationn data, paired Mest, p<10"6). This response difference was maintained during the 
entiree period that the monkey was required to maintain fixation. 

aa Early-cue trials Singlee site Population n 
N=59 9 

Timee (nis) Timee (ms) 

Population n 
N=59 9 
Switch h 

Timee (ms) 

Figuree 2. Neuronal responses during early-cue and switch trials, a. Complementary stimuli on early-
cuee trials The rectangle depicts the location of a RF of a single recording site. The RF was located 
onn a segment of the target curve (T. upper panel), or on a segment of the distractor curve (D, lower 
panel)) *. Responses to the target (continuous trace) and distractor curve (dashed trace) at this 
recordingg site, while the monkey maintained fixation Responses are aligned on stimulus onset Grey 
area,, difference between these responses. The lower panel shows a curve that was fitted to the 
responsee difference, in order to determine the latency of response modulation (121 3 ms. arrow). 
Blackk bar on \-axis. 95% confidence interval of the latency, c. Responses averaged across the entire 
populationn of recording sites (N=59). Attentional modulation appeared at 145  2 ms after stimulus 
onset,, il. Complementary stimuli on switch trials. The RF was on the distractor curve at stimulus 
onset,, but became on the target curve after 400 ms (D—>T. upper panels) The opposite occurred for 
thee other stimulus (T—D. lower panels). Neuronal responses reflected the change in the stimulus, at 
thee single recording site (c). as well as at the population level (ƒ). Continuous trace, responses to 
T—>DD stimulus Dashed trace, responses to D—>T stimulus. 

file:///-axis
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Itt can be seen that the curve segment in the RF was identical for the two complementary 
stimuli,, and the response difference therefore reflects an influence from outside the classical 
RFF (Gilbert, 1993). Previous studies showed that the response enhancement to the target curve 
iss a correlate of visual attention that is directed to this curve (Roelfsema et al., 1998, 2003; 
Scholtee et al., 2001; Houtkamp et al., 2003). The lower panels in Fig. 2b and c show a curve 
thatt was fitted to the difference between responses to the target and distractor curve, in order 
too measure the latency of attentional modulation (see Appendix B). The latency equalled 121 

 3 ms (estimate  SD) at the single example VI-recording site, and 145  2 ms at the 
populationn level. Switch trials (Fig 2d) began as early-cue trials. Accordingly, the initial part 
off  the responses at the single example-recording site (Fig. 2e), as well as across the population 
off  recording sites (N=59, Fig. 2/), was similar to that on early-cue trials. After 400 ms, 
however,, the connection to the fixation point switched. If the RF was initially located on the 
targett curve, it then became on the distractor curve after the switch (T—>D, continuous trace). 
Thee opposite occurred for the other stimulus (D—>T, dashed trace). The switch changed 
neuronall  responses in area VI . Responses to the new target curve were enhanced, whereas 
responsess to the new distractor curve were suppressed (single site, U-test, p<10"6; population 
data,, paired Mest, p<10"6). The switch occurred outside the RF stimulus, implying that the 
changee in neuronal responses is caused by the allocation of attention to the previously 
unattendedd curve, and the removal of attention from the previously attended curve. 

3.2.. Effects attentional allocation and withdrawal 
Onn switch trials, attention shifts from one curve to the other. To measure the time course of 
attentionall  allocation, we compared the response to a curve that became a target due to the 
switchh to the response to a curve that remained a distractor (Fig. 3a, D—>T and D; thick 
traces).. Similarly, to examine the time course of attentional withdrawal, we compared the 
responsee to the curve that switches to a distractor to the response to the curve that remains a 
targett curve (T—>D and T; thin traces). The switch from distractor to target (D—»T) was 
associatedd with a response enhancement (p<10'6, /-test; light grey area), whereas the opposite 
switchh (T->D) resulted in response suppression (p<10"'\ dark grey area). The effect of a D—>T 
switchh was markedly different from the effect of a T^-D switch in two respects. 

MagnitudeMagnitude of attentional modulation. First, the magnitude of the response enhancement 
evokedd by the curve that switches from distractor to target (light grey area, Fig. 3a) is stronger 
thann the magnitude of the response suppression evoked by the curve that becomes a distractor 
(darkk grey area). To quantify the strength of this response enhancement and suppression, a 
modulationn index (MI) was computed in a window starting from 200 to 400 ms after the 
stimuluss switch. MI was defined as the difference in response strength normalised to the 
averagee response: (RrR2)/([R|+R2]/2), where R| and R2 are the responses to the stimuli that 
aree compared, after subtraction of spontaneous firing rate. At the population level, the 
enhancementt of response due to the allocation of attention yielded a Ml of 0.47 ([RespD^T -
RespD]/average).. whereas the suppression of response due to the removal of attention yielded 
aa Ml of 0.19 ([RespT- RespT_D]/average). To gain insight in the consistency of these effects, 
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wee analysed the MI at individual recording sites. In this analysis, only cases were included 
thatt exhibited a significantly (p<0.05) stronger response to the target curve than to the 
distractorr curve during early-cue trials (N=38/59, Fig. 3b). The MI was stronger for the 
enhancementt on the vast majority of recording sites (pO.001, two-sided sign-test; median 
MI enh== 0.42; median MIsupp= 0.20). Thus, the allocation of attention causes a strong response 
enhancement,, and the withdrawal of attention causes a weaker response suppression in area 
VI . . 

a a Early-cuee vs. Switch trials 
Switch h 

>1.5--

0.5H H 

-* D D 

s s 

Timee from switch (ms) 

1000 150 200 250 . 

Latenh(ms) ) 

Figuree 3. Effects of 
attentionall  shifting on 
neuronall  responses, a. 
Populationn responses 
(N=59)) during switch 
trialss (continuous traces) 
alignedd on the stimulus 
switch,, superimposed on 
thee responses during 
early-cuee trials (dashed 
traces).. The magnitude of 
responsee enhancement 
(lightt grey area) evoked 
byy the new target curve is 
strongerr than that of the 
responsee suppression 
(darkk grey area) evoked 
byy the new distractor 
curve.. Lower, curves that 
weree fitted to the 
responsee difference 
betweenn stimuli D and 
D—>TT (thick), and stimuli 
TT and T-^D (thin), in 
orderr to determine the 
latencyy of enhancement 

andd suppression, respectively, b. Comparison of the modulation indices (MI) for the enhancement and 
suppressionn for all sites that yielded a significant response modulation during early-cue trials (p<0.05, 
N=38/59).. c. Comparison of the latency of enhancement and suppression for all sites where the difference in 
responsee between D and D—>T as well as the difference in response between T and T—*D were both 
significantt (jX0.05, N=21). 

TimeTime course of attentional modulation. Second, the response enhancement occurs earlier 
thann the response suppression. To measure the latency of response modulation, a curve was 
fittedd to the difference between responses (D—>T minus D, thick trace; T minus T—>D, thin 
trace;; Fig. 3a, lower). The switch from distractor to target curve (D—>T) yielded an increase in 
activityy that occurred at a latency of 144  3 ms after the switch. The switch from target to 
distractorr (T—*D), on the other hand, caused a slower decrease in activity at a latency of 210
66 ms. The difference in the timing between response enhancement and suppression was also 
evidentt at individual recording sites. We compared the timing of these effects at recording 
sitess for which the enhancement and suppression of responses were both significant (p<0.05; 
N=21;; Fig. 3c). For the majority of sites, the latency of the response enhancement was shorter 
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thann that of the response suppression (pO.001, two-sided sign-test; median latencyenh= 134 
ms;; median latencysupp= 201 ms). These results, taken together, show that the enhancement of 
activityy associated with a switch from distractor to target curve is faster and stronger than the 
suppressionn of activity associated with a switch from target to distractor curve. 

4.. DISCUSSION 

Thee present results show that a shift of attention from one curve to another causes a drastic 
changee in the activity pattern of neurons in the primary visual cortex. Unexpectedly, the 
allocationn of attention to one curve, and the withdrawal of attention from another curve are 
twoo processes that are not entirely complementary. Instead, we found that the enhancement of 
neuronall  activity caused by the allocation of attention is two times stronger and 66 ms faster 
thann the suppression caused by the withdrawal of attention. It is as if the representation of the 
curvee that becomes relevant first "lights up" quickly, and then the representation of the curve 
thatt becomes a distractor gradually "fades away". 

Attentionn can take the form of suppression of distractor information, enhancement of target 
information,, or both (Posner et al., 1980; Cepeda et al., 1998; Muller et al., 1998; Cave and 
Bichot,, 1999; Bahcall and Kowler, 1999; Martinez et al., 2001; Slotnick et al, 2003). 
Correspondingly,, attentional effects in the cortex are reflected by an increase of neuronal 
responsess to relevant stimuli and a suppression of responses to irrelevant stimuli (Moran and 
Desimone,, 1985; Chelazzi et al., 1993; Motter, 1993, 1994; Desimone and Duncan, 1995; 
Thompsonn et al., 1996; Luck et al., 1997; Gottlieb et ai., 1998; Roelfsema et al., 1998, 2003; 
Constantinidiss and Steinmetz, 200Ia,b). The present results agree with these previous studies, 
becausee both response enhancement and suppression contributed to the selection process, but 
theyy occurred within a different time frame. To our knowledge, our study is the first to provide 
aa detailed analysis of the time course of the movement of attention from one object to another. 

Theree is considerable variation in previous estimates of the time required for an attentional 
shift.. Some studies suggested that switching attention between objects (or locations) requires 
approximatelyy 500 ms (Duncan et al., 1994; Muller et al., 1998), whereas others indicated that 
attentionn can shift every 50-100 ms (Wolfe, 1994; Woodman and Luck, 1999). These studies 
measuredd the attention shift indirectly, either by evaluating the accuracy of performance or by 
recordingg EEG from the scalp. It is therefore possible that the variation in the estimates of the 
switchh time is caused by differences in methodology. Another factor that may have 
contributedd to the discrepancy is a difference between the tasks used in these studies. Our 
resultss provide support for a rapid switch of attention, by showing that neuronal responses in 
areaa VI are enhanced 150 ms after the cue to shift attention. A similar estimate was also found 
inn area V4 (Motter, 1994) and in the frontal eye fields (Murthy et al., 2001), although these 
studiess did not provide a precise analysis of the time course of the response switch. 
Interestingly,, the pattern of activity on switch trials is strikingly similar to that reported in area 
V44 during a feature selection task in which the distractor feature becomes the target feature 
(Motter,, 1994), both in terms of the magnitude and timing of the enhancement and 
suppressionn of activity. This suggests that the selection of an object that suddenly becomes 
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relevantt occurs through a greater contribution of target facilitation than of distractor 
suppression. . 

Inn the curve-tracing task, the monkey reports which of two circles is connected to the 
fixationfixation point. We hypothesise that this task is solved by evaluating perceptual grouping 
criteria,, such as connectedness and collinearity, that bind all segments of the target curve into 
aa coherent representation of an elongated curve (Roelfsema et al., 2000). During curve tracing, 
attentionn is first directed to the initial segments of the target curve, and it then gradually 
spreadss along successive segments of this curve that are related to each other by these 
groupingg criteria (Scholte et al., 2001; Houtkamp et al., 2003). Thus, attention 'Mabels" all the 
contourr segments that are thereby bound in perception (see also Treisman and Gelade, 1980). 
Att a neurophysiological level of description, all the segments of the target curve are "labelled" 
byy an enhanced response of neurons in area VI . The short contour segment that connected the 
fixationn point to the target curve must have initiated this labelling operation, as it was the only 
differencee between stimuli. We hypothesise that the representation of this cue initiates an 
enhancementt of firing rates that is propagated along the entire representation of the target 
curve.. This propagation of activity is presumably mediated by feedback connections from 
higherr visual areas, and/or horizontal connections within area VI . In the human imaging 
literature,, the superior parietal lobe is consistently implicated in the maintenance of attention 
onn objects, as well as in shifts of attention between objects (Vandenberghe et al., 2001; Yantis 
ett al., 2002). In monkeys, the intraparietal sulcus and area 7a appear to fulfi l a similar role. 
Thee activity of neurons in the intraparietal cortex provides an on-line measure of the amount 
off  attention that is directed to one of a number of stimuli (Bisley and Goldberg, 2003). 
Moreover,, neuronal activity in area 7a seems to be important for attention shifts, as the 
neuronall  responses in this area are suppressed if they are evoked from locations that were 
attendedd at an earlier point in time (Constantinidis and Steinmetz, 200Ia,b). Parietal neurons 
mayy provide feedback to lower visual areas to enhance the representation of the target curve 
andd to suppress the representation of the distractor. 

Wee propose that horizontal connections within area VI are also important for the 
propagationn of activity from the cue segment to other segments of the target curve. The 
selectivityy of these connections explains why the propagation depends on collinearity and 
connectedness,, because they predominantly interconnect neurons with nearby RFs that are in 
collinearr configurations (Bosking et al., 1997; Schmidt et al., 1997). Thus, the selectivity of 
horizontall  connections can explain why attention spreads from attended contours to other 
contourss that are collinear and connected to them (Kramer & Jacobson, 1991; Gilchrist et al, 
1996),, until the entire target curve is attended (Houtkamp et al., 2003). Such a propagation of 
aa response enhancement can also account for the results obtained on switch trials, when the 
cuee suddenly switched to another curve. According to this view, the newly appearing curve-
segmentt would initiate a new wave of propagation of the response enhancement among 
neuronss that respond to the new target curve, while the response enhancement evoked by the 
curvee that becomes a distractor would dissipate more gradually. 
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ABSTRACT T 

Wee examined the role of the frontal eye field (FEF) during a curve tracing task that requires 
shiftss of attention followed by an oculomotor response. Previous studies reported neuronal 
correlatess of attentional selection in the primary visual cortex during this task. We will now 
investigatee attentional selection at the other end of the brain. The data show that neuronal 
responsess in FEF during curve tracing reflect visual selection processes as well as oculomotor 
processes,, which are carried out by distinct neuronal subpopulations. The attentional effects in 
FEFF occurred on average 150 ms after stimulus appearance. The similarity in the latency of 
attentionall  effects between FEF and area VI during an identical task illustrates a widespread 
influencee of attention in the cerebral cortex, which is probably mediated by interactions 
betweenn separated cortical regions. 

1.. INTRODUCTION 

Thee visual environment is composed of many objects that need to be selected and identified 
inn order to guide behaviour. Because high acuity vision is located at the fovea, visual 
perceptionn is accomplished through a continuous cycle of fixations and gaze shifts directed to 
conspicuouss parts of the visual scene (Yarbus, 1967). The selection and identification of 
objectss is not always instantaneous, since it often requires elaborate processing capabilities 
thatt are based on attentional mechanisms. Visual attention enhances the perception of an 
objectt at the expense of other objects present in the visual scene, and typically operates in 
concertt with saccadic eye movements (overt selection). It can also operate covertly, without 
eyee movements, but evidence suggests that the mechanisms of overt and covert attention are 
similarr (Kowler et al., 1995; Kustov and Robinson, 1996). When a novel stimulus is presented 
too the visual system, neuronal activity triggered by this stimulus is routed from the retina to 
thee primary visual cortex, and is then distributed to higher areas through a ventral and a dorsal 
processingg stream (Merigan and Maunsell, 1993). The ventral processing stream is responsible 
forr object vision, whereas the dorsal stream is involved in spatial vision and action. The two 
processingg streams converge in the frontal cortex, which is involved in the planning and 
executionn of action. The frontal eye field (FEF) is one of thee later stages of cortical processing 
duringg visually guided behaviour, and is reciprocally connected to visual areas of both the 
ventrall  and dorsal streams (Schall et al.. 1995a). The role of FEF in the transformation of 
visuall  information into an oculomotor response has been widely documented (for review, see 
Schalll  and Bichot, 1998; Schall and Thompson, 1999; Schall, 2002). A common finding in 
neurophysiologyy is that the attentional selection of a stimulus during a variety of behavioural 
taskss is reflected by an enhancement of neuronal responses. This neuronal correlate of 
attentionn has been observed in most, if not all, areas of both the ventral and dorsal processing 
streamss (Bushnell et al., 1981; Chelazzi et al., 1993; Gottlieb et al., 1998; Colby and 
Goldberg.. 1999; Treue and Maunsell, 1999; Constantinidis and Steinmetz, 2001; Cook and 
Maunsell.. 2002; Moran and Desimone. 1985; Motter. 1993). It has also been observed at the 
inputt stage of visual processing (i.e. area VI ) (Motter, 1993; Roelfsema et al., 1998, 2003; Ito 
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andd Gilbert, 1999; Treue, 2001), as well as at one of the last output stages of visuomotor 
transformationn (i.e. FEF) (Schall et al., 1995b; Thompson et al., 1996, 1997; Bichot and 
Schall,, 1999; Murthy et al., 2001; Sato et al., 2001). Interestingly, attentional modulation of 
neuronall  responses throughout the visual system occurs between 100 and 200 ms after the 
appearancee of a novel stimulus (e.g. Chelazzi et al., 1993; Motter, 1994a,b; Thompson et al., 
1996;; Sato et al., 2001; Roelfsema et al., 2003; Constantinidis and Steinmetz, 2001; Khayat et 
al.,, 2004). It thus appears that attentional processing is carried out in widely separated areas, 
includingg area VI and FEF, within a similar time course. These timing measurements, 
however,, were determined using many different tasks and different methods. This makes it 
difficul tt to compare the time course of attentional selection between different areas. 

Here,, we will compare attentional effects in the frontal eye field to those previously 
describedd in the primary visual cortex, during an identical attention-demanding task. We will 
usee a curve tracing task that proved effective in area V1. During this task, monkeys have to 
identifyy contour segments that belong to an elongated target curve displayed among one or 
moree distractor curves. The animal responds by making an eye movement to a circle located at 
thee end of the target curve. In the primary visual cortex, neuronal responses evoked by this 
curvee are enhanced compared to responses evoked by a distractor curve (Roelfsema et al., 
1998,, 2003; Khayat et al., 2004), and this response modulation is a correlate of visual attention 
(Scholtee et al., 2001; Houtkamp et al., 2003). The modulation of firing rate does not occur 
duringg the initial visual-evoked responses, but rather occurs after a delay of 120-150 ms after 
thee appearance of the curves. We previously hypothesised that these effects in area VI depend 
onn top down influences from higher cortical areas (Roelfsema et al., 1998, 2003; Lamme and 
Roelfsema,, 2000; Treue 2001). In the present study, we therefore recorded single-unit activity 
inn one of these areas, the FEF, during a curve tracing task. Previous studies showed that 
neuronall  responses in FEF reflect attentional selection as well as of saccade planning, and that 
thesee processes are carried out by distinct neuronal populations (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; 
Schalll  et al., 1995b; Hanes and Schall, 1996; Thompson et al., 1996, 1997; Bichot and Schall, 
1999;; Murthy et al., 2001; Sato et al., 2001, 2003). FEF is therefore likely to play a key role 
duringg a task that requires shifts of attention and eye movements. The analysis of the time 
coursee of attentional selection in FEF could give insight into the origins of attentional effects 
observedd in area VI during curve tracing. Although there are no direct connections between 
thesee two areas, FEF might provide a potential anatomical substrate by which indirect top-
downn inputs modulate VI activity. The results presented here are preliminary, as they have not 
yett been replicated in second monkey. 

3.. METHODS 

Behaviourall  task. The experiment was performed with an adult male macaque monkey. The 
monkeyy sat in a primate chair with the head restrained, at a distance of 0.75 m from a screen. 
Thee stimuli were back-projected on that screen (70° of visual angle; 1024 x 768 pixels 
resolution)) by a video projector in combination with a TIGA graphics board running at a 
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framee rate of 72 Hz. The curve tracing stimuli consisted of a fixation point (0.2°) presented in 
thee centre of the screen, three curves and three circles (0.4°) each located at the end of a curve 
(Fig.. 1A). One of the curves was connected the fixation point, and will be referred to as the 
targettarget curve (T in Fig. 1 A). The other curves were not connected to the fixation point, and will 
bee referred to as distractor curves (D in Fig. 1 A). The circles and the fixation point were red, 
andd the curves were white on a dark background. A trial started as soon as the monkey's eye 
positionn was within a 1° square window centred on the fixation point. After 300 ms, the 
stimuluss appeared, but the monkey had to maintain steady fixation. The fixation point was 
extinguishedd 500 ms later, which cued the monkey to make an eye movement to one of the red 
circles.. The animal was rewarded with apple juice for making an eye movement into a 2° 
squaree window around the circle that was at the end of the target curve. The three 
complementaryy stimuli shown in Fig. 1A were presented in a random sequence. Trials in 
whichh the monkey broke fixation before fixation point offset were terminated. The monkey 
accomplishedd over 95% of the trials successfully. 
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Figuree 1. Behavioural tasks. A, 
Curvee tracing task. The monkey had 
too mentally trace a curve connected 
too the fixation point, in order to 
locatee a circle at the other end of 
thiss curve. This target curve (T) was 
presentedd along with two distractor 
curvess (D). The position of these 
curvess was randomly interchanged 
acrosss trials Once the fixation point 
wass extinguished, 500 ms after 
stimuluss onset, the monkey had to 
makee a single saccadic eye 
movementt to the circle at the end of 
thee target curve. The arrow 
illustratess the saccade B, Memory-
guidedd saccade task. After the 
monkeyy acquired fixation for 300 
ms,, a peripheral target was flashed 
forr 100 ms in the left or right visual 
hemifield.. The monkey had to 
maintainn fixation for an additional 
4000 ms Then the fixation point was 
extinguished,, which cued the 
monkeyy to make a saccade to the 
rememberedd location of the target. 

Beforee starting recording during the curve tracing task, we roughly estimated the position of 
thee response field of the FEF neuron under study by presenting a single saccade target at 
variouss directions and eccentricities on the screen. This allowed us to estimate the position of 
thee target in the visual field that was associated with the strongest discharge. We then 
quantitativelyy mapped the extent of the response field in polar-coordinates (see Appendix C), 
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andd identified the type of neuron (visual, visuomovement or movement) by using a number of 
simplee tasks. 1) Direction tuning task: the monkey fixated the central fixation point for 300 
ms,, after which a saccade target appeared in the periphery at an optimum eccentricity. The 
fixationn point was extinguished 500 ms later, and the monkey made a saccade to the visible 
target.. On each trial, the position of this target was selected randomly from 8 different 
locationss in the visual field (45° apart and located on an imaginary circle). 2) Amplitude 
tuningg task: here, the saccade target was presented along the optimal direction, as determined 
byy the previous task. On each trial, the eccentricity of the target, relative to the fixation point, 
wass chosen from 8 different eccentricities (from 2° to 17°). These two visually guided saccade 
taskss allowed us to determine the centre of the visual response field (i.e. the position in the 
visuall  field from which a stimulus elicited the strongest neuronal response), and/or the centre 
off  the movement field (i.e. the saccade vector that elicits the strongest response). In the 
followingg section, and throughout the text, the visual response field and the movement field 
wil ll  be referred to as "receptive field" (RF), unless noted otherwise. The extent of the RF was 
consideredd as the region in the visual field that elicited 75% of the maximal response. In the 
curvee tracing task, we positioned one of the saccade circles in the centre of the RF. The other 
circles,, as well as the curves that were connected to each of them, were positioned outside the 
RF,, typically at an angle of 135°. 3) Memory-guided saccade task (Fig. IB): as before, the 
monkeyy fixated the central point for 300 ms, after which a peripheral target was briefly 
flashedd (100 ms). The target was flashed either in the RF or 180° in the opposite hemifield at 
thee same eccentricity. The monkey had to maintain fixation for an additional 400 ms (memory 
period),, then the fixation point was turned.off and a saccade was made to the location of the 
rememberedd target. This task allowed us to distinguish between visual, movement and 
visuomovementt neurons (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985). 

Surgicall  method. Two operations were performed under aseptic conditions and general 
anaesthesia,, which was induced with ketamine (15 mg/kg i.m.) and maintained after intubation 
byy ventilating with a mixture of 70% N20 and 30% 02, supplemented with 0.8% isoflurane, 
fentanyll  (0.005 mg/kg i.v.), and midazolam (0.5 mg/kg x h i.v.). The animal recovered for at 
leastt 21 days before training was resumed, and during that recovery period antibiotics and 
analgesicss were administered as needed. All procedures complied with the National Institute 
off  Health Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National Institute of Health, 
Bethesda,, Maryland), and were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee of 
thee Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. In the first operation, a head holder was 
implantedd to allow painless immobilization of the animal's head during the experimental 
sessions.. The head holder was embedded in dental cement and securely attached to the 
monkey'ss skull using titanium orthopaedic bone screws. Moreover, to allow eye movements 
recordings,, a gold ring was inserted under the conjunctiva of one eye. In the second operation, 
aa trepanation was performed over the frontal eye field (FEF) in order to place a recording 
chamber.. The FEF was localised prior to the surgery with an MRI scan. 
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Recordingg and data analysis. Single units were recorded with tungsten electrodes (FHC, 
impedancee  2 Mohm) that were lowered through the dura with a hydraulic microdrive 
(Narashige).. Action potentials were amplified, filtered and discriminated on-line with the use 
off  a spike sorter software (CED). The data was also inspected off-line using the Plexon spike 
sorter.. Upon isolating a single unit, recordings were collected at a sampling rate of 2.5 kHz 
andd stored for further analysis. At the end of the recording session, we usually confirmed that 
thee electrode penetration was made in FEF by using the recording electrode for intracortical 
microstimulationn (biphasic current pulses, 70 ms train duration, 400 Hz). The penetration was 
consideredd in FEF if a saccadic eye movement could be triggered using currents that were 
<1000 pA (generally <50 uA) (Bruce et al., 1985). The eye position was measured using the 
doublee magnetic induction technique (Bour et al., 1984). It was recorded in every trial with a 
samplingg rate of 1 kHz. Peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of single unit responses were 
computedd and synchronised to stimulus appearance, and on saccade onset. The onset of the 
saccadee was defined as the moment at which eye velocity exceeded 30°/s. The significance of 
differencesdifferences in response strength between stimuli was determined in a window starting from 
1500 to 400 ms after stimulus onset. It was computed from the distribution of firing rates in 
singlee trials, using the Mann-Whitney t/-test. For the population responses, a Mest was used. 
Thee latency of response modulation was determined by fitting a curve to the difference 
betweenn responses to the target and distractor curve. The latency was defined, arbitrarily, as 
thee time that the fitted function reached 33% of its maximum value. This method is fully 
describedd in the Appendix B. 

4.. RESULTS 

Celll  classification. A total of 33 single units were collected in one monkey. All these neurons 
weree recorded from regions of the FEF where low intensity' electrical stimulation (-50 uA) 
inducedd saccadic eye movements. For each isolated neuron, we determined the centre of its 
responsee field (i.e. hot spot) by presenting saccade targets in various directions and 
eccentricitiess on the screen, in order to compute the tuning function. The hot spots were all 
locatedd contralateral to the recorded hemisphere and their eccentricity ranged from 5° to 17°. 
Thee memory-guided saccade task (Fig. IB) was used to classify neurons in three categories. 
Representativee examples of these three cell types in the memory-guided saccade task are 
shownn in Fig. 2. The visual cell shown in Fig. 2A discharged a burst of activity (continuous 
trace)) after the presentation of the peripheral target in its RF (illustrated in the top panels), 
followedd by a lower discharge rate during the memory delay. The activity was completely 
suppressedd before saccade execution. The visuomovement cell in Fig. 2B also responded to 
thee visual stimulus. Its activity was thereafter transiently suppressed, followed by an 
increased,, maintained discharge rate before the memory-guided saccade. Finally, the 
movementt cell (Fig. 2C) did not have any visual activity. The level of activity increased 
graduallyy until saccade execution. None of the cells tested during the memory-guided saccade 
taskk responded to the target presented outside the RF (dashed traces in Fig. 2). In our sample 
off  FEF neurons, 9 were classified as visual neurons, 11 had both visual- and movement-
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relatedd activity (visuomovement neurons) and 13 had only movement-related activity 
(movementt neurons). 
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Figuree 2. Neuronal responses during the memory-
guidedd saccade task. A, Example of a visual neuron. 
Thee hot spot of the response field (RF) was located at 
ann eccentricity of 15° in the upper right quadrant of 
thee visual field (upper panels). Grey shading 
representss the location of the mapped RF relative to 
thee stimulus. Lower panels, neuronal responses 
synchronisedd on stimulus onset (left) and on saccade 
onsett (right). The neuron was visually responsive to 
thee onset of the target in the RF (black trace), but the 
responsee was suppressed during the memory delay 
whilee the monkey maintained fixation, as well as 

beforee the saccade The neuron did not respond when the target appeared outside the RF (dashed trace). B, 
Examplee of a neuron that exhibited both a visual and a movement-related response (visuomovement neuron) 
Thee hot spot of the RF was at an eccentricity of 6° in the lower right quadrant. This neuron responded when the 
targett appeared in the RF (black trace), and also exhibited a pre-saccadic enhancement of firing rate. C, 
Examplee of a movement neuron that was only active before and during the saccade made to the RF. Its 
movementt field was located at an eccentricity of 17° in the upper right quadrant of the visual field 
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Neuronall  responses durin g curve tracing. Neuronal activity was recorded while the monkey 
performedd the curve tracing task (Fig. 1A). During this task, the monkey had to discriminate 
betweenn a target curve and distractor curves, by making a single eye movement to a circle 
locatedd at the end of the target curve. On some trials, this saccade circle was located in the 
centree of the RF of the neuron under study, while on other trials a distractor circle was in the 
RF.. In the following sections, we will only consider the responses triggered by the target curve 
andd by one of the two distractor curves, since the responses to the two distractors were similar. 
Wee will first examine the responses of the cells with a visual response (i.e. the visual and 
visuomovementt neurons). Fig. 3 A shows the response of a visual neuron (same as in Fig. 2A) 
too two stimuli shown in the top panels. This neuron was activated by the presentation of the 
targett or distractor curve in its RF (left panel). For either stimulus, neuronal firing rate 
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decreasedd while the monkey's gaze was still at the fixation point, and was suppressed before 
saccadee execution (middle panel). When the target curve appeared in the RF, the initial 
responsee (continuous trace) was as strong as that triggered by the distractor curve (dashed 
trace).. This response became stronger somewhat later (P<0.01, U-test). In order to determine 
thee latency of this response enhancement, we fitted a curve to the response difference. The 
latencyy of response modulation was 109  15 ms (estimate  SD) after the onset of the 
stimuluss (Fig. 3A, lower panel). 

Thee visuomovement neuron illustrated in Fig. 3B also exhibited an initial visual response 
thatt did not differentiate between the target and distractor curve. After a latency of 161 1 
ms,, the response to the distractor stimulus was suppressed, while the response to the target 
wass enhanced. The difference between responses was highly significant (P<10"6, t/-test). 
Moreover,, the response evoked by the target curve peaked at the time of saccade execution, 
butt the response evoked by the distractor did not. 
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Figuree 3. Neuronal responses of the 
visuall and visuomovement neurons 
illustratedd in Fig. 2. during curve tracing. 
A.. Upper panels illustrate the location of 
thee RF of the visual neuron relative to 
thee stimulus display. The RF was located 
onn parts of the target curve (T) or parts 
off a distractor curve (D). The initial 
responsee triggered by the target (black 
trace)) was similar to that triggered by the 
distractorr (dashed trace). This response, 
however,, differentiated whether the 
targett or the distractor was in the RF at a 
latencyy of 109  15 ms after stimulus 
onset.. The lower panel show a curve that 
wass fitted onto the differential responses. 
inn order to determine the latency of 
modulation.. Arrow. latency of 
modulation.. Black bar on x-axis, 95% 
confidencee interval of the latency. Grey 
barr on x-axis. range of saccadic reaction 
time,, with the average marked by the 
triangle.. The responses to both stimuli 
weree suppressed before saccade 
executionn (middle panel). Right panels, 
responsess during trials that controlled for 
thee effects of the local segment near the 
fixationn point. B. Responses of the 
visuomovementt neuron to the stimuli 
shownn in the top panels. The response to 
thee target was enhanced at a latency of 
1611  21 ms after stimulus onset, 
complementedd by suppression to the 
distractor.. The target enhancement 
peakedd at the time of saccade execution. 
Rightt panels, responses during Ihe 
controll trials. 
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Thee stronger response of the visual and visuomovement neuron evoked by the target curve 
comparedd to that evoked by the distractor is likely to reflect selection of the target curve, since 
thee visual stimulus in the RF was similar. The only difference between these stimuli was 
confinedd to the small connecting curve segment near the fixation point. Since FEF neurons 
havee large response fields, which can even include the fixation point, such a local difference 
betweenn stimuli could, in principle, influence neuronal responses. We investigated this 
possibilityy by recording activity during control trials that were randomly interleaved with the 
otherr trials. The stimuli on control trials consisted of only a small portion of each curve, i.e. 
thee local segments around the fixation point, and of only one saccade target that was always at 
thee same position, and not connected to one of the curves (Fig. 3A and B, right panels). The 
differencee in the position of the connected curve segment between stimuli was irrelevant, but 
servedd to control for the effect of the connected segment on the visual response. As shown in 
Fig.. 3 (right panels), there was no difference in response strength between the two stimuli. The 
visuall  cell (Fig. 3 A, right) was suppressed by the presentation of either stimulus, whereas the 
visuomovementt cell did not respond at all (Fig. 3B, right). These results therefore indicate that 
thee delayed response modulation during curve tracing is not due to differences in the segment 
connectedd to the fixation point. 

Mostt visual and visuomovement cells started to discriminate between the target and 
distractorr at a delay after the initial visual response. We also observed, however, in a subset of 
visuall  neurons (3/9) and visuomovement neurons (2/11), a selective response that occurred as 
soonn as the neurons started to respond. One such visuomovement neuron is shown in Fig. 4. 
Thiss neuron discharged a burst of activity after the appearance of the target stimulus in its RF 
(leftt panel), followed by another burst at the time of saccade execution (middle panel). In 
contrast,, there was no response to the distractor stimulus. This response difference (P<10") 
wass not caused by differences in the contour segment attached to the fixation point (Fig. 4, 
right).. Apparently, this cell only responded to the target curve. We note, however, that this 
neuronn was activated at a relatively long latency (159  8 ms), compared to the neuron in Fig. 
3A. . 

stimuluss onset stimuluss onset 
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\ \ /-- Figuree 4. Response selectivity from 

thee start of the visual-evoked response 
off  a visuomovement neuron. Upper 
panels,, location of the RF relative to 
thee stimulus display. The RF was 
locatedd at an eccentricity 15" and 
coveredd the middle and lower right 
quadrantt of the visual field. The 
neuronn was visually responsive and 
exhibitedd a pre-saccadic enhancement 
off  firing rate only when the target 
appearedd in its RF (black trace). The 

distractorr stimulus did not evoke any response (dashed trace). This 
neuronn had a long visual latency, and its selectivity thus started at a 
latencyy of 159  8 ms after stimulus onset (bottom). Right panels, 
responsess during the control trials. Conventions as Fig. 3. 
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Movementt neurons are only active at the time of a saccade. Fig. 5 shows the activity of the 
movementt neuron (same as in Fig. 2C) during curve tracing. The firing rate of this neuron was 
suppressedd after the appearance of either the target or the distractor stimulus (continuous and 
dashedd traces, respectively), followed by an increase in activity that peaked at the time of the 
saccade.. This peri-saccadic enhancement was, however, specific to the saccade made to the 
targett located in the movement field. 

" J " " **  Sic* 

_ / * * Figuree 5. Neuronal responses during 
curvee tracing of the movement neuron 
shownn in Fig. 2B. The onset of the 
stimuluss display (shown in the upper 
panels)) yielded a suppression of 
activity,, followed by an enhancement of 
firingg rate before the saccade made to 
thee target in the movement field. 
Conventionss as Fig. 3. 
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Populationn responses. The present findings were replicated at the population level. Fig. 6 
showss the population responses during curve tracing for visual neurons (N=9), 
visuomovementt neurons (N=l l) and movement neurons (N=l3). The initial visual responses 
evokedd by the target and distractor curve were similar. After some delay, however, the 
populationn response started to discriminate between the target and distractor curve (p<0.025,1-
test).. For visual neurons, this occurred at a latency of 145  9 ms after stimulus presentation 
(Fig.. 6A) and for visuomovement neurons it occurred after 151  3 ms (Fig. 6B). Before 
saccadee execution, the activity of visual neurons was completely suppressed. In contrast, the 
activityy of the visuomovement neurons evoked by the target curve increased strongly. The 
differencee in the responses evoked by the target and distractor curve was significant in all but 
onee visually responsive neuron (P<0.05, N= 19/20), and occurred at latencies ranging from 90 
too 215 ms (median = 158 ms) (Fig. 7). 

Thee population activity of movement neurons was suppressed below baseline level upon the 
appearancee of the stimulus (Fig. 6C). This was followed by an enhancement of activity before 
thee saccade made to the movement field. 
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Movementt neurons (N= 13) 
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Figuree 6 Visual and movement selection in 
FEFF neurons during curve tracing A. Population 
responsess (N=9) of visual neurons evoked by 
thee target (black) and distractor curve (dashed). 
Responsess are synchronised on stimulus onset 
(right)) and on saccade onset (left). The initial 
visual-evokedd response did not differentiate 
betweenn target and distractor. The response 
selectivityy occurred at a latency of 145  9 ms 
afterr stimulus onset, and occurred through an 
enhancementt of firing rate to the target and 
suppressionn to the distractor. Visual neurons did 
nott have any pre-saccadic responses. Lower 
panel,, curve that was fitted onto the response 
differencee between stimuli, in order to 
determinee onset of response modulation. Arrow, 
latencyy of modulation. Bar on x-a\is, 95% 
confidencee interval of the latency. 

B,, Population response of visuomovement neurons (N=l 1). The population activity discriminated between the 
targett and the distractor at a latency of 151 3 ms after the appearance of the stimulus display. The activity of 
visuomovementt neurons was also enhanced before saccade execution. C, Population response of movement 
neuronss (N=13). The onset of the stimulus suppressed neuronal activity The target-related activity was then 
enhancedd prior to the saccade. 
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Figuree 7. Distribution of the latency of 
thee modulation of visually responsive 
neuronss that yield a significant response 
modulationn (p<0.05; N=19/20). Grey, 
visuall  neurons. Black, visuomovement 
neurons.. The median of the distribution 
equalledd 158 ms. 
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5.. DISCUSSION 

Inn this study, we have investigated neuronal responses in FEF during curve tracing. Previous 
studiess have quantified the time course of visual selection in FEF, as well as in other areas 
throughoutt the visual system (e.g. Chelazzi et al.. 1993; Motter, 1994a,b; Thompson et al., 
1996:: Sato et al., 2001; Roelfsema etal., 2003; Constantinidis and Steinmetz, 2001; Khayat et 
al.,, 2004). To our knowledge, this study is the first to examine and compare the time course of 
visuall  selection processes between the first stage of cortical processing (area VI) , and at the 
otherr extreme, one of the last stages of visuomotor transformation, during an identical task. 
Here,, we report two main findings. First and foremost, the time course of visual selection 
processess in FEF is strikingly similar to that previously reported in the primary visual cortex 
(Roelfsemaa et al., 2003; Khayat et al., 2004), although these two areas have quite different 
functions.. Second, neuronal responses in FEF during curve tracing reflect visual selection 
processess as well as oculomotor processes, which are carried out by distinct neuronal 
populations. . 

Neuronall  responses in FEF durin g curve tracing 
Visuall  and visuomovement neurons discriminate between the target and the distractor. 
Visuomovementt neurons and movement neurons are active before and during an eye 
movementt made to a specific location. The effect of the behavioural relevance of the stimulus 
onn the response of most visual and visuomovement neurons does not occur during the initial 
visuall  response. Instead, it occurs at a delay after the presentation of the stimulus and is 
reflectedd by an enhancement of activity to the target and a suppression of activity to the 
distractor.. However, in a subset of visual and visuomovement neurons, we also found a 
responsee selectivity that occurred from the start of the visual-evoked response. We note that 
thesee neurons had long visual latencies (>100 ms) and that the time course of selectivity in 
thesee neurons was similar to, and not earlier than that observed in the other neurons. The 
presentt results reveal, as was previously reported (Schall et al., 1995b; Thompson et al., 1996, 
1997;; Bichot and Schall, 1999; Murthy et al., 2001; Sato et al., 2001, 2003), processes of 
visuall  discrimination as well as oculomotor processes, which are carried out by different 
subpopulationss of FEF neurons. Whereas visual and movement neurons carry out very distinct 
functions,, visuomovement neurons may provide the link by transforming visual input into 
presaccadicc activity. 

Duringg curve tracing, attention is covertly directed to all contour segments of a relevant 
curvee (Scholte et al., 2001; Houtkamp et al., 2003). The response modulation of the visually 
responsivee FEF neurons might therefore reflect the allocation of attention to the target curve, 
ass was previously shown in the primary visual cortex (Roelfsema et al., 1998, 2003). We note, 
however,, that our recordings were obtained from neurons that had their receptive fields 
centredd on the saccade target. The present results do not dissociate attentional selection of the 
targett curve form selection for an eye movement, because our task was not designed for that 
purpose.. Nevertheless, it is likely that attention is at least partially responsible for the 
modulationn of the response of FEF neurons, since previous results showed that attentional 
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selectionn occurs in FEF even when the monkey does not execute a saccade (Thompson et al., 
1997;; Sato etal., 2003). 

AttentionalAttentional  selection durin g curve tracing: Who is doing the job? 
Attentionall  modulation in FEF occurred at an average latency of 150 ms after the appearance 
off  the curves, which is comparable to values obtained during search tasks (Thompson et al., 
1996;; Sato et al., 2001). Recent studies showed that subthreshold microstimulation of sites in 
FEFF increases contrast sensitivity at the behavioural level (Moore and Fallah, 2004), and 
increasess neuronal responses in area V4 (Moore and Armstrong, 2003). These findings 
suggestt that FEF is involved in directing spatial attention, and provides a potential source of 
feedbackk signals that modulate neuronal responses in downstream visual areas. To our 
surprise,, during curve tracing, the latency of modulation in FEF is similar to that observed in 
thee primary visual cortex (Roelfsema et al., 2003; KJiayat et al., 2004). These findings make it 
unlikelyy that indirect feedback signals from FEF are the main source of modulation of VI 
activity,, during our task. This further indicates that attention has a common effect on neurons 
inn widely separated areas. We propose that the visual selection processes in FEF during curve 
tracingg reflect the outcome of computations carried out earlier in the visual pathways. Indeed, 
neuronss in FEF are not selective to the features of stimuli, such as orientation, colour or shape. 
Thee processing of stimulus features occurs in the primary visual cortex, as well as in areas of 
bothh the ventral and dorsal streams that are reciprocally connected to FEF (Schall 1995a). The 
representationn of stimulus features in these areas is enhanced by attention, and this effect 
typicallyy occurs between 100 and 200 ms after the appearance of a novel stimulus (e.g. 
Chelazzii  et al., 1993; Motter, 1994a,b; Roelfsema et al., 2003; Constantinidis and Steinmetz, 
2001;; Khayat et al., 2004). Since FEF is an important site of convergence of both the ventral 
andd dorsal processing streams, the activity of FEF neurons might therefore reflect the 
enhancedd representation of attended stimuli across the visual scene in each of these areas. We 
previouslyy hypothesised that attentional modulation in the primary visual cortex is essential 
duringg tasks that require a high degree of positional specificity in order to successfully 
discriminatee between nearby or overlapping features (Roelfsema et al., 1998, 2000). Indeed, 
neuronss in area VI have small receptive fields, which provide a high spatial resolution 
representationn of the stimulus. During curve tracing, perceptual grouping criteria such as 
connectednesss and collinearity need to be evaluated in order to bind alt segments of the target 
curvee into a single elongated curve (Roelfsema et al., 2000). We have shown that curve 
tracingg is achieved by gradually spreading attention from initial segments of the target curve 
too successive segments that are collinear and connected to them (Houtkamp et al., 2003). 
Neuronss in area VI with nearby RFs tend to be connected through horizontal connections, and 
thee selectivity of these connections reflects grouping criteria such as connectedness and 
collinearityy (Schmidt et al., 1997). Thus, we proposed that curve tracing is carried out in area 
VII  and other early visual areas by propagating response enhancements along contour 
segmentss of the target curve that are related to each other by these grouping criteria 
(Roelfsemaa et al., 1998, 2000). In this view, the small VI RFs would be essential in providing 
ann accurate representation of a relevant continuous curve, even when this curve is overlapping 
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withh another curve. In contrast, neurons in FEF, as well as in other visual areas such as V4 or 
IT,, have large receptive fields that would cover segments of the target curve as well as 
segmentss of the distractor curve, when these curves are close to one another. Therefore, 
attentionall  selection in these areas might require the active involvement of early visual areas, 
includingg the primary visual cortex, in the discrimination process. In fact, the enhanced 
representationn of the target curve in area VI occurs well before the eye movement response 
(Roelfsemaa et al., 2003), which is consistent with the possibility that attentional effects in FEF 
duringg curve tracing depend on attentional selection carried out in the primary visual cortex. 

Inn conclusion, the latency of attentional effects is similar across widespread cortical areas, 
includingg FEF and the primary visual cortex, even during an identical behavioural task. It is 
difficult ,, however, to determine whether attentional processing is carried out serially, with 
smalll  temporal differences between areas, or whether it occurs in parallel with a common time 
coursee in a distributed network. To investigate this issue, one has to compare the time course 
off  selection by recording from multiple areas simultaneously. A hypothesis we are currently 
testingg through simultaneous recordings in FEF and area VI is whether processing in one area 
influencess processing in the other, and whether attentional selection is carried out in a parallel 
orr a serial manner. The present results are consistent with previous studies indicating that FEF 
iss involved in transforming the outcome of visual selection into an oculomotor command (for 
review,, see Schall and Bichot, 1998; Schall and Thompson, 1999). As such, FEF does not 
participatee in the specific analysis of features in the visual scene, but might act as a saliency 
mapp in which potential targets are registered for oculomotor action (Schall, 2002). 
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Ass we engage in visual behaviours, like, for example, exploring a road map, our gaze is 
continuallyy moving about the visual image. Eye movements are necessary factors in visual 
perception,, as they bring relevant information to the high acuity region of the retina. Indeed, 
whenn we look at a road map the eyes typically move from one point to another in search of a 
specificspecific location on the map. Once this location is found, the eyes then saccade along a path 
thatt needs to be traced. Eye movements, however, also create a number of potential problems 
thatt the perceptual system must solve. For example, each eye movement sweeps the scene's 
projectionn across the retina, and thereby changes its representation in retinotopic areas of the 
visuall  cortex. Despite these changes, the scene appears stable. As introduced in chapter 1, 
visuall  attention is necessary for the selection and identification of an object, and in the 
guidancee of eye movements across the scene. Attention is also instrumental in the integration 
off  information during visual scanning. The present thesis provides new insights in the 
mechanismss of transsaccadic integration, and of visual attention. A curve tracing task was 
usedd to address a number of issues. First, how is information integrated across eye movements 
duringg such a contour grouping task, and what is the involvement of attention in transsaccadic 
integration?? Second, how do eye movements affect the retinotopic representation of an 
elongatedd curve in the primary visual cortex? Third, how are different cognitive operations 
suchh as visual search and curve tracing implemented in the visual cortex, and how are they 
coordinatedd in time? Fourth, how does attention shift from one object to another? And finally, 
whatt is the involvement of the frontal eye field during curve tracing. In the following section, 
II  will summarise the main findings and conclusions. I will conclude by discussing how the 
presentt findings might be applied in the context of reading a road map. 

7.1.. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Chapterss 2 and 3 
Thee studies described in chapters 2 and 3 investigated how information is integrated across 
eyee movements. Monkeys were trained to perform a curve tracing task by making a sequence 
off  two eye movements along a relevant, target curve. One or more distractor curves were also 
present,, and had to be ignored. During the first saccade. the course of the target curve could be 
changed.. By examining the influence of intrasaccadic stimulus changes on oculomotor 
performancee (chapter 2) and on neuronal responses (chapter 3), we determined the nature of 
thee information that is maintained across eye movements. The results from chapter 2 show that 
intrasaccadicc stimulus changes influence postsaccadic fixation times. These findings indicate 
thatt information from the presaccadic stimulus is maintained across a saccade and integrated 
withh postsaccadic information. We showed that transsaccadic integration during curve tracing 
iss based on attended information, since only changes that occur on the target curve influence 
postsaccadicc performance. Our results are consistent with theories that suggest that only 
attendedd objects are maintained in transsaccadic memory and integrated from one fixation to 
thee next. They further extend this notion by showing that transsaccadic memory may contain 
ann entire elongated object, rather than only the items located at the saccade goal. 
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Recordingss in the primary visual cortex also support this conjecture (chapter 3). The data 
showw that before a saccade is initiated, the entire target curve is labelled by an attentional 
responsee enhancement, even segments that are relevant to plan the second saccade. After the 
firstfirst saccade, the representation of the target curve is rapidly re-established. The early 
postsaccadicpostsaccadic attentional modulation thus provides direct evidence for the transfer of attended 
informationn across saccades; indeed, the postsaccadic responses reflect attentional processing 
off  information acquired during the previous fixation. We suggest that the fast restoration of 
attentionall  effects in area VI is probably mediated by feedback input from higher cortical 
areass that can rescue the objects' location and identity across saccades. We argue that this 
mechanismm is important for the integration of pre- and postsaccadic information in retinotopic 
coordinates.. During curve tracing, this would allow the subject to continue tracing after a 
saccade. . 

Chapterr  4 
Inn chapter 4, we investigated the neuronal implementation of a complex task, which requires 
visuall  search and curve tracing. The monkey had to trace a target curve presented along with a 
distractorr curve. In order to identify the location of the target curve, however, the monkey had 
firstt to find one of two colour markers positioned at the beginning of the each curve. We 
examinedd how these tasks are coordinated in time. While some theories hold that the processes 
requiredd to solve each task can take place simultaneously (Rumelhart, & McClelland, 1986), 
otherss claim that they occur serially (Miller, 1988; Newell, 1990). Both visual search and 
curvee tracing operations are implemented by an attentional enhancement of firing rate in area 
VI .. By measuring the time course of these attentional effects, we demonstrate that these tasks 
aree not solved in parallel. In other words, the attentional processes involved in visual search 
startt before those involved in curve tracing. Interestingly, however, the results show that these 
successivee attentional processes exhibit considerable temporal overlap, which argues against a 
strictlyy serial account for solving this complex task. We conclude that the temporal overlap 
betweenn different and successive attentional processes is important because it allows the 
transferr of information from one operation (search) to the next (tracing). 

Chapterr  5 
Inn chapter 5, we examined how visual attention shifts from one curve to another by recording 
inn area VI . The allocation of attention was manipulated by switching the identity of the target 
andd distractor curves during the course of a trial. This procedure requires that attention be 
directedd to a new target curve, while it is removed from a previously attended curve. The 
resultss show that attention operates by enhancing target information and by suppressing 
distractors.. Directing attention was associated with a rapid and strong enhancement of 
neuronall  responses to the newly attended curve, followed after 60 ms by a more gradual 
suppressionn of responses to the curve from which attention was removed. The difference in the 
timee course and magnitude of these attentional processes suggests that the selection of an 
objectt that suddenly becomes relevant occurs through a greater contribution of target 
facilitationn than of distractor suppression. 
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Chapterr  6 
Inn chapter 6, we studied the involvement of the frontal eye field (FEF) during curve tracing, 
andd compare the results to those previously obtained in area VI . We show that neuronal 
activityy in FEF reflects processes of visual selection as well as processes of oculomotor 
planning.. The discrimination between the target and distractor curve does not occur during the 
initiall  stimulus-evoked response. Instead, the response to the target curve is enhanced at a 
latencyy of 150 ms after the appearance of the stimulus, just as in area VI . This response 
modulationn is likely to reflect the allocation of attention to the target curve. These results are 
intriguingg because they show that the attentional response modulations at the output stages of 
thee cortex (area FEF) occur at latencies that are similar to those observed at the input stage of 
visuall  processing (area VI) . Whereas FEF appears to be involved in sensory-motor 
transformationn during a task that requires shifts of attention and eye movements, visual 
selectionn is carried out within a similar time course in widespread areas of the cerebral cortex. 

7.2.. How Do You GET FROM AMSTERDAM TO PARIS? 

Inn light of the present as well as previous work, we can now examine how a more elaborate 
andd natural task, like reading a road map, which involves tracing a path between two locations 
throughh a sequence of attention shifts and eye movements, is implemented in the brain. 

Imaginee the observer is looking at a road map, in order to determine the route from 
Amsterdamm to Paris (Fig. 1). Suppose that the first step is to search for the relevant arrival 
locationn on the map. Search is implemented in the brain by an enhancement of firing rate of 
neuronss that encode the attribute that is searched (e.g. Chelazzi et al., 1993, 1998, 2001). Once 
"Paris''' is found, it is also represented by an enhanced Firing rate of neurons that encode its 
locationn (Fig. 1A) (Motter, 1994a,b; Thompson et a!., 1996; Gottlieb et al., 1998; Bichot & 
Schall,, 1999; Sato et al., 2001). At a psychological level of description, labelling of the 
relevantt location by response enhancements corresponds to covert attentional selection (Cave 
&&  Bichot, 1999). Because eye movements are typically guided to the selected location (e.g. 
Hoffmann & Subramaniam, 1995; Kowler et al., 1995; Deubel & Schneider, 1996; McPeek et 
al.,, 1999), it is safe to assume that this location will be fixated, in order to improve visual 
resolution.. In our example, the observer puts his index finger on the attended location for 
futuree reference (Fig. IB). The location of the finger, which is easily retrieved, permits the 
removall  of the attentional label in order to reduce interference while the next task is carried 
out,, the search for "Amsterdam". Once its location is found, it is labelled by an enhancement 
off  neuronal responses and fixated (cross in Fig. 1C). As we have indicated in chapter 4, the 
attentionall  label at this location will provide a departure point for the subsequent curve tracing 
operationn in the direction of the index finger. 
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Mapp Search Pointing 

Searchh Curve tracing Saccade 

Tracingg a new path Saccade Curve tracing 

Figuree I Interpretation of a road map A. Visual search for the location of Paris This location is labelled by an 
attentionall  response enhancement (shading) B. The index finger points at the labelled location. C. Search for 
thee location of Amsterdam, whose location is labelled, and then fixated (cross). D. Curve tracing during this 
fixationn period The traced path is also labelled (thick trace) E. A saccade (arrow) is made in order to acquire a 
neww fixation position near the road intersection. F. The representation of the previousl) traced path is remapped 
afterr the saccade Tracing of a new path can start thereafter Here, the attentional label is removed from a 
sectionn of the previously traced path (grey) and applied to the new path. G. Saccade to a location close to 
anotherr intersection H. Curve tracing until the location of Paris is found 
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Curvee tracing starts by gradually spreading attention along collinear and connected line 
segmentss that are grouped together into a continuous path (Fig. ID) (Roelfsema et al., 2000; 
Scholtee et al., 2001; Houtkamp et al; 2003). We have shown in this thesis that such mental 
curvee tracing is reflected by an enhancement of neuronal responses to the traced curve (see 
also,, Roelfsema et al., 1998). When the tracing operation arrives at the road junction, a 
numberr of possibilities emerge. First, tracing may continue in the direction of Lille. Second, it 
mayy proceed in the direction of Brussels. Third, it may also proceed in both directions. At 
present,, we have no data about what happens in these situations. In our example, suppose that 
thee observer mentally traces the route through Brussels, but that the tracing operation stops at 
aa point where the route is obstructed. An efficient strategy to limit, and correct if required, the 
variouss interpretations concerning the direction of tracing, is to make a saccadic eye 
movementt to the location where the routes intersect, in order to improve visual resolution 
(arroww in Fig. IE). This eye movement does not challenge the labelling process, because the 
representationn of the traced curve is maintained in transsaccadic memory and remapped after 
thee eye movement, as discussed in earlier chapters. Note that the saccade might land on a 
specificc point on the traced curve, or it might even land near the curve. We believe that the 
landingg position of the saccade need not be precise, because the saccade target (i.e. the new 
fixationn position; cross in Fig. IE, F) is not taken as a starting point to continue tracing. 
Rather,, remapping of the spatial representation of the traced path in retinotopic coordinates 
afterr the saccade would serve as a reference to allow the observer to continue tracing. The 
findingss that attention is directed to relevant curve segments that are located after the endpoint 
off  the saccade, and that those segments are remapped after the saccade, support this notion 
(seee chapters 2 and 3). Note also that when the new fixation is acquired (cross in Fig. IE), the 
roadd section that was traced before the saccade (section between Amsterdam and the new 
fixationn position) is still represented by a response enhancement. However, we do not know at 
presentt whether this would really be the case or whether the representation of this section 
wouldd fade away after the saccade. Given that a few attended objects from previous fixations 
aree maintained in transsaccadic memory'along with the object-to-be-fixated (Hollingworth & 
Henderson.. 2001; Irwin & Zelinsky, 2002), leads us to favour the former interpretation. 

Afterr the saccade, in order to avoid the obstacle our observer starts tracing the route in the 
directionn of Lille. This implies that the attentional label has to be removed from the original 
roadd section and applied onto the new road section (Fig. IF). Such an operation involves 
directingg attention to the new selected path, and removing attention from the previously 
selectedd path. Physiologically, these processes do not occur simultaneously (see chapter 5). 
Thee attentional rate enhancement to the new path occurs before it is removed from the old one. 
Inn our example, based on the descriptions provided above, this new path is traced until another 
intersection,, followed by an eye movement (Fig. 1G). Finally, the continuation of this path 
leadingg to the index finger is mentally traced through covert attentional shifts, until the entire 
routee the Paris is labelled (Fig. IH). 

Inn conclusion, the example presented here outlines how a relatively complex task is 
achieved.. We focused mainly on the neuronal mechanisms of visual attention and 
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transsaccadicc integration. Placing visual perception and cognition in the context of a dynamic 

visuall  behaviour is an important approach in understanding the role of vision in a variety of 

taskss such as reading, searching and scene perception. 
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APPENDIXX A 

Supportingg informatio n for  chapter  3 as published on the PNAS web site 

1-- Recording Technique. Multiunit recordings were obtained from electrodes that were 
chronicallyy implanted (Teflon-coated platinum-iridium wires) in the primary visual cortex of 
twoo monkeys, and positioned 1-2 mm below the cortical surface. The response at a multiunit 
recordingg site represents the sum of the responses of the contributing neurons, and population 
responsess obtained with this method are therefore the same as population responses obtained 
withh single-unit recordings. Before the experiments, the receptive field (RF) dimension and 
positionn was determined at each of the sites with an automatic plotting procedure, using 
movingg light bars. Median RF size (square root of the area) was 0.94° (range, 0.42-1.78°), and 
eccentricityy ranged from 1.1° to 6.4° with an average of 3.3° We designed the stimuli in such a 
wayy that in the onset condition a segment of one of the curves was positioned optimally over 
onee or more RFs, while the monkey fixated on fixation point 1 (FP1). In the saccade 
condition,, the same curve segment was displaced by a distance equal to that between FPI and 
FP2.. This ensured that the curve did not touch the RFs during fixation at FPI, but also that it 
wass well aligned on the RFs during fixation at FP2. 

2-- Control for  Eye Position Effects. The RFs of neurons in the primary visual cortex (VI ) 
aree relatively small. We therefore had to exclude the possibility that differences in the strength 
off  the response evoked by the target and distractor curve were caused by systematic 
differencesdifferences in the position of gaze around the fixation point. To this aim, we first removed all 
trialss with microsaccades during stimulus presentation. Then we applied a stratification 
proceduree (1), which is illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1A Lower shows the distribution of eye 
positionss within the Pxl° fixation window around FPI across trials with stimulus 1 {Left) and 
stimuluss 2 {Center). The stratification procedure removes trials from these two stimulus 
conditionss until the eye position distributions are identical (within bins of 0.2° x 0.2°). The 
stratifiedd eye position distribution is shown in Fig. IA {Right). Note that the number of 
remainingg trials in the stratified distribution is smaller than the number of trials with either 
stimulus.. This is due to the removal of trials with stimulus I in some of the bins and removal 
off  trials with stimulus 2 in other bins. A similar analysis of the eye position distributions in the 
saccadee condition is shown in Fig. IB. The data of chapter 3 (Figs. 2-4) have all been 
stratifiedd in this way, which implies that the increased neuronal response evoked by the target 
curvee is not caused by a systematic difference in gaze position between conditions. 

3-- Neuronal Responses and Significance. To compute the population responses, the 
responsess at individual sites were first normalized to the peak response averaged across the 
twoo stimuli of the onset condition (60-200 trials per stimulus) (1). This procedure preserves 
differencess between peak responses to different stimuli. The significance of differences in 
responsee strength between complementary stimuli was determined in a computational window 
fromm 160 to 500 ms after stimulus onset (onset condition) or after the first saccade (saccade 
condition).. At individual recording sites, significance was computed from the distribution of 
firingg rates on single trials, using the Mann Whitney U test. A paired t test was used for the 
populationn responses. 
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Figuree 1. Stratification procedure. A. 
(Upper)(Upper) Two complementary stimuli of 
thee onset condition. Dotted circle 
representss fixation at fixation point 1 
(FP1).. (Lower) Distribution of eye 
positionss (0.2° x 0.2° bins) while the 
monkeyss fixated FP1 (cross). (Left) Eye 
positionss in trials with stimulus 1 (n = 
193).. (Center) Eye positions with 
stimuluss 2 (n = 187). (Right) The 
stratifiedd distribution of eye positions (n 
== 172) was obtained by removing excess 
trialss in every bin. B, Same as above but 
forr the saccade condition, while the 
monkeyy fixates FP2. 
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4-- Analysis of the Onset of Visual Stimulation in the Saccade Condition. The onset of 
visuall  stimulation (70) in the saccade condition depends on the timing and trajectory of the 
saccade.. It was determined on a trial-by-trial basis by computing the moment at which the 
leadingg edge (outer boundary) of the RF came in contact with one of the curves (Fig. 2A). 
Thiss analysis takes the shape of the RF, the shape of the curves, as well as the eye trajectory in 
eachh individual trial into account. The estimate of tO also determines the latency of modulation 
andd influences the latency difference between the onset and saccade condition. We note, 
however,, that our estimate of tO is conservative, because the RF is not yet centered on the 
curvee at this point in time. To assess the validity of our estimate of tO, we compared the visual 
latencyy of the population response between the onset and saccade condition. The visual 
latencyy was determined by fitting a function to the average response to the target and 
distractorr curve in the onset and saccade condition (Fig. 2B). In the onset condition, the visual 
responsee reaches 25, 33, 50, and 75% of its maximum after 36, 37, 39, and 40 ms, 
respectively.. In the saccade condition, these respective times are 38, 40, 43, and 48 ms. These 
resultss show that our procedure to estimate rt) is effective because the slope of the initial 
responsee transient is quite steep in the saccade condition (from 25% to 75% of the maximal 
responsee in only 10 ms). Nevertheless, the slope is slightly shallower than in the onset 
condition,, which is unsurprising because the curve is gradually brought into the RF by the 
saccade.. Moreover, this estimate is indeed conservative, because the response latency is 
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slightlyy longer in the saccade condition, which works against our finding of an earlier onset of 
thee attentional effect. 

FPl l FP2 2 

B B 
Onset-condition n Saccade-condition n 
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Figuree 2. Computation of td in the 
saccadee condition. A, Dots show the eye 
movementt trace (one sample per 1.8 ms). 
Crosss depicts the eye position when the 
receptivee field (RF at TO rectangle) 
touchess the curve. This point in time is 
takenn as tO. The position of the eye at the 
endd of the saccade is depicted by the X. B, 
Latencyy of visual responses in the onset 
(Left)(Left) and saccade condition {Right). A 
curvee was fitted to the average response to 
determinee the visual latency. 
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5-- Suppression of Spontaneous Activit y in the Saccade Condition. The initial response in 
thee saccade condition was slightly weaker than that in the onset condition (Fig. 3 D and E, 
chapterr 3). This is explained, in part, by a slight suppression of spontaneous activity in the 
saccadee condition before the stimulus reaches the RF. Fig. 3 shows that the onset of a stimulus 
outsidee the RF, during fixation at FPl, gives rise to a weak transient response (presumably 
causedd by stray light) followed by a suppression of the ongoing activity. An additional factor 
thatt contributes to the difference in response magnitude is the pattern of RF stimulation, which 
differss between the onset condition (sudden appearance of curve segment in RF) and the 
saccadee condition (shift of the RF onto a curve segment). 

Saccade-condition n 

Figuree 3. Suppression of spontaneous 
activityy in the saccade condition. (Left) 
Populationn response aligned on stimulus 
onset.. (Right) Population response 
alignedd on the moment that the receptive 
fieldfield comes in contact with one of the 
curves. . 

Tim ee (ms) 
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6-- Preview Task. In an additional experiment, we investigated whether advance information 
aboutt the stimulus configuration also causes an earlier occurrence of the attentional response 
modulationn if it is provided within a single fixation. The sequence of events during this cueing 
taskk is illustrated in Fig. 4A. After 300 ms of fixation, a stimulus appeared for 200 ms and was 
thenn removed from the screen for 500 ms. Then the same stimulus appeared, while the 
monkeyy maintained fixation for an additional 200 ms. Thereafter, the animal made a single 
saccadee to the circle at the end of the target curve. Fig. 4B illustrates the location of a RF 
relativee to two of the stimuli. The population responses, averaged across 33 recording sites in 
areaa VI of two monkeys, are shown in Fig. 4C. The response to the target curve (continuous 
trace)) was enhanced relative to the response evoked by the distractor curve (dotted trace). 
Whenn the stimulus appeared on the screen for the first time (onset 1), this attentional effect 
occurredd at a latency of 133 ms. Interestingly, the response modulation disappeared in the 
subsequentt blank interval. This, however, does not imply that all information about the 
stimuluss configuration was lost. When the stimulus appeared for the second time (onset 2), the 
attentionall  modulation occurred after 104 ms, which is 29 ms earlier than after onset 1. A 
Montee Carlo simulation indicated that this difference in the timing of the attentional effect was 
significantt (P < 0.05). 
Thesee results demonstrate that advance information can also cause an earlier modulation of 

neuronall  responses in area VI if the information is provided within a single fixation. This 
findingg supports theories suggesting that the neuronal mechanisms for transsaccadic memory 
overlapp with the mechanisms for working memory (2). The stimulus of the cueing task is 
representedd twice by a single collection of neurons in lower and higher visual cortical areas. 
Neuronss in higher visual areas maintain their discharges during a blank interval (3-9), and 
thesee cells may therefore immediately feed back to earlier visual areas when the stimulus 
reappears.. This can explain why the attentional effect occurs earlier in area VI if the same 
stimuluss appears for the second time. 
Wee emphasize, however, that the early occurrence of the attentional effect after a saccade is 

moree remarkable, because it implies that transsaccadic integration takes the saccade metrics 
intoo account. This is necessary, because the collection of neurons in retinotopic areas that 
representss the post-saccadic stimulus depends on the amplitude and direction of the saccade, 
andd differs from the collection of neurons that represents the pre-saccadic stimulus. 

Figuree 4 (next page). Attentional modulation of neuronal responses in a cueing task. A, After initial 
fixationn (300 ms), the stimulus was presented for 200 ms (cueing period) and then disappeared. It 
reappearedd after 500 ms, and the monkey had to maintain fixation for an additional 200 ms Then the 
animall  made a saccade to the circle at the end of the target curve (Arrow) B, Complementary 
stimuli.. The rectangle depicts a multiunit receptive field located on a segment of the target curve 
(Upper)(Upper) or distractor curve (Lower). C. Population response (n = 33) in the cueing period (Left) and 
att stimulus reappearance (Right). In the cueing period, enhancement of responses to the target curve 
occurss at a latency of 133 ms. When the stimulus is displayed for the second time, modulation 
appearss at a latency of 104 ms 
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APPENDIXX B 

Latencyy and significance of modulation 

1-- Analysis of the Latency of the Response Modulation. Various methods exist to measure 
thee latency of neuronal responses or the modulation thereof. A commonly used procedure is to 
takee the first of a number of time bins that satisfy a significance criterion (1,2). If the 
differencee between neuronal responses between conditions builds up gradually, this procedure 
yieldss biased estimates since it is sensitive to the amount of data that was collected. Shorter 
latenciess are obtained if there are more trials. We therefore used an alternative latency 
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estimatee that is independent of the number of trials, and is derived by fitting a function f(t) to 
thee difference in the response between conditions (see also ref. 3). 
Thee shape of f(t) was derived from the following two assumptions: [1] the onset of response 
modulationn has a gaussian distribution across trials, and [2] a fraction of the modulation 
dissipatess exponentially. These assumptions yield the following two differential equations: 

dmdmxx{t){t)  I dt =-am^t) + g{t, n,a) (1) 
forr the dissipating modulation, and 

dmdm22 (t) I dt = g(t, / /, a) (2) 

forr the non-dissipating modulation. Here, g(t,u,a) is a gaussian density with mean u and 
standardd deviation cr, and a"' is the time constant of dissipation. Thus, the total modulation 
equals s 

f(t)f(t) = kxmx{t) + k2m2{t) (3) 

Thee solution to these equations was fitted to the response difference: 

ƒƒ (0 = Ad !{d +1)  Exp(jua + 0.5a2a2 - at)  G(/, // + cr2a, cr) 

++  A/{d + \)-G(t,ju,a) 
wheree the constants k) and k2 of Eq (3) are defined as follows: 

k^Ad/idk^Ad/id + l) (5) 

kk22=A/(d=A/(d + l) (6) 

Thus,, f(t) depends on 5 parameters: a, cr, a, A, and d; G(t,u,o") is a cumulative gaussian, A is 
thee amplitude of the function, and d determines the fraction of the modulation that dissipates. 
Thee latency of the response modulation was defined as the time at which the fitted function 
reachedd 33% of its maximum value. This criterion is arbitrary, but qualitatively similar results 
weree obtained with other criteria (e.g. 25%, 50% and 75%). 

2-- Analysis of the Significance of Differences Between Latencies. To analyse the 
significancee of differences in the latency of attentional modulation between population 
responses,, a Monte Carlo procedure was used (4). In the comparison between the onset and 
saccadee condition (chapter 3, Fig. 3 D and E), for example, the difference between the 
normalizedd response to the target and distractor curve was computed for each recording site /, 

andd for both conditions: r _ diffmvii!li (/) = TonwlJ (/) - D()nscll (t) and 

rr diffs (/) = T  (/) — DKacc t (/) . Here, T(t) is the response to the target curve, D(t) is 

thee response to the distractor curve, and t is the time relative to the onset of visual stimulation. 
Too estimate the latency of the attentional modulation in the onset condition (lotonse]) and 
saccadee condition (/a/sacc), a function was fitted to the respective response differences, 
averagedd across recording sites. The null hypothesis is that the latency is the same for the two 
conditions.. In the Monte Carlo procedure, two simulated conditions A and B were defined, by 
randomlyy assigning either rjdiff imi,u or r diffUICiJ to A, and by assigning the other response 
differencee to B, for each recording site /'. Functions were fitted to the response differences to 
estimatee the latencies latA and /a/B. and the latency difference A/at m̂=\latA-latB\. This 
proceduree was repeated 10,000 times, and the significance of the actual latency difference 
^0nser^saccc was determined by comparing it to the distribution of Alats,m. The significance of 
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aa difference in the latency of modulation between conditions at individual recording sites was 
determinedd in an equivalent procedure, which assigned individual trials to one of two 
simulatedd conditions. 
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APPENDIXX C 

Receptivee field mapping. To map the visual response fields and movement fields of neurons 
inn area FEF, we carried out two measurements. First, we measured tuning to direction at the 
neuron'ss preferred eccentricity. We fitted a Gaussian to the tuning curve: 

G(Dir)=kG(Dir)=k ]] -ExpC-ExpC[Dir[Dir ~~MYMY)) (1) 
L<y L<y 

Heree a determines width of tuning and /J is the preferred orientation. Second, we measured 
tuningg to eccentricity of stimuli in the preferred direction. We fitted one of two functions to 
thee eccentricity-tuning curve. If the neuron's response decreased at larger eccentricities (non-
monotonicc tuning curve) we fitted a Gaussian to the logarithm of eccentricity: 

H(Ecc)H(Ecc) = k2  Exp( \ ƒ ^ J ) (2A) 
1(7 1(7 

aa determines width of tuning for eccentricity and }A determines the preferred eccentricity. If 
thee response strength was a monotonically increasing function of eccentricity (within the 
testedd range of eccentricities), however, we fitted the following function: 

H(Ecc)H(Ecc) - k3  Ln(\ + b.Ecc") (2B) 

Wee can estimate the response strength for any combination of direction and eccentricity if we 
assumee that the effects of eccentricity and direction on a neuron's response are separable: 

response(Dir,response(Dir, Ecc) - G(Dir)  H(Ecc) (3) 

Thee RFs shown in the figures correspond to the region of the visual field where the neuron's 
responsee was within 75% of the maximal response (within the range of tested eccentricities) as 
estimatedd by Equation 3. 
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Samenvatting g 

Inn dit proefschrift wordt nieuw inzicht verschaft in de mechanismen van transsaccadische 
integratiee en visuele aandacht. Door gebruik te maken van een zogenaamde curve-trace taak 
zijnn een aantal onderwerpen belicht. Ten eerste, hoe wordt de informatie van opeenvolgende 
oogbewegingenn geïntegreerd tijdens het groeperen van contouren en hoe is aandacht hierbij 
betrokken?? Ten tweede, hoe wordt de retinotope representatie van een curve in de primaire 
visuelee cortex beïnvloed door oogbewegingen? Ten derde, hoe zijn cognitieve operaties als 
zoektakenn en het volgen van een curve geïmplementeerd in de visuele cortex en hoe worden 
dezee gecoördineerd? Ten vierde, hoe wordt aandacht van het ene naar het andere object 
verplaatst?? En tenslotte, hoe is het Frontal Eye Field betrokken bij het volgen van een curve? 

Hoofdstukkenn 2 en 3 
Inn de experimenten die besproken worden in hoofdstukken 2 en 3, werd onderzocht hoe 
informatiee van opeenvolgende oogbewegingen wordt geïntegreerd. Apen werden getrained op 
eenn curve-trace taak waarbij ze achtereenvolgens twee oogbewegingen maakten langs de 
relevantee curve. Distractor curves moesten worden genegeerd. Tijdens de eerste saccade kon 
eenn verandering van de target curve plaatsvinden. Door te onderzoeken hoe zo'n verandering 
oculomotorischh gedrag (hoofdstuk 2) en neurale responsen (hoofdstuk 3) beïnvloedt, kon 
wordenn bepaald welk soort informatie bewaard is na het maken van een oogbeweging. De 
resultatenn in hoofdstuk 2 laten zien dat een verandering van de stimulus tijdens een saccade de 
postsaccadischee tlxatie-duratie beïnvloedt. Dit geeft aan dat informatie over de presaccadische 
stimuluss behouden blijf t en geïntegreerd wordt met postsaccadische informatie. Deze 
transsaccadischee integratie blijkt gebaseerd te zijn op attentief verwerkte informatie, aangezien 
alleenn veranderingen op de target curve invloed hebben op postsaccadische variabelen. De 
resultatenn zijn consistent met theorieën volgens welke alleen objecten waar aandacht voor is 
opgeslagenn worden in het transsaccadisch geheugen. Verder laten ze zien dat een volledige 
curvee opgeslagen kan worden, en niet alleen de informatie op de plek waar een saccade naar 
gemaaktt wordt. 

Metingenn in de primaire visuele cortex (VI ) ondersteunen dit idee (hoofdstuk 3). Deze data 
latenn zien dat aandacht gericht is op de volledige target curve nog voordat de saccade wordt 
geïnitieerd,, ook op segmenten die pas relevant zijn voor het plannen van de tweede saccade. 
Ditt blijkt uit een verhoogde vuurfrequentie van neuronen die op de target curve reageren. Na 
dee eerste saccade wordt de representatie van de target curve snel opnieuw opgebouwd. Deze 
vroegee postsaccadische attentieve modulatie levert direct bewijs voor de overdracht van 
informatiee waar aandacht voor was tussen opeenvolgende saccades. De attentieve verwerking 
vann informatie tijdens een vorige fixatie gaat dus niet verloren. Waarschijnlijk wordt de snelle 
restauratiee van attentieve effecten in VI gemedieerd door feedback vanuit hogere corticale 
gebiedenn die de locatie en identiteit van het object kunnen beschermen tegen de verstorende 
invloedd van een saccade. Via dit mechanisme zou pre- and postsaccadische informatie 
geïntegreerdd kunnen worden in retinotope coördinaten. Dit zou kunnen zorgen voor een 
soepelee voortzetting van het volgen van de curve na een saccade. 
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Hoofdstukk 4 
Inn hoofdstuk 4 wordt een experiment beschreven waarin werd onderzocht hoe een complexe 
taakk neuraal geïmplementeerd is. De aap moest een target curve volgen terwijl ook een 
distractorr curve aanwezig was. De target curve werd gedefinieerd door de aanwezigheid van 
éénn van twee gekleurde stippen aan het begin van de curve en eerst moest dus het begin van de 
relevantee curve gezocht worden. We onderzochten hoe deze zoektaak en de curve-trace taak 
gecoördineerdd worden. Volgens sommige theorieën kunnen de processen tegelijk plaatsvinden 
(Rumelhartt & McClelland, 1986), terwijl dit volgens anderen serieel gebeurt (Miller, 1988; 
Newell,, 1990). Zowel de zoektaak als het volgen van de curve zijn in VI geïmplementeerd als 
eenn verhoogde vuurfrequentie van neuronen die reageren op informatie waar aandacht voor is. 
Doorr het tijdsverloop van deze attentieve effecten te meten hebben we laten zien dat de taken 
niett in parallel opgelost worden. Het attentieve proces dat betrokken is bij de zoektaak begint 
vóórr het proces dat betrokken is bij het volgen van de curve. De resultaten laten echter ook 
zienn dat deze opeenvolgende processen elkaar overlappen, wat in tegenspraak is met een strikt 
seriëlee oplossing van de samengestelde taak. De temporele overlap tussen verschillende 
opeenvolgendee attentieve processen is waarschijnlijk essentieel voor de overdracht van 
informatiee tussen de processen. 

Hoofdstukk  5 
Inn hoofdstuk 5 wordt een onderzoek beschreven naar het verplaatsen van visuele aandacht van 
dee ene curve naar de andere. In dit experiment werd de identiteit van de target en de distractor 
curvee soms verwisseld tijdens een trial. Dit heeft tot gevolg dat aandacht van de oude naar de 
nieuwee target curve verplaatst moet worden. De resultaten van metingen in VI laten zien dat 
hett verplaatsen van aandacht gepaard gaat met een snel optredende intensivering van de 
neuralee respons op de nieuwe target curve. Dit proces wordt na 60 ms gevolgd door een meer 
geleidelijkee onderdrukking van de respons op de voormalige target curve. Het verschil in het 
verloopp en de omvang van deze processen suggereert, dat het faciliteren van target informatie 
eenn grotere bijdrage levert aan het attentief selecteren van een object dan het onderdrukken 
vann distractor informatie. 

Hoofdstukk 6 
Inn hoofdstuk 6 wordt beschreven hoe het Frontal Eye Field (FEF; een gebied in de hersenen 
betrokkenn bij saccades) een rol speelt tijdens de curve-trace taak in vergelijking met de eerdere 
dataa van VI . We laten zien dat neurale activiteit in de FEF zowel visuele selectie processen als 
oculomotorischee planning reflecteert. Tijdens de intiële respons op een stimulus wordt nog 
geenn onderscheid gemaakt tussen de target en de distractor curve. De repons op de target curve 
iss pas 150 ms nadat de stimulus voor het eerst is verschenen versterkt, net als in VI . Deze 
versterkingg is waarschijnlijk het gevolg van het attentief verwerken van de target curve. De 
resultatenn zijn intrigerend, omdat ze laten zien dat de vuurfrequentie van neuronen in de 
outputt fase van de cortex (FEF) op hetzelfde moment gemoduleerd wordt door aandacht als 
diee in de input fase van de cortex (VI) . We concluderen dat de FEF betrokken is bij 
sensorimotorischee transformaties tijdens een taak waarbij aandacht en de ogen verplaatst 
moetenn worden en dat visuele selectie binnen eenzelfde tijdsbestek in wijdverspreide gebieden 
vann de cerebrale cortex plaatsvindt. 
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